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UHF TV TRANSMITTERS
2000

2001

Sigma"' UHF Transmitter

will improve your
bottom line today,

1996

and be ready for

digital TV tomorrow.
The best of both worlds.
You want your transmitter to give
you great performance, reliability
and value now, and be able to
make the jump to digital with minimum expense and no hassle. You'll
find that Harris Sigma UHF TV
Transmitters, from 20 to 240 kW,
give you the best of both worlds.
Superb analog today, with features

built in to make conversion to digital economical and easy.

Superior linearity.
For example, Harris feedforward
correction provides a highly -efficient Class AB IPA that's more linear than Class A. This assures
excellent performance with today's
analog NTSC and PAL systems, and
provides the linearity and headroom you will need for future digital transmossion, including Grand
Alliance 8-VSB and multi -carrier

mitters have 70% typical efficiency the highest of any IOT transmitter.
You need the best UHF transmitter today. You'll need the best
digital television system tomorrow.
And you always need a top-quality
signal, achieved with minimum
investment of money and labor.
To learn more about how Sigma
Transmitters will provide superb
performance and cost savings that
can help push your profits right off
the chart, call Harris.

COFDM systems.

Unmatched long-term value.
Analog or digital, Sigma will give
you the best value of any IOT transmitter. These exceptionally redundant systems avoid conditions
which compromise reliability, by
providing such features as Automatic Level Control circuitry, thyratron
crowbar protection, and VSWR
foldback. In addition, Sigma Trans -

HARRIS CORPORATION
BROADCAST DIVISION
US and Canada
TEL: +1 217 222-8200
FAX: +1 217 224-1439
Elsewhere
TEL: +1 217 222-8290
FAX: +1 217 224-2764

MHARRis

Transmitters: Sigma' IOT UHF - Platinum HT EL and Platinum Series' Solid State - UltraVision Solid State UHF UM Series Depressed Collector Klystron VHF, UHF and HDTV -Ready Antennas Remote Control Systems - Digital HDTV/ATV Systems
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at AlphaStar, designed and built by A.F. Associates,
is a complete digital direct -to -home satellite facility

that provides basic, broadcast, premium, pay -per view and multicultural services. Photo courtesy of
A.F. Associates, Inc. Photo by Andy Washnik, cover
design by BE art director, Stephanie Masterson.

An Evolution In UHF Tele-vision Transmitters!

Now, Acrodyne delivers the benefits of tetrode technology for all UHF power requirements.
In 1980, Acrodyne pioneered UHF transmission by
putting the first full service common amplification 5kW
UHF TV Transmitter on the air. Since then, Acrodyne's
tetrode-equipped UHF television transmitter product line
has evolved to higher and higher power outputs. In 1995,
we designed, introduced, and sold the first transmitter
using the Diacrode®, a 60kW common amplification
(80kW peak visual) double -ended tetrode device - the
most powerful single -tube UHF transmitter available.
Over the years, our users have logged over 2 million hours
on these transmitters.

Acrodyne tetrode transmitters are high efficiency, high
performance systems. The simple designs, combined with
the tube efficiencies, long life (20,000 hours typical), and
low costs, result in the lowest predictable transmitter
operating costs compared to other technologies. And, the
linearity of tetrodes also makes them ideal choices for
future digital transmissions.
&dale' tzary UHF televidiort transmitters... trammitterd r 'hose
time has come.

For complete details,
contact Acrodyne today.

ACRODYNE
Ayr Power To Thu.

0 1995 Aerodyne Industries. Inc. All rights reserved.

Aerodyne Industries, Inc. 516 Township Line Road, Blue Bell, Pennsylvania 19422 Phone: 800-523-2596 / (215) 542-7000 Fax: (215) 540-5837
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editorial
Blueprint for the future
Facing the challenges of an ATV -HDTV -multichannel -all -digital future is sort of like standing
face-to-face with an angry bear. One wrong move and
you're history.
To avoid disaster, you can't stand still, yet which way
to move isn't always clear. Many technology managers at production and broadcast facilities feel these
kinds of pressures. Add to this the issue of HDTV and
advanced television being ap-

proved this year and it's
enough to give anyone a
headache.
Balancing the risk of doing
nothing against implementing a new technology can be

sion, building computer and video networks, testing
digital video, storage and servers, dual NTSC/HDTV
antennas and ATV transmitters. If you're planning on
being in business beyond the year 2000, you need to
hear what these experts have to say.
In addition, all attendees will be provided with a
"blueprint" for building digital facilities. The conference papers have been combined into a large workbook that will provide examples and "how-to" answers to
the issues in building digital
facilities.

Attendees will also take a
field trip of their choice to
either a major TV transmitter
site or a large production facility. See up -close how these

scary. Do you go with the
tried and true or risk adopt-

ing a new tape format or
recording scheme that promises better performance and
the advantages of digital?
The answer is usually a mix
of both approaches. Few fa-

cilities are able to remodel
with a forklift - out with the old, in with the new.
More often, legacy (read expensive) equipment must
be retained because of the investment already made in
it. This means that any new technology must be able
to work with what you already have. The dilemma
then becomes not just what technology to adopt, but
how to properly interface it with what you currently
have. What to do?
Well, hang in there Red Rider, help is on the way.
Broadcast Engineering, in cooperation with Video
Systems and Millimeter magazines, is sponsoring a

facilities have become success-

ful in the "windy city." Take

home some of the answers
they've developed.
And, if that's not enough, all
BE readers and conference attendees have the chance to win
a Videotek SDC-101 digital color corrector plus an
SDC-102 remote -control unit, an $8,000 package. To
enter, all you have to do is complete the entry card next
to the conference ad on p. 104.
Don't miss out on this year's exciting program. The
answers to making your facility (and you) a success
are only a short flight to Chicago away. Call 800-2888606 for more information. See you there.

technical seminar that will provide the answers to
these and many other questions. By attending, you'll
learn how to move your facility into the all -digital
future and avoid expensive mistakes.
Our third annual Transition to Digital Conference
will be held this November in Chicago. The conference will provide detailed answers for technology
managers, directors of engineering and chief engineers who need to make intelligent decisions regarding ATV, HDTV and digital video implementation.
The conference is staffed with experts on installing
digital video systems, compression, data transmis-
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Brad Dick, editor
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Only one video server will put your
broadcast facility on the road into the future.

Don't get caught going down the wrong road. Some video

approach was designed to meet your growing needs today and

servers will work for you today, but not in the future. Television
technology is changing rapidly, with new
compression standards, increased storage
needs, additional multi -channel feeds,

in the future. Additional channels, more storage capacity,

new distribution technologies will
impact your facility. Which video server
will take you into the future?

additional interfaces, and compression can all be added to the
system so you can manage your capital cost and stay competitive.

For more information or a free demonstration,
call: 1-800-962-4287.

Media Pool video server from Philips
Broadcast Television Systems Company.

Lea watt 1644js betiw:

The Media Pool's flexible and modular
Philips
Broadcast Television
Systems Company

PHILIPS
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letters to the editor
More on "Buy this baby, and it'll last
you a lifetime"
Dear editor:
You hit the nail on the head in your August Editorial,
"Buy this baby, and it'll last you a lifetime." I agree with
your assessment of the computer industry's motives. It is
true that even though it may work perfectly, most computers are functionally obsolete in 18 months. I had to

buy a new computer so my children could run some
computer software borrowed from our library. My old
286-10 (!) with an EGA monitor just couldn't cut it. They
can, however, watch the Disney Channel on a circa -1965
black -and -white TV! You can even tell Chip from Dale
without color.
You were also on target with the cable TV industry, as
well as the FCC, regarding standards and AM stereo.
While you're at it, why don't you go for the grand slam
and include the Coalition of Film Makers? Their condemnation of the 16:9 aspect ratio

(the only parameter of the
ATV system that has world-

wide acceptance) and 30/
60Hz frame rates is way too
late. Where have they been
for the last 10 years? (Where

were they in 1953?) Mark
Schubin, a respected consultant and excellent researcher,
has tried to determine if there

is a perfect aspect ratio. He cannot find any evidence of
one, but does conclude that if you had to pick an aspect
ratio based on historical data and what has been done in
film over the past 100+ years, 16:9 is a good compromise.
Besides, is the difference between 16:9 and 16:8 (2:1) really
enough to scuttle the whole ATV system? I don't think so.
I think every congressional representative should read
your editorial for a quick, concise and accurate view of a
broadcaster's perspective on the new broadcast TV stan-

dard. I know mine will.
Regards,
Ken Hunold
hunoldk@abc.com

say, the public already owns. In order to avoid the
inevitable charges of collusion and antitrust, they justify

these plans under the guise of innovation and marketplace competition. Bull!
King Bill is not content with owning the consumer PC
software market, he has already shown that he wants to
own all of credit banking, now it appears he wants to own

all of broadcasting, as well. I say it is time for the
government to get involved, in antitrust litigation that is.

J. Carl Cooper,
Pixel Instruments Corporation
Los Gatos, CA

More on "Morse Code beats ISDN"
Dear editor:
In Dallas, SWB does not charge a per minute fee. Unless

you Internet twits stop hanging up and dropping calls
even voice users will pay a per minute. Get a life Brad. Do

you have a problem with the free market?
Wayne or Wanda

Editor replies:
Wayne (or whatever your name is, since you weren't
man or woman enough to fully identify yourself), you're

the one who has a problem with a free market. Your
attempt to justify high rates for us "Internet twits" is
insulting and unjustified.
Providing Internet services is seen by many companies
as a financial opportunity, and they've priced their products appropriately. Unfortunately, a few, like the one I
mentioned, are hell-bent on keeping the competition out,
thereby allowing them to charge exorbitant fees.

As my research shows, states with more than one
supplier have lower prices for ISDN service. Here in the
Midwest, SWB has a stranglehold on telephone service.
Your friend (perhaps employer?) is, therefore, allowed to
charge whatever it wants, forcing the customer to either
pay up or do without.

It's exactly because there is no competition, that I'm
forced to pay almost $500 to get something I can get for as

little as $67 in states where there is a "free market."

I can hardly wait until the cable guys get their act
Dear editor:
Accolades and honors for your editorial in the August
issue. The computer giants, not content with their phenomenal profits from their current planned obsolescence
industry, now want to expand that industry so that every
household in North America must pay and pay dearly for
constant upgrades in order to maintain their ability to
receive "free" television over the airwaves, which, they
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together and begin providing data service. You, SWB and
others like you will be left begging for ISDN customers
and it'll serve you right.

Send your thoughts to the editor at
CompuServe 74672,3124
or fax to 913-967-1905.

.
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Leading edge performance has been a defining
feature of Audio Precision _products since the
inception of our company in 1984. Thousands of our
System One audio analyzers are in use worldwide,
selected by design engineers =or high performance
and by test engineers for cur comprehensive programmable analog and digital audio measurement
capabilities.
Now our System TWo true Dual Domain audio analyzer joins the System One setting a new standard

for performance and flexitilitv in audio frequency
test & measurement.

separate independent hardware for direct audio
rrersure-nents in both domains, plus additional and
extensive interface .measurement capability including j tter measurements, eye patterns and all
o:her oa-arneters described in AES3, the serial audio
irte-ft,,ce sandard.
Tie new standard of Sys:ern Two is represented by
per=ormirce specifications such as guaranteed
aiallog generator aid analyzer residual THD+N
of --08 dB, guaranteed aialog signal flatness of
01 dB f: -..r the generator and analyzer; and 24 bit
dig tal signal generation with 48 bit FFT dynamic
range.

System Two is a true Dual Domain analyzer. Other test

instruments may have both aialog and digital inputs
and outputs ... but they're not true Dual Domain!
They rely on performance -limiting converters to pass
analog signals back and forth to a DSP core of digital only hardware. Passing sic nals through a/d or cl/a
converters for every measurement robs the test
instrument of performance. System Two includes

From aircraft to automobiles, satellites to cell
phones headsets ro hearing aids, System Two
mg-esen'z a new standard for audio frequency test
6. measurement applications. Compare for yourself our worlowide force of representatives will be
pleased to provide comprehensive specifications
&-'nc' a true Dual Dc main on -site demonstration.

Audio Precision

Audioiiiiiii
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news
By Dawn Hightower, senior associate editor

WME partners will
fly solo in '97
World Media Expo
`96 participants have

°MEDIA

agreed to end their
three-year partner-

0,

ship. This will allow

- RTND A
96

SSE

X

0
96

the four individual

associations, the National Association of Broadcasters, the Society of
Broadcast Engineers, the Radio -Television News
Directors Association and the Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers, more flexibility

for planning future events and to solely focus
attention on respective membership.
The decision to split up in 1997 will not affect
this year's WME '96 that will take place from
Oct. 10-12 in Los Angeles. This year, 325 exhib-

itors will participate in WME '96 and registrations are running ahead of the 1995 pace.

On March 24-27, 1997, UCCE also will be sponsor-

ing a four -day course on "Error Correcting Codes
with Applications to Digital Storage Systems," in San

Jose, CA. The course will feature topics on PRML
recording and Reed -Solomon Codes and error -correction for DVD disks and next -generation hard disks.

Call Joleen Packman at (818) 995-6335 for more
information or visit the web site at www.ucce.edu.
FCC adopts new RFR guidelines

New Radio Frequency (RF) radiation guidelines
have been adopted by the FCC, and are a modified
version of a revised ANSI standard that was adopted
in 1992. These guidelines are more stringent and are
in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 and reflect more recent
studies on the effects of RFR on the environment. This
act requires federal agencies to evaluate the effects of
their actions on the environment. The goal of the new
guidelines is to ensure that the public and workers are
protected from harmful radiation.

The new RFR guidelines are for evaluating the
WavePhore licenses data broadcasting
technology to Compaq

WavePhore has licensed its Windows -based WaveCeiver Lite Multimedia Datacasting software to Compaq Computer Corporation. The software will enable

ed transmitters, which include TV and radio broadcast stations and satellite communication antennas.

Compaq PC users to receive a variety of digital

Focus on DTV strategy at CBA Convention

information in innovative ways by tapping into new

The 9th annual Community Broadcasters Association (CBA) Conference and Exposition Oct. 25-27, in

data -delivery vehicles.

In addition, WavePhore has announced three new

Las Vegas, will focus on the FCC's new digital TV

products to its family of real-time news -delivery solu-

allotment table. The CBA is using the FCC's allocation
program to create a new allotment table that will preserve as many stations as possible from displacement.

tions. Newscast/Intranet is an intranet product enabling end -users to view and quick search premium
real-time news on corporate intranets using industry standard browsers. Newscast/Multicast allows multiple workstations within an organization, connected
via a LAN using TCP/IP protocol, to receive streaming real-time news, giving end -users the ability to see
every news headline immediately as it arrives from the
information provider. The Newscast/On Demand provides automatic replication of up -to -the -second news
into Lotus Notes databases with customized profiles
created to customer specifications.

UCCE offers courses on error -correcting codes

The University Consortium for Continuing Education is sponsoring a four -day course on "Error Correcting Codes for Communication Systems," Dec. 1619, in Palo Alto, CA. The course will feature topics on
Trellis -coded modulation and Reed -Solomon codes.
It will also discuss error -correction for ATM/Sonet,
digital cellular radio and digital broadcast satellite.

8
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For more information, call Katie Reynolds, CBA
convention manager at (414) 533-5573 for by fax at
(414) 533-5647.

Walendar
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vents

NOVEMBER 7-10
AES in Los Angeles
Contact: 212-661-8528
212-682-0477 (fax)

NOVEMBER 13-15
InterBEE in
Contact: +81 (0) 33 284 1051
+81 (0) 33 284 0165 (fax)

NOVEMBER 20-22
Broadcast Engineering's Advanced
Television '96 Conference in Chicago
Contact: 800-288-8606 or 303-220-0600

You deliver the story at the top of the hour. Period.

system. No more waiting. No more missing the

The story is everything-and the tools you use to

deadline.

deliver it must be proven. Flexible. And fast.

Avid can help you beat the clock. Letting you air
consistently high -quality broadcasts while the compe-

tition's still running around with tapes.
Our disk -based editing system, NewsCutter",

Avid's field-tested systems are scalable, modular
and open. They can be integrated into your existing

analog or digital facilitw and will grow with you.
Sci-fi? Look again. Avid's systems are in use in
more than 900 broadcast facilities worldwide. Today.

is, quite simply, a better way to edit news. Just like

That's a lot of broadcasters who can react to late -

word processing for video. CA and paste. Pinpoint

and better-than you can, if
you're relying just on tape.

shots frame by frame. Make copies without degrada-

tion. And no predigitizing. No other technology allows
the control and flexibility that digital -on -disk does.
Avid's newsroom computer systems, Avid

NetStation- and NewsView

,

let your entire team

breaking news faster

For more informat on on Avid disk -based news

editing, newsroom computer systems or Digital News

Gathering, call 800 949 AVID. You can't control
time. But you can make better use of it.

share wires, scripts, rundowns and assignments.

The latest graphical interface makes it fast and easy.

Imagine the impact on productivity and efficiency.
And our unique Digital News Gathering (DNG)
system integrates our news editing and playback

AVI D®

products into a complete server -based production
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fcc update
By Harry C. Martin

DTV allotment rulemaking revisited
The FCC has released its Further Notice of Proposed

a DTV service area at least equal to their NTSC service

Rulemaking (FNPRM) concerning digital television (DTV) and draft DTV Table of Allotments.
Interim processing. The deadline for applications for
new NTSC stations was set at Sept. 20. However, the

area, and only 2.1% are expected to lose more than

stations also is encouraging. Approximately only 4.5%

FCC will continue to process applications for new

of NTSC stations will have more than 5% of their

NTSC stations that are currently on file. As it processes
applications already on file, it will continue to consider
requests for waiver of its 1987 ATV Freeze Order on a

viewers experience new interference.

case -by -case basis.

DTV service, the FNPRM defines "eligible NTSC broad-

Eligibility. With respect to the proposal to provide
existing NTSC broadcasters with a second channel for

When applications for NTSC stations are accepted for

casters" as: 1) all full -service TV broadcast station

filing, the commission will continue to issue public
notices announcing a "cut-off" date for filing compet-

licensees; 2) permittees authorized as of Oct. 24, 1994;
and 3) all parties with applications for a construction
permit on file as of Oct. 24, 1991, who are ultimately
awarded full -service broadcast station licenses. There is
no guarantee that the second channel will be provided to
eligible broadcasters at no expense.
LPTV and translators. The proposed DTV allotment
table will affect many LPTV and TV translator stations
because there is not sufficient spectrum to accommodate all LPTV and DTV stations. Up to one-third of all

ing, mutually exclusive applications. In connection with

these cut-off notices, the FCC will allow additional
competing applications to be filed after the Sept. 20
deadline. These applications for new NTSC stations on
existing allotments will not have a significant negative
impact on the development of the DTV Table of Allotments. Nevertheless, the FCC has reserved the right to
determine that the public interest will be better served if
certain applications are not granted, are granted only if

they are amended to specify reduced facilities or are
granted subject to a condition that limits the interference
that the station would be allowed to cause.

LPTV stations and one -quarter of all TV translators
may have to cease operation. In general, most LPTV
stations in major markets will be affected, with rural
LPTV operators being affected to a lesser degree.

New allotments. The commission no longer will

The FCCwould allow displaced LPTV stations to apply

accept petitions for rulemaking proposing to amend the
existing TV Table of Allotments. Any petitions that are
on file and any rulemaking proceedings that are open
will be addressed on a case -by -case basis, taking into
account the impact on the draft DTV allotment table.
Minor modifications. The FCC will continue to grant
modifications of the technical parameters of existing full service NTSC stations, but will condition such grants on
the outcome of the DTV rulemaking proceeding.

for a suitable replacement channel in the same area

Costs. The proposed DTV Table of Allotments will
affect commercial and non-commercial broadcast TV
stations eligible for a DTV channel in the transition
period, as well as a significant number of LPTV and TV
translator stations. The affected stations will have to
obtain new transmission facilities, and to a varying
extent, production equipment necessary to operate on
the DTV channels. The cost of equipment is expected
to vary from $750,000 to $10 million.
Service areas. The commission will attempt to provide all existing broadcasters with a DTV service area
that is comparable to their NTSC service areas. FCC
figures indicate that nearly half of all stations will have

10
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p. 24.) The data concerning interference to NTSC
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without being subject to competing applications, and will

permit LPTV stations to continue to operate until a
displacing DTV station or new service provider is opera-

tional. The commission also has proposed to allowing
LPTV stations to file non -window displacement relief
applications to change their operating parameters either
to cure or to prevent interference caused to, or received
from, a DTV station or other protected service.
Comments must be filed on these proposals by Nov.
22, 1996, and reply comments by Dec. 23.
Harry C. Martin is an attorney with Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth,
PLC., Rosslyn, VA.
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Dec. 2, 1996 is the renewal application filing date for TV
stations ir, Alabama and Georgia. Commercial TV stations
in the following states must file their ownership reports
(Form 32:.) or report certifications by Dec. 2: Alabama,
Colorado, Connecticut, Georgia, Maine, Massachusetts,
Minnesota, Montana, New Hampshire, North Dakota,
Rhode Island, South Dakota and Vermont.
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eas update

By Leonard Charles

The sky is falling
When Jan. 1, 1997, arrives and the digital technol-

ogy of the EAS is on-line, broadcasters, cable
operators and the emergency management community will posses the ability to alert the public almost as
quickly as a disaster is evident. Once originated, the
notification can reach its destination without further
human intervention. That's good, right?
Actually, it's good only if careful planning precedes
implementation. A challenge to that planning is iden-

nied by an originator code of WXR, the station will retransmit only the National Weather Service message.

tifying how many sources in your local web are likely
to activate the system for the same disaster. Anticipating those redundant sources is the first step in determining how to handle their messages.

If the station's EAS decoder is programmed to relay
TOR messages when accompanied by any originator
code, all three messages will be re -transmitted.
There is one more consideration in this scenario:
Which message will arrive first? Don't assume that the
weather service's message always will be the first to
arrive. If, over time, you find that alerts from a source
other than the one you've selected are consistently
arriving first, you might consider changing your EAS
decoder programming in the interest of getting the
alert to the public in the shortest time. The accumulat-

Who's on first?

ed printouts from the EAS unit will make this determination easy.

A phone call from a participant in the June 1996
FEMA Teleconference best revealed this potential
problem. The caller described nearly simultaneous
alerts from a sheriff's office, an emergency manage-

Manual transmission

The problem of who's first is much more manageable in a non -automated situation. With an operator

ment center and the Na-

on duty, all three messages

tional Weather Service, all
prompted by the same tor-

can be programmed for
manual forwarding. The

nado. The caller asked,
"Would an automated or

Will an automated or unattended
station re -broadcast redundant alerts?

unattended station re broadcast all three alerts?"
The answer lies in the programming of that automated station's EAS equipment. To understand how this
works, review the contents of the EAS message header. Each EAS message includes this header, which
contains embedded codes identifying the alert's event,
its location and the originator of the message. In the

caller's scenario, all three messages will carry the
same "TOR" (tornado warning) event code and the
same location code, but the originator codes will
differ. Because the EAS decoder can differentiate
originator codes, it is possible to program the equipment to relay only one of the messages and ignore the
others. Here is how:

operator will then forward
the first message received
(wherever it comes from)

and none of the others.
Nevertheless, after you've run the EAS in manual
mode for a while, you might also analyze the station's

alerting history to see if the time taken by human
intervention results in a consistently slower delivery

of the alert than automating one of your sources
would require.
Remember these important issues when the time
comes to program your EAS equipment. Like any
other computerized technology, it will only operate as
well as its programming tells it to.
111

Leonard Charles is an engineer at WISC-TV, Madison, WI, and

chairman of the SBE's EAS Committee.

As the codes are now specified in the rules, the
sheriff's office and the emergency manager's messages

will carry the same originator code of "CIV" (Civil
Authority). The National Weather Service message
will carry the originator code "WXR." Thus, if the
station's EAS decoder is programmed to relay a message with the event code TOR, only when accompa-
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transition to digital
By William Y. Zou

Calculating the cost of ATV, part 1
Along with the completion of the advanced TV
systems standard and anticipation of the FCC's
rulemaking on ATV service, broadcasters are gearing
up to plan their future - ATV service. Needless to say,
the conversion to digital television will be a challenge
to broadcasters in terms of technical and economical
planning. Broadcasters need to plan their strategies

early to allocate or raise enough
capital within the window of im-

plementation mandated by the
FCC. This article examines some
of the various scenarios and cost

estimates for building an ATV
transmission facility.
Whatever local implementation
strategy an individual station may

take, the most urgent step is to
stations that have not secured space

service either with minimal cost or a more forward
thinking (and more expensive) approach.
Broadcast origination models

A minimum facility could be built to activate the
license at lower cost (see Figure 1), with more elabo-

ITEM

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

MODULATION/DATA RATE
FORMAT

64 QAM/90Mbps

FREQUENCY

7GHz BAND

WAVEGUIDE/MISC

250ft WAVEGUIDE, HANGING HARDWARE,
CONNECTORS, ANTENNA SUPPORT,

DS -3

DEHYDRATORS

ANTENNA

811

MUX/DEMUX

MUX & DEMUX WITH NTSC AND HDTV DATA,
DS -3 FORMATTING

secure tower space so that an ATV

antenna can be mounted. Those

financial resources, broadcasters can implement ATV

INSTALLATION
ANTENNA SYSTEMS & TESTING
Table 1. Assumptions of the STL model.

should do so with all due speed.
The costs of building a new tower, purchasing land
and constructing a new facility vary widely and can-

rate capabilities added later. The pass -through sta-

not be determined in a generic format. For this article,

with only the most basic local insertion capabilities,
can be built for initial operation. All operations would

it

is assumed that no new transmission tower or

construction is involved.
The cost of implementing ATV service will be determined primarily by an individual station's financial

ability and the coverage desired. Depending upon

SATELLITE
ANTENNA
V

DIGITAL
IRD

be in the compressed signal domain. A broadcast
routing system could be a complex routing switcher
or as simple as a digital patchbay. An on -air switcher
will also be needed, but may be something more akin

MONITORING
FACILITIES

DIGITAL
STREAM

FILE SERVER

tion, using only a network feed for ATV programming

DIGITAL
ROUTING
SWITCHER

OFF -AIR

1 MONITORING

COMPRESSED
SIGNAL MASTER
CONTROL SWITCHER

(STILL)
HDTV/SDTV

I DECODER
ANALOG NTSC

HDTV-to-NTSC
DOWNCONVERTER

EXISTING NTSC
BROADCAST &
PRODUCTION
PLANT

Figure 1. Block diagram of a minimal ATV implementation that provides for limited local insertion.
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HDTV/SDTV
SIGNAL TO STL
OR TRANSMITTER

SATELLITE
ANTENNA

DIGITAL
IRD
FILE SERVER

MONITORING

OFF -AIR

FACILITIES,MONITORING

4L
0-

DIGITAL
ROUTING
SWITCHER

HDTV/SDTV

DIGITAL MASTER
CONTROL SYSTEM

_a. SIGNAL TO STL
9R TRANSMITTER

HDTV/SDTV
DATA
RECORDER

DECODER

HDTV/SDTV

ROUTING

ENCODER

;OUTING -44--- --

NTSC-to-HDTV

HDTV-to-NTSC
DOWNCONVERTER

UPCONVERTER

_t

ANALOG NTSC

HD PRODUCTION
PLANT

V
EXISTING NTSC
BROADCAST &

PRODUCTION
PLANT
Figure 2. Block diagram of the transitional ATV model, which provides some local origination capaNlities.

to a computer workstation than a traditional switch-

er. No production equipment is available in this
model. HDTV production equipment can be added
later to migrate the minimal facility to fully functional
ATV operations.

signals from HDTV to NTSC. Either downconversion or a separate NTSC feed may be required to
satisfy the FCC requirement on simulcasting. The
exact requirements, however, are yet to be determined. The cost of providing downconversion at each

Also shown in the model is downconversion of station, plus the need for it in other local work, will be

"LOOK WILCOX, THE DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS TREND
IS CATCHING ON EVERYWHERE," WHISPERED SMELL.
October 1996
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transition to digital
balanced against the cost of satellite bandwidth needed for parallel NTSC and HDTV feeds. The latter may
only be used as ATV facilities are built.
Stations will also require a minimum of monitoring
and test equipment. New signal monitors and troubleshooting techniques will need to be acquired and adopted. New test equipment will also be required as the basic

signals change from predominately analog to digital.
Transitional model

A transitional facility (see Figure 2) includes ATV

playback, storage, format conversion and limited
ITEM

STLs and monitor/test requirements

It is anticipated that the studio -to -transmitter link
(STL) for ATV will be a challenge for those stations
without a co -located transmitting site. If additional
spectrum is not available, the solution is to digitize
and compress the NTSC signal and multiplex it with
an ATV datastream for a single STL transmission.
Here it is assumed that the compressed digital NTSC
is fed from the network, therefore, encoding capability
is not required at location stations (for minimal broadcast origination model). Due to the bandwidth constraints, and for transmission robustness, digital radio

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

PRECISION DEMOD/DECODER

HD DEMODULATION & DECOMPRESSION

TEST EQUIPMENT

POWER METER, SPECTRUM ANALYZER
HIGH -END HD VIDEO MONITORING

HDTV VIDEO MONITORING

HDTV AUDIO MONITORING

5.1 MULTICHANNEL AUDIO MONITORING
Table 2. Assumptions of the monitoring/testing model.

ATV production capabilities. Compressed signals are
used for interstudio distribution. Sophisticated switchers and control systems can provide such functions as
real-time bitstream switching and insertion. An HDTV/
SDTV encoder can support local programming. Local
insertion is not limited to stills, but can handle motion
through the use of a video file server.

will be used for ATV STL trans-

mission. The assumptions of a
digital STL model are summarized in Table 1.
A minimum of monitoring and
testing equipment is required even

for the minimal broadcast origination model. The basic equipment is listed in Table 2.

Next month, we will examine ERP requirements for
ATV, as well as cost estimates for implementation.

William Y. Zou is a communications systems engineer for the
Public Broadcasting Service, Alexandria, VA.

"CLEARLY THE RESULT OF AN EARLY
EXPERIMENT IN COMPRESSION..." MUSED WILCOX.
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management
By Curtis Chan

Stress busters
We recently received a letter from a woman who's

husband was an engineer under a great deal of
stress. He didn't know who to turn to, and his boss
wasn't aware of the pressure his subordinate was under.
The engineer's wife tried to contact personnel, but to no
avail. In the end, the man committed suicide. Hopefully,
this is a rare case in broadcasting. Nonetheless, it points
out that managers need to be observant and sensitive to
their workers' welfare. This column is dedicated to the
wife and family that were left behind.
Stress signs

With staff downsizing, job security, company politics
and emotional turbulence are high. These factors contribute to job stress and can lower productivity. For managers,
lowering their own stress,

as well as their workers'
stress, is essential for maximizing productivity.

First, you must locate
where job stress exists.
Then you must decide

bled person to see if there is anything that you can do. You
might also suggest that your employee talk with personnel
if you think his troubles may escalate over time where he
might put himself or the company at risk. Don't cross the
line if you receive a negative response for your offer to help.
But do let the person know that you are concerned about

his welfare and that you will be available if he wants to
talk. If the problem persists, you may have to call the
person in and set short-term performance goals. Remembet your job is to create a cohesive functional work unit
where each worker has a certain degree of autonomy, but
also has the responsibility to work as a team member
Reducing stress

A manager can help reduce work stress in many ways.

Make sure that some work each person does is chal-

for signs of job stress in

lenging and fun and keep long-term repetitive tasks to a

your workers, which may

include visible irritation
to extreme outbursts. If

minimum. Distribute the work load so that no one
individual has to carry the burden for a whole group.
Unfortunately, this is not always possible, so seek a

an employee has been
around for some time,

ways to break the monotony and be observant and

come easily agitated for no apparent reason. Another
stress indicator is a decrease in an employee's performance or an increase in mistakes from a top worker.
Controlling pressure points

If you notice a worker suffering from stress, what do you
do? The first step for the supervisor may be to ask if there
is a problem. You could say, "I perceive a problem with

your performance in these areas and wonder what the
cause might be?" By combining your professional management skills with empathy, compassion, sensitivity and
patience, you may be able to draw out the person.
As an employee, you should also seek available avenues
to help resolve your stress. This is true when you have to
wear multiple hats with too many tasks and time is critical

for a project's success. People take great pride in their
Broadcast Engineering

compromising your performance. Know when to seek
help before the ditch you are digging becomes too deep.
As the manager, you might want to approach the trou-

how to deal with it. Look

look for abnormal behavior from facial and body movements to erratic speech patterns. Also, look for employees
who negatively criticize projects or individuals that be-
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work, but sometimes don't take steps to resolve impending
disaster for fear of being perceived as a failure. The reality
is that you're no good to anyone if you're too pressured to
do your job. Inevitably, you wind up making mistakes or

October 1996

balance and set goals that are attainable. Find creative
sensitive to your staff's needs.
Don't forget your own needs. Get involved in activities
that will help you relieve stress. Physical activities allow
your body to expel toxins and release stress. Picking a
hobby that stimulates your physical and mental states is a
must. If you're married, spend more time with your family.
For more esoteric remedies, meditation, yoga, martial

arts, a good massage and other new age cure-alls may
provide distractions from the workplace. Of course, you
can partake in the latest trend and sit down with your
favorite book, a cognac and a fine cigar.
Whatever you do, the goal is to know when you and

your staff are stressed and then take action.
Curtis Chan is president of Chan & Associates, a marketing consulting service for audio, broadcast and post -production, Fullerton, CA.

Author's note: I would like to extend an invitation to all ofyou to
submit any management topics, ideas or unique situations thatyou
might find useful for the community at large and would like to share
with your peers. E-mail me at: cjchan@ix.netcom.com.
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production
By Mark Durenberger

Using satellite services
Since the dawn of the domestic satellite market only
a quarter of a century ago, satellite technology has
proved to be a highly effective means of moving video
and other information from point to point or from one

fied antennas as small as eight feet.

location to thousands. The simplistic concept of the

Uplinkers are developing economies of scale and open-

satellite transponder as a "highly polished signal reflec-

ing new service markets by selling "hubbed" services
(combining several programs into one uplink signal).

tor" or "bent pipe" is still valid and, with few excep-

The key to the cost-effectiveness of hubbed service is the

tions, the limitations in system performance will usually
be found in the earth -station equipment.
This technology is still evolving, however. New uses
and services are creating a changing marketplace for the
'satellite industry. Digital advancements, improved satellite performance and a relaxed regulatory environment

ability to use low-cost receivers. The disadvantage is
that program content must be delivered to the hub site
to be combined for uplinking. The hub approach has
been used for nearly a decade for radio, music and data
service. DBS operators also use the hub approach, and

are providing
providers and

utors willing to pay for the power needed to reach the
new "pizza -sized" antennas.
Satellite operators have implemented another change
by offering transponder capacity in fractional segments

users. Not so

(or

many years ago,

attractive alternative to full -transponder use, but associated equipment costs can be significant and the problems associated with accessing these fractional transponders can be burdensome.

new opportunities for service

the transponder
market seemed

to be the sole
province of TV
The antenna farm at Group W Network Services' program distribTeleport Minnesota in Minneapolis.
utors. Today,

economies and service efficiencies are opening new
markets - most notably private satellite systems and

their services are in rising demand, especially by distrib-

partial transponders). This may seem to be an

Regulations have also changed. Until recently, the U.S.
satellite industry's regulatory structure mandated a clear
distinction between domestic and international satellite
usage. Those lines are now blurring, and as a result it's

business TV (BTV) networks.

becoming easier to access international satellites for
overseas traffic and even for domestic use.

Hardware improvements

Increased flexibility

Digital compression technology permits transmission

of video in a fraction of the bandwidth required for
comparable analog service. The digital approach reduces the cost of transponder time while providing program
security and receiver addressability (key issues for pro-

grammers who need to control the receiver environment, protecting against unauthorized reception).
New digital receiver designs extend threshold performance margins, so that in effect, less satellite power is
needed to deliver satisfactory signals. Today's satellite

transponders also deliver more than twice as much
power to the ground as the satellites deployed in the
early 1980s. This means better performance into the
same size downlink or alternatively, a smaller downlink antenna can be used.
Uplink technology is improving as well. The "small -

antenna" digital video uplink is a practical reality.
Advancements in system performance make it possible

to uplink broadcast -quality digital video from quali-
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The design of satellite -based networks can now accommodate a client's specific needs. New architectures
and hardware allow network designers to make tradeoffs between the number and cost of downlinks and the

cost of the necessary satellite power. Simply put, the
more dollars spent on the space segment, the less expensive the receive -site equipment. Conversely, the more
sophisticated the receive -site equipment, the cheaper the
satellite time.

The role of the service provider also is evolving. A
dozen years ago the uplinker played a more or less
passive role, transmitting a customer's signal to a transponder and monitoring a downlink for quality control.
Today's providers may offer integrated services ranging
from network system design to installation and control
of receivers and technical support. These services can be

packaged with transponder reservations, uplinking,
quality control and "help -desk" support for the net Continued on page 118
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interactive
By Steven Blumenfeld and Mark Dillon

Sharing info: The new office etiquette
Afuturist is someone who claims to know where
we're going while a technologist is supposed to
know how we'll get there. The future is coming faster
and faster, and we're having to make quick and agile

prepare than the work took in the first place. Though this
formal business school approach can work, informality
can work better. Many Silicon Valley hi -tech firms have
institutionalized Friday pizza parties instead of progress

adjustments with increasing regularity.
Even though many of us are confronted with far more
information than we can process, engineers are often
expected to know it all. Yet, it is an impossible task to
keep up on all the technologies we are expected to be an
expert on and thus retain the title of Wizard or Guru.

reports. These occasions are used to let off steam, to

Open up

As a group, engineers are often not effective communicators. We like to keep information close to the vest,
believing that this amounts to job security. Sometimes
this may be correct, but it also makes it hard for us to

bond with fellow employees and to communicate about
work and new ideas.
Last month, we were invited to one and were amazed
at the high level of technical information being passed

around the table in this informal atmosphere. The
management, being concerned about intellectual property and secrecy, rents a back room at the local pizza
parlor every Friday evening. This process began after
one of their key engineers left the company. With him
went a lot of specific knowledge that had to be relearned

at a high cost or could not be replaced at all. The
company learned an important lesson.
Delegate information

share and gain information from others. Information
hoarding is something we should avoid - it's far better
to share so we can all learn and make better use of this
resource.
Recently, Mark and I participated in a project where
the lack of information sharing had terrible consequenc-

es. We spent 13 months flying around the country
evaluating various technologies to forge a common
strategy across several departments and business units.
We were a group of 12 coming together from different
areas of expertise. After eight months, a member of the

team was reassigned and pulled from the task force.
Because this person had not been communicating freely
and held much of the information in his head, we were
set back months as the remaining team members scrambled to make up the deficiencies.
To avoid this situation, some companies have tried to
institutionalize information sharing by making it man-

datory. But, monthly reports can take more time to
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There are many small steps each of us can take on a
daily basis. For example, we interact and share information during informal lunch meetings - not just
during formal brainstorming and strategy meetings.
We make an effort to E-mail "check this out" memos
to colleagues on a regular basis. Our staffs are accustomed to receiving reports, newsletters and magazine
articles and asked to report back to the rest of us if
there is something we need to know. This downward
flow of information and ideas has lessened our information overload and prepared the group to be better
technology thinkers.
Give your staff permission to read on the job. Share
industry magazines with your colleagues and set time
aside to discuss important articles. You will find that
everyone looks at the same information differently, and
by sharing, the group will begin to assimilate the information in new and different ways. This also helps the
newer staffers begin to understand the various technologies that must be mastered. In an environment like ours,

the amount of lingo and abbreviations tan be daunting
to a newcomer.
If this is beginning to sound a little bit like those days
back in engineering or graduate school, well, you're
right. Only this time, each one of us is a student and a
teacher - and your report card is a paycheck.
Steven Blumenfeld is vice president of technology and studio operations, and Mark Dillon is vice president, on-line services, with GTE,
Carlsbad, CA.
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0 ODET1CS, INC 1996
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atv update

By Louis Libin

The FCC assigns draft DTV channels
again, the FCC is on the move. The third FCC
0 nce
action on the digital second channel for DTV (digital or high -definition television) has been released. The

The newly released FCC channel assignments have
been analyzed carefully for their NTSC paired station

FCC submitted for public comment an allocation/as-

replication. One of the primary driving forces behind the

signment table for a second channel for every TV station

FCC DTV assignments is Spectrum Reclamation - the
"giving back" of the previously reserved broadcasters
spectrum, for auction and use by another service. The
FCC table reclaims 138MHz of spectrum nationwide;

to allow the introduction of a DTV broadcast service
while stations maintain their current NTSC broadcast

services. In the future, the FCC will withdraw the
current NTSC licenses so that stations will be required
to broadcast only a DTV service.

this translates into 23 channels, each 6MHz wide.

The entire FCC item is more than 100 pages and

interference in spite of the spectrum reclamation. The

includes a new draft assignment table, as well as techni-

plan may call for the upper UHF spectrum, as well as the

cal annexes and comments by FCC chairman Reed

VHF spectrum, Channels 2-6.

Hundt. This action is the beginning of the final step in
implementation of digital television.

Does the FCC table hold up?

According to the FCC, the goal of the Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) is to ensure that the
spectrum is used efficiently and effectively through
reliance on market forces. In addition it should and to
ensure that the introduction of digital television fully
serves the public interest by fostering the competitive
provision of new and innovative DTV services and by
promoting economic growth and the creation of jobs in
the telecommunications industry. The table is a much
better table than the one the commission proposed in

According to the FCC, there is no substantial increase in

The preliminary results of the broadcaster analysis
indicate that the primary goal of the FCC action of
spectrum reclamation does to some degree adversely
affect service area replication. The broadcasters' caucus approach has less impact on LPTV and translator
stations.
By using language, the FCC attempts to mitigate these
possible adverse affects by contending that increased
interference will occur at the edge of the Grade D service

1992. Many of the improvements are the result of

areas where viewers could experience degradation in
picture quality, not loss of service.

discussions between the commission technical staff and
broadcasters.

Continued on page 119

The channel assignment table

The table is based on the principles of full accommodation for all eligible, existing broadcasters and replication of existing broadcast service areas. Stations will be
allowed to maximize or increase their service areas by
increasing power and/or antenna heights to maximum
facility levels if such increases will not create additional

interference to DTV or NTSC stations and will not
create service areas that exceed the largest in the market.

The plan would use sound spectrum management to
allow for spectrum "reclamation." This may not prove
to be in the best interest of broadcasters, who require
interference -free contours.
The key to the FCC's approach to spectrum management is its core spectrum proposal, which would assign

DTV channels primarily between Channels 7 and 51,
with as few assignments as possible outside this core
spectrum region. The FCC approach uses the technical
and interference characteristics of the ATSC DTV
standard.
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The FCC appears to have come to some conclusions on

DTV channel
assignment unknowns
How much new interference would be created?
Where will new interference be?

How will early spectrum reclamation affect DTV
implementation?
Are Channels 2-6 really unsuitable for digital broadcasting?

Are Channels 52-69 really unnecessary for broadcast
operation?
What is the status of pending NTSC applicapons?

How will the final DTV channels be selected?
How will stations move to the core bands?

Who will pay for the core band moves?
Are "outside core" band assignments much less desirable?

How does the core spectrum approach affect LPTV and
translator stations?

What is the true status of Mexican and Canadian border
allotments and assignments?

The HK -377 Ultra-wideband Studio/Field CCD Camera
System has the highest resolution, sensitivity and pixel count
of any NTSC camera currently available. The camera employs
newly -developed 2/3" FIT CCDs, each with more than

600,000 pixels. An ultra-widebana triax system with 10MHz
bandwidth for each RGB channel delivers an unprecedented
900 TV Lines resolution at the base station output. The new
base station has provisions for digital signal output (optional)
to accommodate the demands of

The HK -377P portable companion
offers the same performance
characteristics as the HK -377 and
operates through the same Base
Station or can be configured for
stand-alone operation.

high -quality production.
Unique features of Ikegami's
new high -end camera also include
extensive remote control of detail
functions, including the Skin Detail
to soften the complexion and to
give your stars a more youthful
appearance. A high -resolution
viewfinder has its own VF DTL
(Viewfinder Detail) and PIP

(Picture -In -Picture) circuits. The HK -377
has an AHD (Auto Hue Detect) circuit for
"skin tone capture." Master Control
Panels are equipped with memory card
I/O Ports. A 'Snap Shot File" permits
control and scene file data to be written

into, and read quickly, for shooting
parameter replication.
Current users include: ABC (20/20,
World News Tonight, Good Morning
America, Al My Children, Loving, and
The HK -377/377P cameras
have the Skin Tone Detail
all shows shot in NY), CBS (Late Show
feature which received the
with David Letterman, 60 Minutes , CBS Engineering Emmy Award
for technical achievement.
Evening News, and Sunday Morning),
Disney/MGM, MTI, TNN, Turner Entertainment Network,
WBNS-TV, Goodyear Blimp, Unite! Mobile Video, Channels 2
and 13 Buenos Aires, and TV Globo, Brazil.
Shoot your stars, with the HK -377. Call the nearest
Ikegami Regional Office.

THE PROFESSIONAL'S CHOICE-

egami

Ikegami Electronics (U.S.A.), Inc. 37 Brook Avenue, Maywood, NJ 07607 East Coast: (201) 368-9171 ik

West Coast: (310) 534-0050 Southeast: (305) 735-2203 Southwest: (214) 869-2363 Midwest: (708) 834-9774
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From
single to

multichannel,
step
by
step
Careful planning can help
make the transition to
multichannel smoother.
By Michael Guess

THE BOTTOM LINE:

As ATV mows cicser to reality, outputting a single N-SC pogram stream is unl kely to
meet future needE. Separate NTSC and AN streams may or ly )e the beginning.
Compressicn systems allow mdtiple NTSC streams to be IroaJcast using the same
spectrum a< a single uncompressed stream. Properly implemented, multiple channels
can be cost-effectively handled. Gettlig the most from mult pie streams requires careful
planni-g, ccorlination and some level of automated operatir. $
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The Broadcast Operations Control area of the DIRECTV Castle Rock Broadcast Center.

ith Microsoft's foothold in TV news and the Baby Bells erecting microwave transmission towers for wireless

cable (MHOS), it's clear that TV broadcasting is in the midst of a radical transformation. In the process,
multichannel facilities promise to become the norm, relegating single -channel broadcast operations to quaint
reminders of "the good old days."
Several developments are encouraging the growth of the multichannel concept. The most influential may be
the regulatory changes at the heart of the Telecommunications Reform Act. These changes relaxed network
and station ownership standards. In the first half of 1996 alone there were a total of $39.6 billion in high -profile
mergers and acquisitions. Among them were Disney's $19 billion acquisition of CapCities/ABC and Time

Warner's $7.5 billion purchase of Turner Broadcasting. At the same time, an increasing number of local
October 1996
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From single to multichannel,
step by step
stations are adding new revenue streams
by entering into local marketing agreements (LMAs) and programming cable
operations.

their current service. If the FCC follows
through on this announcement, stations
will have to grapple with the intricacies

tions can choose to handle audio sepa-

of moving from a single channel to at
least two channels.

datastream. In either case, most facilities have found it best to completely
move away from analog audio for new

The new program delivery systems

The process of defining, designing and
deploying a multichannel facility intro-

that continue winning acceptance among

duces a host of new challenges for broad-

the viewing audience also promise to
feed the proliferation of multichannel

casters including regional spot inser-

facilities. Subscriptions to direct broad-

cast satellite services are expected to
double by the end of 1996. Cable networks such as Discovery, MTV and

tion. It's a process that can't be underestimated. Craig Porter, CE at KRON-TV
in San Francisco, an NBC affiliate that
also operates a cable channel serving 30
head -ends, sums up the challenge this
way: "If you treat your second channel as anything less

than another TV station,
you're going to have problems." This article provides
an overview of the most crit-

ical factors to take into ac-

count when going from a
single channel to multiple
MO.

f

11le

Using digital audio does have its own
set of problems. For example, with embedded audio, there is the complicated
process of extracting audio, providing

separate distribution and routing, and
finally re -embedding it into the serial
datastream; all without allowing the
audio to get out of sync with the video.
Obviously, equipment decisions are
easier when building a multichannel
facility from the ground up. For most,
the answer is to go 100% serial component digital. There are still some product and interface issues to deal with, but
they are more manageable.
A multichannel facility implicitly means

that there will be multiple distribution

Facility infrastructure

and routing paths for each channel.
Other than adding additional equip-

Most TV stations still have

ment for distribution, you should pay

analog infrastructures that

special attention to signal routing. Routing systems are available that can easily

are not ready for retirement.
One of the master control rooms at ABC Singapore, a stateHowever, video servers and
of-the-art multichannel facility.
much of today's video equipTNN are creating regional channels ment are already digital.
By doing a straight economic analysis,
throughout the world and uplinking
them to satellites for direct broadcast. stations can determine the residual valMeanwhile, many in traditional broad- ue in existing analog equipment and

MATCH IT!

systems.

channels.

WOO 1110

cast television are pinning their hopes
on HDTV and ATV to help maintain
market share. The ATV standards addressed in the Telecommunications Act
call for the FCC to temporarily provide
a second channel so broadcasters can
run an ATV channel in parallel with

rate from the video as AES/EBU or
embedded in the serial digital video

accommodate the complex routing required in a large multichannel and multiformat facility. Through careful plan-

ning, signal routing and automation
systems can be integrated seamlessly.

compare that to the cost of necessary
conversion equipment. If the residual
value is lower than the cost of the con-

Redundancy and fault tolerance
In broadcasting, eliminating single

version equipment, it may be cost-effective to replace existing equipment with
digital systems.
Audio presents a special dilemma. Sta-

A fault that might have taken down a
single channel may now obliterate sev-

IF YOU CAN

points of failure is critical. This is even
more critical in multichannel operations.

eral.

Audio Level and
Impedance Interface

Top Quality Specifications
Bi-directional Interface
Front Panel Gain Adjustments and Power Indicator
Rugged, All Metal Enclosure
Single or Dual Rackmount
Internal Power Supply

$ 185

ES -244

PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS SINCE 1971

/11.eli

142 Sierra Street, El Segundo, CA 90245 (310) 322-2136
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POWER/CHARGER
The NEWAnton/Bauer InterActive 2000 PowerCharger system redefines perfornance and value in video
power. This totally new mociular power system can be economically expanded with a wide range of
options never before available. Each PowerCharger is an advanced charging system and a DC power
supply for camera power from any AC mains source.
InterActive 2000 PowerChargers are fully compatible with all Anton/Bauer Logic Series batteries utilizing

an enhanced program of literActive charge technology. Both the two and four position base
PowerChargers can be expanded to charge up to six or eight batteries. An LCD display, standard on all
models, provides instant access to all critical battery data. The modular design provides for addition of
an internal battery diagnostic module as well as the selection of a 40 or 70 watt power supply.
The PowerCharger can perform the functions of up to three conventional devices at a fraction of the cost.

Its sleek, lightweight design makes it possible to carry a PowerCharger and batteries in a notebook
computer case. And upgrades are easy as adding a peripheral or memory to a computer.

Today a portable power source is not an accessory. Its selection requires the same careful evaluation of
operational features, performance and value as every other primary equipment 'nvestment

Anton/Bauer InterActive 2000 PotterChargers. Necessities for video power.

For int-cm)ation call (203) 929-1100 or fa\ /203) 929-9935
Circle (9) on Action Card

There's

a

reason why

we call
them

a

family of

cameras.

41141111'
What do you get when you cross the legendary
performance of the Sony BVP-700/750 Studio/
OB/EFP cameras with the quality and affordability
of the new BVP-500/550 cameras? A sibling rivalry
where you come out the winner. That's because
each studio camera shares accessories not only with

its companion portable, but every camera in the

family as well. Which means you can adapt, adjust,
customize, configure, modify, mix and match your

way to a whole new level of flexibility, efficiency
and economy in both the technical and creative
aspects of your program origination. By mixing and
matching lenses, CCD imaging blocks, video control
panels and camera control units, you can create

©1996 Sony Electronics Inc. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission is prohibited. Sony is a trademark of Sony.

They're
always

using
each

other's
stuff .

==
noon nnort
0,11.1
2

COMBO

connes

the camera that best suits your particular production.
From top -of -the -line, feature laden, "gotta be perfect"

studio cameras, to the "how did he keep his feet
inbounds on that catch?" portables. And since
everything is modular (and upgradeable) it's a
future -proof system that will keep you on the cutting

edge with advancing technologies. For more infor-

motion about all eleven of the Sony BVP Studio/
OB/EFP family, from our renowned BVP-700/750
to the BVP-500/550 workhorse, give us a call at
1 -800 -635 -SONY, EXT. Mix & Match. And find out
more about the most functional family you'll ever meet.

SONY

From single to multichannel,
step by step
Power systems should be redundant
and, where practical, be combined with
uninterruptible power supplies (UPS).

This can be done with two separate
feeds from the local electric utility company, having the entire facility on a UPS
and including a generator system capable of powering the entire system.

Asia Broadcast Centre, which transmits signals owned by such clients as
Discovery Channel and Sony Entertain-

ment Television, took these steps to
guard against outages. Its Singapore
headquarters receives two main power
inputs from the local utility with switch
gear to transfer the load. The backup
system includes three 75kVA UPS systems to carry critical loads across the
time gap between a mains failure and the

run up, stabilization and switch over to

three 500kVA diesel generators. It typically takes less than seven seconds to go

separate computers for each channel to
guard against a single point failure. If it

from mains failure detection to automatic transfer to generators.

is possible to delegate control, then a

If the entire facility cannot be protected, then place computer systems and file
servers on UPS -protected mains feeds.
In some instances, minor disruptions in

act as a backup for an on air computer

the program service may be tolerable,
howevec if a video server's file system
becomes corrupted or disk drives crash

supervisory or hot stand-by system could

system. Servers should be equipped with
mirrored disk drives or be part of totally

mirrored systems to minimize the risk.
Scaleable and extensible systems
Multichannel systems need to be sized

during a power failure, the effects could
be catastrophic. Additionally, the time

such that they can meet long-term re-

required to reboot systems can turn a
minor power glitch into major downtime. Two minutes of boot time can

simple as adding programming for a

cause an entire station break to be lost if

the system loses power close to the
break.

Another way to guard against problems is to avoid consolidating automation control on a single computer. Use

quirements. Immediate needs may be as

local cable channel. However, this may
be the precursor to additional channels
so plan accordingly.
New channels should be added as an
extension of the existing system without
taking it off-line. A system that accom-

modates future growth would have a
common database for all commercial

Automated Video Library
Program Playback System
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Figure 1. Multichannel playback requirements vary from facility to facility. The diagram depicts one possible implementation
for multichannel operations.
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With the introduction of the
GSC3000, you can now control from

one to 256 transmitter sites while

barely moving a muscle. What's

more, if you decide jou've had
enough of the office and would

rather monitor your sites from

home, the GSC3000 can be controlled from a network - either local

or wide area. Heck, you can even
control them from your laptop, on a
beach in the Bahamas. The GSC3000

simply brings you more transmitter

site control and expandability than
you've ever seen before And no, it's

not expensive and it's rot complex.

Because the system s modular,
each site can be set lin to control
from 8 to 256 channels of metering,

status, and command. So it can
meet the needs and budgets of a

single site radio operation or be
expanded for the most

complex television

broadcast company.

19NAB96
F10( HIT

The GSC3000 also features auto-

WITHOUT TAKING ONE
STEP AWAY FROM YOUR

matic and time of day commands,
and macro command functions. Plus,

the friendly Windows

interface

makes the whole thing as simple as

point and click. For more information on specs and features, please
give us a call.

Gentner
1-80
0R

1

-9 45

0
8

-

7 7
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Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

Your company will take either one road or the

Our VideoStore' Multichannel Video File Server:

This solution is ideal for broadcasters, telcos, cable systems and

interconnects who are looking for a cost-effective, stand-alone, complete commercial insertion package.

And it is, indeed, a complete package. The VideoStore System has the capacity to offer hundreds of hours of storage
and hundreds of channels of programming. Not to mention MPEG-2 Main Profile at Main Level
(MP@ML) for the outstanding picture quality that you've come to expect from Sony.

it's also entirely broadcast ready, with support of closed -captioning and expanded motion

estimation, four channels of audio, and instant access to all video clips in your library.

Yet its highlights don't stop there. There's also our Predictive Maintenance' feature.

One Road For

Digital Ad insertion.
Our VideoStore file server is a complete
cost-effective package for automated
broadcast master control.

Its built-in redundancies offer maximum protection against mishaps while letting you
know of virtually all potential problems before they become real ones.
Plus, with the VideoStore System's open protocol, even third party automation vendors

can use any control platform to operate the VideoStore System. In other words, you get the flexibility that you want, that
you require, and that is so necessary to integrate the automation software package that's best for your station.

©1996 Sony Electronics Inc. Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission is prohibited. All rights reserved. Sony, VideoStore and

other. Which explains why we've taken both.

The Sony Transmission Automation System (STAS): Our STAS System is modular, making it well suited for broadcasters of most any size, network control environments, cable networks and programming originators.

That's especially true if you consider configurability, growth and comprehensive management of both program and
commercial material into a plant -wide digital format to be important requirements.
With hundreds of hours of storage capacity, STAS is more than capable of handling all your

long- and short -form programming needs. You can use it for the origination, contribution and
distribution of all your transmission materials. And with its MPEG-2 4:2:2 profile compression
technology, our STAS System consistently delivers superior signal quality, enhanced chroma, full
VB1 support, frame accuracy and minimum degradation during subsequent recompression.

What's more, with its Component Serial Digital outputs, STAS offers complete digital

signal integrity while being the transmission component of your digital environment.

46

Another Road For
Digital Ad 'Insertion.
STAS is a modular system for integrating
commercial and program material into

a plant -wide digital solution.

For additional information on our VideoStore and STAS Systems, simply call us at 1 -800 -472 -SONY, ext. INSERT.
Or you can visit us on the Internet. Our address is http://www.sel.sony.com/SEL/bppg/videostore/index.html.

SONY
Predictive Maintenance are trademarks of Sony. Sony Electronics Inc., Business and Professional Products Group, 3 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645

From single to multichannel,
step by step

Expenses aside, video serv-

ers have significant advan-

media and material and a single net-

tages over tape machines for

work to tie all the equipment together.
Sharing of data, storage and operation is
paramount to ensure a cost-effective
multichannel operation.

multichannel operations.

On -air - videotape, video server
or hybrids?

ty to record and playback at
the same time. Taking these
factors into consideration, it
becomes apparent that a hy-

On -air presentation systems are evolv-

ing from videotape recorders to digital

disk recorders and video servers. In
deciding which storage medium to use
consider cost, system redundancy, material migration and longevity.
Although videotape is the most costeffective way to store video, it carries
costs that aren't borne by video servers,
including ongoing machine maintenance
and replacement tape stock.
Video servers aren't without mainte-

nance issues; entire disk drives may
need to be replaced, but unlike videotape, the media on a disk drive isn't
prone to wearing out. Also, unlike a
VTR, the heads in the disk drive don't
need to be replaced after 2,000 hours.

It costs about $.05 per megabyte to
store video on tape making this the most
efficient means to store long -form mate-

rial. The cost to store video on disk
drives runs from about $.70 to $3 per
megabyte depending on the size and
architecture of the video server.

These include random access
to the material stored on the
disk drives, multiple simultaneous outputs, and the abili-

brid system provides the most

economic solution. Because
videotape is best for long form program playback and

Videotape libraries combined with multichannel video

servers provide the on -air programming for ABC Singapore's Broadcast Center.

video servers are best for random access
and repetitive playback, you can use an

automated video library for program
playback and spot archive. In such a
system, the contents of the spot archive
are downloaded to a video server, prior
to use on -air. Because the video server
has simultaneous record and playback
and has multichannel output, it can be
used to feed multiple channels. Further-

more, the spot archive in the video library provides a level of redundancy in
the event of a catastrophic failure. Relegating the spot playback to the video
server takes about 80% of the load off
an automated video library, allowing it
to service more than one channel.
In those cases where a video library is
cost prohibitive, manually loaded tape

machines under automation control can

provide program playback, with spot
playback from a stand-alone video serv-

er -based spot insertion system. Some
video server spot insertion systems include a spot archive dub application
that speeds the loading of spots into the
server by automating the process. This
also provides protection in the event
that the video server should need to be
reloaded after a failure. Because a stand-

alone spot insertion system uses the
same video servers, multichannel spot
insertion is possible with a single system.

Storage and operational benefits
of a central spot library
Storage requirements increase every
time another output channel is added to

Video compression: How much is too much?
Without the enabling technology of video compression, the
ust of putting together multichannel systems would be prohibitive. Video compression allows video servers to provide ex-

tended storage time and reduces bandwidth requirement to
allow for multiple record and playback channels. Because of
these reduced bandwidth requirements, a single satellite transponder can carry as many as 12 channels of video.
Now that compressed digital disk recorders and satellite
transmission systems have been in use for some time, it's
possible to determine what level of compression is acceptable.
Most broadcasters find little fault with compression ratios of 7:1
for motion JPEG and 20:1 for MPEG-2. This equates to a data
rate of 24Mb/s for motion JPEG and 8Mb/s for MPEG-2. Even
greater compression ratios are possible with MPEG-2 for more
tranquil program material. According to Tim Jackson, director
of Discovery Channel's technical operations outside the U.S.,
"We can use low bit rates and get six channels per transponder.
But MTV or ESPN, which have fast-moving, high -action scenes,
can't use the lower bit rates and get the same quality. They may
have to go with four or five channels in a transponder. Before
you assume you're going to save millions, do some tests and
look at the quality to see if it's worthwhile."
JPEG was originally designed for still photography, and was
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adapted for video. Because audio was not a part of the original
standard, manufacturers found proprietary methods to include

audio in the datastream. Hence there are no interchange
standards or motion JPEG. Algorithms used by one server
manufacturer are not usually compatible with other systems,
making each server a closed system. This is not the case with
MPEG-2. The specification for MPEG-2 includes a defined
transport layer that makes it possible for data file transfer
amongst different storage systems. This also provides the means

to distribute compressed datastreams within a multichannel
broadcast 'acility. Among the advantages of compressed data streams are the ability to pass multiple compressed channels
through existing bandwidth and faster than real-time copying
of files through existing channels.
It should be apparent that if motion JPEG requires storage at
24Mb/s and MPEG-2 only burns storage at 8Mb/s, the result is
a threefold improvement in storage utilization. While storage
improvement does have a cost, MPEG-2 is not readily editable
and requires more time to provide a decompressed output from
a dead start. Motion JPEG can be frame -accurately edited and

decompresses more quickly. Each application is unique weigh the issues carefully before deciding which is best for your
facility.

Telect's Series 20a) Modular Fiame*
Audio & Video Distribution Amplifiers
8 -Watt Stereo Power Amplifier
Volume & equalization control for
stereo monitoring
Balanced stereo input

Stereo 1x6 or mono 1x12 configurations
per module
Video DA available with
differential inputs & EQ
Individual output gain
control on front panel

/*/
//
//

Composite D -to -A & A -to -D Converters
Input 143 Mb/s (NTSC) or 177 Mb/s (PAL)
analog or digital signal
Monitoring, equalization,
video gain & onlock

"" included

*Compatible with most
Software Controller Systems

IMMI Bus Converter & Memory Backup
Provides computer access to IMMI Bus for
command & monitoring communication
Automatic updating of

Video Routing Switchers
Single & multi -level switching systems
Multiple configurations available
Expandable systems
up to 72x128

selected systems

Maps routing
configurations up to
256x256 interface
RS -232 & RS -422
interface

YC, RGB, RGB/S,
RGB/HV, YUV, NTSC
and PAL signals

User gain control
from front panel
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Who else can talk about

twice real time or two channels

"

the speed of a complete system

A

SATELLITE LINK

simultaneously in real time,
this is the algorithm built for

designed around MPEG-2
4:2:2 P@ML besides Sony?

abuse. No more worrying about

MICROWAVE LINK
0

After all, who else has it?

Field -to -station

SX tape -to -hard -drive and machine -

transmission up to

to -machine transfer at up to 4x real time.

2x real time.
Only Betacam SXTM

The story breaks at 10:21,
the news starts at 11. Hey,
you've got plenty of time.

breaking up or going down.

TELCO LINK

That's

right, the

MPEG-2 4:2:2 P@ML

Betacam SX

technology doubles your

Hybrid Recorder

DIVW-A100/A50/A45/A30/30/A22

Video Hybrid Recorders

transmission capacity.

Saving transponder time and

money. Whether you transmit one channel at

transfers digital

The industry's first hybrids: hard drive
editors with tape capabilities.

footage from SX tape to its hard

drive or from another hard drive to its SX

01996 Sony Electronics Inc. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission is prohiMed. Sony and Betacam SX are trademarks of Sony. Pictures on monitors are simulated.

A REASON WHY WE'RE THE ONLY ONE
FASTER FIELD -TO -STATION TRANSMISSION SPEED.

hard drive at up to 4x

feed while you're still recording.

MPEG-2 4:2:2 P@ML compression

real time.

Quick scene

for superior

capture and

picture quality.

DNW-7/90/90WS Betacam SX
One -Piece Camcorders

selection.

Betacam SX

Full bandwidth digital 4:2:2 acquisition.

With the Betacam SX "Good Marker"

picture quality and

DSM-T1/R1 Digital Satellite
Modulator/Demodulator

Designed for high speed transmission
through a narrow tunnel.

system, you can pre -select scenes

detail hold up tc the rigors of broad-

in -camera before you begin editing.

cast because it is the only system

Then with the DNE-50 and the Hybrid

designed around an algorithm that can

Recorder you can shuttle through

do it at 18 mbps.

your footage at 20x real time for

a high speed review of your

Don't be left behind as the
ONE -50 Field Editor

The world's only laptop
that can edit video.

"picture stamps:
What's more, you can review incoming

Betacam SX system goes on air.

Call 1 -800 -635 -SONY, ext SX for more

information.

SONY

EVERYBODY'S TALKING UP THE BENEFITS OF
BUT WITH TAPE CAPABILITIES? TAKE

1111111.ftili
a

n

:

:.
11

Fel I.11

digital cuts and a/v split capa-

There's never been

kilities simple enough to handle from

a piece of equipment like
DNW-A110(l/A50/A45/A30/30/A22

Video Hybrid Recorders

this before.

The indusayS first hybrids: hard drive
editors with tape capabilities.

Hard drive and 1/2" tape

Convenient drag -and -drop Graphic User

in the very same box.

Interface (GUI) editing with the DNE-50.

Now all the benefits of non-linear editing
Tape

the front panel.

and tape are at your finger-

Add the DNE-50 Field

Editor to the Hybrid Recorder

tips at the same time.

for easy GUI drag -and -drop

That's tape and disk

editing in a small, light

in a single unit that slides

package with features like

Hard Drive

into the rack space

you already have for your Betacams.

On-line, non-linear editing from the front panel.
The Hybrid Recorder has the look and feel

of the tape machine you're using now, but with

time line edit -

ONE -50 Field Editor

The world's only laptop
that can edit video.

ing with independent control of 4 channels of audio.

Simultaneous live action editing and video
transfer with the DLE-110 Editor.
With instant tape archiving there's always
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access to a complete

at twice real time. Tape -to -hard -

copy of your original

drive at up to 4x real time.

footage. While

And machine -to -machine

you're in the

at up to 4x real time. With

DLE-110 Live Edit Controller

Start editing before you finish recording.

digital edit, you

can mark highlights and output faster than real

outstanding 4:2:2 broad-

DNV-5 Dockable VTR

Extends high quality component
digital recording to the field.

cast quality.

time. What's more, you can play back while

Betacam compatibility.

you're still recording.

With existing analog

On -air playout from an extended RAID.

Betacam oxide or metal tape

For increased functionality and capac-

playback compatibility, SX
DNW-1/90/90WS Betacam SX''
One -Piece Camcorders

ity, add an external drive for an additional 6.4

Full bandwidth digital 4:2:2 acquisition.

hours of recording time.

Record MPEG-2 4:2:2 P@ML for faster than

real time upload and download.
Now you can transmit from field -to -station

makes the changeover to

digital hassle -free.

Don't be left behind as the Betacam SX
system goes on air. Call 1 -800 -635 -SONY, ext. SX

for more information.

SONY

You can't afford to ignore your investments in SR But the future is definitely digital.
So where are you going to start?

your news operation at any level of investment.

Start with a Betacam SX one-piece
camcorder with high quality 4:2:2 digital
acquisition. Or start with the Betacam SX
Hybrid Recorder for the flexibility of transmission to mas-

Betormn SX makes news. And every other kind of production from
documentaries to commercials to episodic television.

Your migration path starts anywhere. Anytime.
With the Betacam Sr' system, the ques-

ter control
to editing

to satellite

DNW-A100/A50/1145/A30/30/A22

Video Hybrid Recorders

The industry's first hybrids: hard drive
editors with tape capabilities.

tion is not really where or when to start, but

recording to

how big an investment to start with. Because

studio recording to magazine news to ENG to

the Betacam SX system

non-linear editing. The Betacam SX

integrates smoothly with

system makes news for everybody.
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ABOUT GETTING FROM THE BETACAM SPTM
THE DIGITALLY NETWORKED NEWSROOM.

Mix and match SP and SX

for as long as you want.

With Betacam SX equipment

try the new Betacam SX Hybrid Recorder
to replace the Betacam SP player in your edit
system or in
on -air playback.

niumanitemol0

DNW-7/90/90WS Betacam SX
One -Piece Camcorders

Full bandwidth digital 4:2:2 acquisition.

you can add digital

SX to your existing SP newsroom operation or

Because

DSM-T1/R1 Digital Satellite
Modulator/Demodulator

Designed for high speed transmission
through a narrow tunnel.

even the inter-

go fully digital while maintaining

connections and rack size of your new

established analog acquisition

SX -lybrid Recorder are the same as

and archives.

your old SP recorder.

Compatible with tape,
parts and operations.

Don't be left behind as
the Betacam SX system goes on

DLE-110 Live Edit Controller

Start editing before you finish recording.

How easy is your conversion to an all-

digital newsroom going to be? For starters, just

air Call 1 -800 -635 -SONY, ext. SX for

more information.

SONY

WHILE SOMEONE IN
YOUR OFFICE IS
ADDING UP THE
COSTS OF MIGRATING
TO DIGITAL, WE'RE
REDUCING THEM.

Mix and match SP and SX for as

The robust algorithm

long as you want.

MPEG-2 4:2:2 P@ML

Add digital SX to your existing SP

helps you do things faster
DNW-A100/A50/A45/A30/30/A22

and reduce operating costs,

Video Hybrid Recorders

The industry's first hybrids: hard drive
editors with tape capabilities.

making Betacam SXTM the

operation or go fully digital while maintain-

ing established analog acquisition and

most cost efficient product that Sony has made for

archives. What's more, metal digital SX tape costs

broadcast systems.

about the same as analog oxide.

Merge digital with the

tape world without
paying a
penalty.
To begin

Cost of tape, parts and maintenance drastically
reduced.
In the Hybrid Recorder, that tape travels less

distance at a slower speed. Causing less friction

and breakdown on heads. And parts are less

ONW-7/90/90WS Betacam SX
One -Piece Camcorders

Full bandwidth digital 4:2:2 acquis on

with, SX

expensive as well. The upper drum in the recorder,

camcorders are almost half the cost of the last

for Instance, is half the cost of your current drum.

camcorder you bought. They have better video,

Dor't be left behind as the Betacam SX system

better audio and record 60 minutes on your

goes on air. Call 1 -800 -635 -SONY, ext. SX for

current 30 minute tapes.

more information.

SONY
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From single to multichannel,
a multichannel facility. On a three- or

Traffic system interfaces

step by step

four -day weekend, can the system continue operation with minimum manual
assistance? This could be an expensive
proposition using a video serves

A comprehensive closed loop between
the traffic department computer system
and on -air automation is absolutely mandatory for multichannel operations. The

position, are not easily upgraded. Add-

A large automated video library can

bridge between the traffic system and

ing more satellites to increase capacity is
becoming less feasible as geostationary
positions in space threaten to reach their
limits. That leaves video and audio data
compression, which can provide as much
as an eightfold increase in satellite transponder capacity.

hold upward of 18,000 30 -second spots on -air automation provides the ability
using multicut videotapes. A central spot to download program logs and return
archive that serves spots to video servers as -run logs. This leads to the seamless
streamlines operations. First, the traffic scheduling of programming, automated
department needs only one copy of any playback, and reconciliation for the acspot. Once this is logged in and dubbed counts receivable system. It's easy to see
into the automated library, it is hands off how quickly this important link in the
by traffic and on -air operation. The spot system can become a millstone that
will be automatically downloaded to the weighs down the facility if not properly
video server(s) as required by the playl- addressed. Interestingly, this is one of
ist, eliminating the need for duplicate the most overlooked areas for efficiency
improvement in a broadcast facility.
copies of a spot in the library.

Facility automation
The question of whether to opt for a
centralized mainframe client/server system or a PC -based distributed system is

partly answered by the level of redundancy required. The decision is actually
made easier if the operation is multichannel. Consolidating the automation
system into a single central system is
practical and easy to accomplish for a
single channel. However, it becomes a
difficult and risky proposition as channels are added because the centralized
facility automation can become a single

The Discovery Channel, for instance,
added several new networks at 20% of
the cost of a typical analog signal by
using a digital compression system to
transmit three program channels. The
Discovery Channel owns a 27MHz tran-

sponder allotment on the satellite used
to uplink its programming to Latin America, Spain, Portugal, Argentina and Bra-

The traffic system has traditionally
been purchased independently of the

zil. Historically, this 27MHz allotment
would only carry one analog channel.
Another advantage of digitizing video
information: it becomes less difficult

on -air automation system, with traffic
software suppliers designing their products to be compatible with the major on air automation systems. With these functions so closely linked, it was inevitable

that they would be combined into a
single system. At least one product on
the market handles traffic and on -air
automation. Another firm is set to introduce a product that manages traffic, as
well as program scheduling, ad sales,

and costly to apply encryption to the
data to protect it from piracy.

Other transmission systems
Two wireless cable technologies, mul-

tichannel multipoint distribution system (MMDS) and local multipoint distribution system (LMDS), may eventu-

account management and videotape ally go head -to -head with direct broadtracking.

point of failure for multiple channels. In

contrast, a distributed facility automa- Preparing for digital
tion system provides redundancy that transmission
For this article, analog or digital transprotects each channel.
A distributed automation system must mission means the broadcast transport
be able to network at the local and wide of the video itself, not just the video
area levels. This will become more im- format. Because the existing broadcast
portant as multichannel systems spread infrastructure is analog, broadcasters
who are adding channels today have to
across nations and continents.
Unlike the automation system itself, use analog transmission. However, that
the database should be centralized. Op- will change when the FCC adopts a
erating a multichannel broadcast sys- transmission standard.
This is not the case for direct broadcast
tem with multiple databases is certain to
drive up operations costs and lead to on - satellite systems, which already deliver
air errors. Instead, the automation sys- compressed digital signals. Nor will it be
tem should have a common database the case for the new players like telethat serves the entire multichannel broad- phone companies building MMDS syscast operation. This master database tems. Because the home viewer still has
contains a record of all the spots, pro- an analog receiver, the set -top box programs and other material in the facility viders will bridge the gap between digithat can be played out. This valuable tal and analog.
repository of data should be carefully
protected with mirrored disk drives on Compression for satellites
Satellite transponder channels stand to
the master database file server or comgain
from digital compression. Satellites
pletely mirrored file servers.

are expensive to launch and once in

cast satellites. MMDS is currently operating in Brooklyn, NY, and other loca-

tions, while LMDS will become commercially available soon.
Although satellite and wireless cable
transmission are making headlines, cable is still a viable long-term candidate
for video program delivery. While a
significant number of cable multichannel operations are retransmission, services that include commercial insertion
and program replay are coming on-line.
As new transmission systems gain mar-

ket acceptance and federal regulations
encourage consolidation of TV station
ownership, broadcast equipment manufacturers will respond with advanced
technologies that streamline multichannel operations. To remain competitive,
broadcasters may be turning to multichannel operations in the near future.
Running these operations cost-effectively will be critical to their success.
Careful research, planning and implementation will all be required.
Michael Guess is director of marketing at Odetics

Broadcast, Anaheim, CA.
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From single to multichannel,
step by step

Broadcasters always need more
By George Maier

Prior to the ENG revolution, most broadcasters required little
more than an STL and a network feed for video connections
to and from the studio. The occasional feed from the big event
(i.e., sports venue, political event, road race, golf match, etc.)'
was often,handled by a local exchange carrier, which used
large bulky portable microwave systems. Those that remember the Raytheon KTR-1000, RCA TVM-6 and M/A-COM
MA -7B portables, also remember that it took a substantial
(and muscular) crew one to two days to install
and align these behemoths.
Through the seventies and the eighties, news
ENCODER
became big business in TV broadcasting. The
ENCODER
requirement for additional feeds grew with ratENCODER
ings and expanded news budgets. Another maENCODER
jor change was the networks' shift from terrestriENCODER
al to satellite delivery systems. Approximately
ENCODER

70% of the affiliates were able to locate their

satellite receiving antennas at their studios. Those

Today's highest -quality digital transports do not use any type
of compression, employ 12 -bit encoding and offer at least six
channels of video on the same fiber. Systems using 10-, 9- and
8 -bit encoding schemes are also available. Although they
may offer higher -channel density per fiber, there are trade-offs
in performance, the most significant of which is video signal-

to-noise ratio. The advantage is that digital fiber transport
performance and video channel capacity significantly exMULTICHANNEL VIDEO
TRANSPORT
REMOTE SITE

STUDIO
MAIN
TX OPTIC:,

MULTIPLEX

DECODER

MAIN
RX OPTICS

U' TO 120km OF FIBER

DECODER

OEMULTIPLEX

DECODER
DECODER

ALT

TX OPTIC':

NIF

ALT
RX OPTICS

DECODER

PS A

DECODER

PS

Figure 1. Typical block diagram for multichannel video transport using
that didn't, needed one or more feeds from the
fiber.
downlink site. By the mid -'80s, it was obvious
that microwave frequencies were becoming exhausted.
ceed analog fiber or microwave systems. A current 12 -bit
During this time, several manufacturers (including Artel) fiber transport, such as the SL -4000, can deliver six channels
introduced broadcast -quality fiber-optic video transmission of virtually transparent video over a 120km path. Although no
systems. As more fiber became available, and digital technol- one makes a totally redundant multichannel fiber system, all
ogy matured with respect to speed, price and performance, of the failure -prone common modules are duplicated and
Artel and others developed digital video fiber transports.
automatically switched.
The figure is a representative block diagram of a typical
multichannel video system showing the redundant features.
As the need for high -quality video channels increases, doubling system capacity is simply a matter of combining two
systems on the same fiber using simple wave division multiplexing. For added redundancy, dual combiners and diverse
Featuring The...
fiber routing could be used. The advantage is in survivability;
if one video shelf totally fails, the other is still available.
Lighthouse "Navigator" Control System
If more high -quality channels are required, a new technolSupports All Industry Routers
ogy known as DWDM or dense wave division multiplexing,

Mr7t

Matrix Mapping &

Device Lockouts

Destination Blocking

Multiple GPI Interface
Support

System Wide Messaging

Individual I/O Switching
System Wide Viewing
TCP/IP Novel Backbone
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Exportable SQL Format
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Rack Mount Panels or
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Drag & Drop Graphics
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Fiber Optic & Coaxial Serial Digital Routers
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Lighthouse Digital Systems
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allows up to 32 optical transports to be combined on the same
fiber. This technology takes advantage of refinements in laser,
optical mirror and filter technology, and closely relates to the

old microwave combining networks, which used waveguide
filters and circulators to combine multiple carriers on one
transmission line.
For broadcasters, this means there can be plenty of non compressed video feeds that easily exceed EIA/ANSI RS 250C short -haul video requirements. For wide area transmission, the use of compression is presently mandatory because
of the imbedded carrier infrastructure, but most people are
willing to accept one pass through compression as a means
to an end.
As it stands now, the U.S. fiber infrastructure is at a point
where most broadcasters still have little access to dark fiber.
As deregulation deepens, some experts predict that excess
dark fiber will have to be made available to whomever can
pay the price. Meanwhile, the LECs are making major investments in multichannel digital video equipment to offer competitive non -compressed video loop services to broadcasters.

On a global scale, fiber availability is growing quite nicely,
deregulation is setting in, and in some instances, advanced
forms of TV transmission are already in service.
George Maier is vice president of marketing for Artel Video Systems,
Incorporated, Marlborough MA.

MAKING A SPLASH IN

BROADCAST

Introducing 111li-TV Klystrons from Litton
Litton Electron Devices, Williamsport, PA,
a leader in the manufacture and repair of
vacuum tubes, is now rebuilding and repairing
tubes for the UHF -TV Broadcast Industry.
Litton has been designing and producing high performance,
cost effective microwave power devices for over 40 years.

Magnetrons, cross -field amplifiers, klystrons, traveling wave

tubes and thyratrons are all designed to meet strict military
and commercial specifications. This background provides
Litton with the expertise and technical capabilities to rebuild
and repair UHF -TV klystrons.

Consider the following list of capabilities:
Complete rebuild or repair
of Series 89X, 95X, and
755X UHF -TV Klystrons

Prompt inspection and
return of Evaluation Report

Quick turnaround of repairs

Rebuild/repair to
specification standards

ACE gun provided on all
rebuilds

Tubes fully tested to assure
performance

New tube warranty
LITTON ELECTRON DEVICES

Tuned to specific channel
frequency

Shipment from stock in many
cases

Cash/credit for DUDS
Technical back-up and service
800 number for easy access
to service

Also prepared to provide the
L -4945A deuterium filled,
double gap ceramic crowbar
thyratron (equivalent to the
EEV CX-2708)

1035 Westminster Drive / Williamsport, PA 17701

Call our UHF -TV HOTLINE at 800-861-1UHF for pricing,

Litton

stock availability, DUD purchase, questions, technical service,
data sheets and tube information. Or fax us at 717-326-5816.

Electron Devices
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Understanding wireless
microphones

tennas, so master antenna systems have

among two -person ENG crews, allow-

been devised for such applications. These

ing a reporter to move freely with a

At the receive end, a number of different physical arrangements are possible.
The most common is an AC -powered,
single -channel (usually rack -mounted)

use either active or passive RF splitters
to allow connection of multiple receivers to a single antenna system.
A final class of receiver is the portable,

receive; with antenna(s) mounted directly onto the back panel. Mic- and

battery -powered type. This approach
allows both ends of the wireless link to
be mobile. It has become quite popular

hand-held wireless mic, and a camcorder operator to easily follow with a portable wireless receiver mounted on the
camcorder, feeding the received mic signal to the camcorder's audio input.

line -level outputs are usually provided

on XLR connectors, allowing the receiver to be connected to a mixer just
like any mic or other wired audio source.

A number of manufacturers now offer
half -rack receivers or combine two receivers into a single rack unit, in some
cases sharing antenna(s).
In larger systems, multiple wireless
microphones may be used. Naturally,
each wireless mic in such a system requires its own RF channel, and if multiple mics are to be used simultaneously,
then multiple receivers are required to
capture each signal independently. This
can amount to a veritable forest of an-

NON -ACTIVE ANTENNA DIVERSITY
ANTENNA 1

ANTENNA 2

ANTENNA 3

COUPLER

Diversity reception
Wireless mics in the United States op-

erate in a number of spectrum bands.
Most professional systems use transmission frequencies in or near either the
VHF or UHF TV broadcast bands. Lowpower (in the milliwatt range) narrow -

band, analog, monophonic FM transmission is used by practically all systems
today.
1 RECEIVER

AUDIO
OUTPUT

Figure 1. Non -active antenna diversity uses

widely spaced antennas that are passively
mixed by the receiver.

Like any RF transmission system, reception problems can be caused by fading or interference. Because the distanc-

es between wireless mic transmitters
and receivers are usually short, fading
from lack of overall signal strength is

The longest lasting
battery* for the home...

*Comparison of leading non -rechargeable battery brands.

usually not a problem. If transmission
frequencies are properly chosen (more
on this later), interference from other

sources can also be avoided in most
cases. The most commonly encountered
problem in using wireless microphones
is fading from multipath - which could
be considered a "self-induced" form of
interference. With wireless microphones,
multipath is usually caused by reflected

but the effective area of any null will

be established, which statistically re-

likely be larger.

duces the possibility of a deep fade caused

The solution to both systems' multipath problems can usually be found in
the technique called diversity reception.
Multiple receive antennas (typically just

by multipath interference. Diversity antennas for VHF systems should generally be spaced somewhat further apart (a

TWIN -RECEIVER
POST -DETECTION DIVERSITY
ANTENNA 1

ANTENNA 2

energy from room boundaries, sets or
columns, particularly those near the mic
or the receive antenna. For this reason,
it is far less of a problem when wireless
mics are used outdoors. In outdoor ap-

plications, interference from other RF
sources can be more problematic.
Because of their shorter wavelengths,
UHF systems can exhibit more instanc-

COMPARATOR
SWITCH

few feet) than UHF antennas (a few
inches is usually adequate).

How wireless microphone receivers
accept and process the signals from diversity antennas varies widely. The simplest, generally referred to as passive or
non -active diversity, uses widely sepa-

rated antennas (sometimes three or
RECEIVER 1

1111-

RECEIVER 2

AUDIO
OUTPUT

Figure 2. This approach switches between

es of multipath than VHF systems might
have within a given space, but the area

duplicate receiver sections to obtain the

affected by each UHF null is typically
smaller. Conversely, VHF systems may
encounter fewer multipath locations,

two) are placed at different locations,
and connected to the receiver. This allows a variety of transmission paths to

better -placed antenna's signal.

more) and combines them passively to a
single receiver. (See Figure 1.) While this
reduces the possibility for total fading,

all antennas are feeding the receiver at
all times, and their combined signal is
almost never as good as a single, unimpaired path would be.

A more common approach among
diversity receivers today uses an active

switching approach. One way to do
this uses two RF sections, each con -

...is also the longest lasting
battery on the job.

That's because PROCELL® PROFESSIONAL' batteries are DURACELL® batteries

- the longest lasting alkaline batteries available. PROCELL is Duracell's line of
alkaline and specialty batteries made for professionals. They deliver DURACELL
dependability, DURACELL value and DURACELL performance.
PROCELL's superior performance is the result of a new Duracell
alkaline battery design with features so unique they're patented.
See for yourself that PROCELL is the
maiw dowse
WhaPi
longest lasting battery you can buy. For more
information or a distributor referral,
call 1-800 -4PROCELL Ext. 21.
PROCELL' PROFESSIONAL' BATTERIES

DURACELL®
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Understanding wireless
microphones
nected to its own antenna. (See Figure
2.) Both detectors' outputs are fed to a
single demodulator, which chooses the
better RF signal via a comparator. (Oth-

er systems add redundancy by using
two complete receivers, placing the diversity switch downstream of the audio
sections.)

A less -expensive variant simply
switches between incoming RF signals
from two antennas, ideally feeding the
stronger signal to a single receiver. (See
Figure 3.) In practice, however, some of
these systems only monitor the active
antenna, and when its signal begins to
fade, the system switches to the other

antenna - which may have an even

the method's efficiency toward the creation of a single, high -quality receiver.
Incidentally, multimic systems using
master antennas can (and typically do)
take advantage of diversity reception by
using dual master antennas and dual RF
dividers to feed each receiver's diversity
inputs. The distance between these (or
any wireless mic system) antennas and
their receivers should always be minimized to avoid excessive cable losses.
When cable distances of longer than 25
feet for UHF or 50 feet for VHF systems
are required, a low -loss cable should be
used.

signal may have been caused in the
process.

S/N and audio bandwidth. It is not

this will cause the receiver to quickly
switch back to the first antenna, but an
additional degradation of the output

uncommon for even mid -priced wireANTENNA SWITCHING DIVERSITY

less systems of recent vintage to rival the

audio quality of typical wired mics.

ANTENNA 2

ANTENNA 1

w

COMPARATOR
SWITCH

RECEIVER

AUDIO
OUTPUT

Figure 3. To reduce cost, this method tries
to switch the stronger signal from two isolated antennas to a single receiver input.

To solve this problem while keeping
costs reasonable, a more sophisticated
style of single -receiver design monitors
both antennas' signals continuously. In

one system's case, instead of simply
switching between antennas, the two
incoming RF signals are combined with
continuous phase correction. (See Figure 4.) Although this places some limits

on how far apart the receive antennas
can be spaced (to remain within the
range of the phase correction circuitry),

it can successfully optimize reception
conditions where other single -receiver
systems might have difficulty.

Note that the use of a single receiver
allows some manufacturers to keep their

systems' costs low, while others apply
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technology is the frequency -synthesized

oscillator, which allows tech crews to
change wireless mic and receiver frequencies in the field with the flick of a
switch, instead of exchanging hardware or plugging in crystals.
PHASE DIVERSITY
ANTENNA 1

ANTENNA 2

VARIABLEPHASE

Signal quality and Interference
The use of narrowband FM channels
has an impact on the fidelity of wireless
mics. In the past, even the best systems
were noisy and limited in high -frequency response. Today's top performers use
companding and other complementary
signal -processing techniques to improve

worse signal at the moment. Generally,

20+ wireless-mic shows that are commonplace today, it's easy to see why
computer programs have been developed to determine frequency selections.
A related development in wireless mic

The popularity of wireless mics has
created some new problems, however.
Their ever-expanding use means more
potential for interference. Therefore,
proper channel selection has never been
more important.
Frequency coordination for shared use channels, along the lines of what
broadcasters do with RPUs today, may
be warranted in major markets. Many
theaters have permanent installations
or touring shows that use wireless systems. If your studio happens to be adjacent to such a facility, or if you're doing
an ENG shoot in the vicinity, interference between wireless microphone sys-

tems may result without proper frequency coordination.
A related problem occurs when multiple wireless mics are used on a project
simultaneously, such as is common in
today's Broadway -type shows. In these
cases, not only must each mic have its
own channel, but the channel spacings
must be adequate and harmonic multiples (2A -B and the like) must also be
avoided. Touring shows (or traveling
broadcasters) must also cope with the
differing broadcast TV channel allocations in each market they visit. For the
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COMPENSATOR

RECEIVER g

PHASE LOGIC

Figure 4. Active phase diversity keeps both
antennas active for a stronger signal, with
continual adjustment of the phase relationship between antennas via microprocessor
control.

Even when all these practices are observed, intermodulation can still occur
in multimic systems when miked talent
approach one another and two active
transmitters are placed only a few inches apart. In this case, the intermodulation takes place in the transmitters'
final stages.

Distance between transmit and receive antennas can also have an unexpected impact. With some of today's
more powerful wireless-mic transmitters, too close a placement of receive

antennas can cause overload in the
receiver (or active antenna distribution
system). This can result in non-linear
behavior (typically intermodulation) or
desensitizing of receivers.

The future
Wireless mics are one area where
digital audio has yet to find a warm
welcome. Yet the digital future may
affect wireless mic systems via the entrance of digital television.
Note that if current plans advance to
reality, a portion of the VHF TV band

will be reallocated to non -broadcast
applications. Although wireless mics
have always shared the band on a secondary basis, this coexistence was pos-

sible because the two services were
populated by a few fixed, high -pow -

Telemetrics Goes The Distance.
5000 Feet

4000 Feet

fititopp
1500 Feet

1111111

I
4ir

Several 2eet to several mi es. It's
the range of distance Telemetrics delivers to
turn your ENG cameras into full featured EFP carner.,,
for the field and the stLdio. With direct docking camera
adapters -- factory set-up ready to plug and play. And tie co-npati-

bility to interface with virtually any video format including digital. It's the
level of performance you would expect from the people who invented triax
and coax camera control technologies.
For composite video, there's the Telemetrics TM -925C triax system. It maintains signal
integrity over the longest cable runs (5000 feet*). And offers comp-ehensive camera set-up
and adjustment capabilities, along with video, return video, microphone audio, intercom,
tally, and genlock -- plus power. It's the industry standard for quality and performance. For
component video,Telemetrics' TM -9660 Triax System offers all the same functionality. With all
the benefits of component video transmission to a distance of 4000 feet.

If you're working with coax, the Telemetr cs TM -9255A Ccax System delivers cost-effective camera remote control capabilities at distances of 1500 feet. Plus power for the camera and a large
studio viewfinder. Telemetrics also offers the TM -9525 Dual Coax/Fiber System. This highly versatile system employs dual coax cables up to 500 feet and can be cost-effectively interfaced with
15MHz unidirectional fiber optic transceivers for long distance camera control without the use
of repeaters.

Get more mileage from your ENG cameras. With Triax and Coax camera control systems
from Telemetrics. They go the distance. For more info-mation call 201-348-9818, or fax
201-848-9819.

TeJernetrics Inc.

CAMERA CONTROL SYSTEMS
Telemetrics Inc.. 6 Leighton Place. Mahwah. NJ 07430, U.S.A.
Cl-cle (28) on Action Card
*All distance specifications based on usit g standard
Belden 9232 triax and 8281 coax cable.

Understanding wireless
microphones

in the UHF band has already prompted
many manufacturers and users to move

ered transmitters (television) and many
mobile low -powered transmitters (wireless mics). If the VHF band is reallocated to personal communications services, then both of the services sharing the
band will use many low -powered mo-

there for their wireless mic applications. But the UHF situation will also

bile transmitters -a far less desirable
arrangement for peaceful coexistence.
Today's lower interference potential

change due to ATV - and even sooner
in the process - as new ATV stations
sign on, mostly in the UHF band. New
PCS allocations are also moving into
the UHF wireless mic spectrum.
Time will tell whether either of these
ATV -related issues become real mat-

ters of concern for wireless mic users.
In the meantime, broadcasters will continue to unfetter themselves from their
audio cables and use wireless mics to
help them get more mobile.

formation
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In -ear monitoring
By Skip Plzzi
Anew form of stage monitoring for performing musicians is
replacing traditional wedge and sidefill stage monitor speakers with high -quality earphones. Referred to by a variety of
names - earphone monitoring, personal monitoring or in ear monitoring (IEM) - this relatively recent innovation has
been embraced by the concert music industry.
The equipment used for IEM is available in a variety of forms.
Both wired and wireless systems are in use, as well as single
earpiece and double earpiece units. Most musicians prefer
double earpiece systems because of their greater isolation and
their ability to provide a stereo mix.
Wireless monitoring systems use some of the same frequencies allocated to wireless mics. Because these frequencies

differ around the world, it's important to verify that any
wireless monitoring system is legal where you're using it. This
will keep you out of trouble with the authorities and minimize
your chances of being interfered with by other incompatible
services.

Applying these advantages to broadcasting
Recently, some broadcasters have begun to adapt IEM for use
with interruptable fo/dback (IFB) systems of wired and wireless
designs. The high -quality, stereo audio that IEM systems provide to musicians fits in nicely with the improvements in aural
fidelity that the latest generation of IFB systems are delivering to
broadcast talent and crews.
As a result, some new IEM features directed at broadcast IFB

applications have been introduced. These include greater
immunity to RF interference, products designed for permanent

rather than touring applications and increased flexibility for
placement of transmit antennas for wireless IFB. The latter
involves the use of an active transmit antenna that incorporates
the transmitter stage. This allows it to be placed inside a venue

near the receivers, which may be at some distance from the
truck or control room where IFB signals originate. Without this
capability, RF losses in the cable between the wireless IFB

To maximize isolation and comfort,
some IEM system manufacturers offer

excessive.

For on -camera (as opposed to onstage) use, even more effort has been
placed on making the earpieces less
visible. First, a single earpiece is often
acceptable to broadcast talent because
isolation from on-stage sound is generally not a problem, and a stereo IFB mix
is usually not required. The latest sys-

custom -molded earpieces. The user is
generally fitted by an audiologist who
makes wax impressions of the ears, a
quick and painless process. The impressions are sent to the IEM manufacturer
who assembles the custom earpieces.
In some cases, the earpiece color can
also be matched to the user's skin tone,

tems have also involved miniaturiza-

with matte finishes applied to reduce
reflections. This makes the earpieces
less visible to audiences.
Most systems allow the user to adjust

his or her own volume, typically on a
beltpack unit. Some earpieces also offer
adjustable porting for tailoring of fre-

transmitter and its antenna might be

The Radio Station I.D.S. is a UHF wireless

tion. One receiver looks like something
straight out of Mission Impossible- the
single -piece unit is the size of a pencil
eraser that includes antenna, receiver,
battery and earpiece and simply pops
into the user's ear canal.
IEM systems also can be used by broad-

IEM system from Garwood Communica- cast crews when they require more isoquency response by the user. It's also
tions that can be used internationally.
lation or higher -quality, stereo audio
important to guard against hearing damthan traditional headsets can provide (such as on -field boom or
age from IEM. Most systems include protection limiting in their
transmitters for this reason. Wireless receivers should also parabola mic operators at sporting events).
The combination of today's new IFB technology (including
include adequate muting so that no loud pops or noise bursts
wireless systems) with IEM can add significant additional
occur when the RF signal is lost.
flexibility and quality to broadcast monitoring systems, for fixed
Because each IEM wearer has a personal monitoring system,
separate monitor mixes - and separate RF channels for and remote applications.
wireless systems - are required. This requires a multi -output
mixer and makes multiple wireless monitoring systems subject
to the same harmonic interference problems as multiple wireless microphones (see main article). Some high -end wireless
systems offer the ability for transmitters to automatically proCircle (106) on Action Card
gram receivers to selected frequencies.

formation
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Motorola's PL1111111a Chip

TOAN
OCEAN OF
COMMUNICATLQN.

CableComm ....
Technology

Cable Access Unit

CyberSURFR"'

Cable Modem

Cable Router

Cable Control Frame

Operations &
Maintenance Center

Clear Sailing. Now is the time for system operators to set a course for Panama. Motorola's new PanamaTM
Chip Set has been created exclusively for the cable industry to provide a reliable, efficient link from broadband networks to the
world of telephony and beyond. An integral part of CableComm technology, the Panama Chip Set clears the communication
passage to system operators and establishes a new route filled with oceans of untapped revenues.
This advanced Panama Chip Set, embedded in CableComm Cable Access Units, provides operators cost efficiency through
unprecedented spectrum and power management. Developed from the ground up by Motorola, this new component combines
all of the company's core competencies. With their unmatched RF expertise, their position as the world's largest manufacturer
of moderns and industry leading semiconductor technology all integrated into one product family, Motorola's CableComm technology will take your system right into the land of opportunity. Now, with the incredible efficiency and reliability of the Panama
Chip set, Motorola has contributed yet another of its core competencies to this next wave of advanced service offerings.
System operators your ship has come in. Once again Motorola's foresight has brought forth a new generation of revolutionary and reliable technology. So steer clear of other systems' dire straits and focus on THE total system solution. Motorola's
CableComm technology; now featuring the Panama Chip Set.

http://www.mot.com/multimedia 800-2WAY-HFC 847-632-3409
r

and Motorola are registered trademarks of Motorola, Inc CyberSURFR and Panama are trademarks of Motorola. Inc 01096 Motorola, Inc

4111=IIMININIF
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Multimedia Group
What you never thought possible.-

Keeping up with digital audio
recording formats is a full-time job.
By Terry Skeltor,

In the past, audio recording media choices were relatively simple for the broadcaster.
Quarter -inch tape was the standard. You could even play a two -track stereo tape
on a full -track mono machine. The only real variable was which one of two tape

THE BOTTOM LINE:

New recording media
and their increased
storage densities have
prompted manufacturers
to launch a variety of new
systems for digital audio
storage. As this occurs,
broadcasters' need to
maintain compatibility
and easy interchange of
audio media among
facilities is becoming
more difficult. $

speeds you used. To be completely exhaustive, the only other audio decks that a
typical (non -multitrack) broadcast facility needed were audio cartridge and cassette
machines. Coping with multiple formats was generally more of a problem on the
video side of the operation.
In the digital age, all that has changed. Now the industry is filled with many
different media (both for audio and for video, but lately with audio taking the lead
in digital media types). What's more, a given physical media may be used with
different and incompatible recording formats.
Today, many different devices vie for the same job in the broadcast facility, each
using different media and approaches. Not only is this complicated, but it seems to
be changing almost daily as companies improve their products. Some pieces of
digital audio equipment are already into their fourth or fifth generation of software.

Formats du jour
Table 1 is a scorecard of today's audio storage media. Note that the video cassette,
open reel tape and DAT are the only media that were not designed as computer
products. The "general-purpose" nature of the computer -peripheral systems has
allowed different manufacturers to develop independent applications for them,
Above: The Sony MDM-X4 represents a new generation of inexpensive, integrated
portable studio systems, using MD -Data media for four -track digital audio recording.
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Substantial family growing all the time!

EEVs IOT installed base
grows weekly!

Whatever power you want
between 10 and 60kW,
EEV has an IOT to
meet your needs.

Over 300 EEV 10Ts are in
operation, with more on order.
EEV IOT equipped transmitters
are operating in more than
20 countries throughout
the world
.

There are others,
but can they
match EEV?

EEV 10Ts have

proven lifetime!

Check the achieved lifetimes
of EEV IOTs.
Check the product support
EEV provides to its customers.

EEV 10Ts have provided more
than 4 million hours of service
since their introduction in 1991.
Individual tube lives well in
excess of 20,000 hours have
already been achieved and are
increasing daily.

Energy Savings

Check EEV's track record.
Contact EEV today
for an infopak.

gll

EEV
POWER

With more than 4 million hours
of operation, EEV 10Ts have
already saved UHF
broadcasters more than
$12M in energy costs.

TUBES
USA: EEV Inc, 4 Westchester Plaza,
Elmsford NY 10523
Tel: (914) 592 6050 or 'Toll Free'
1-800-DIAL-EEV Fax: (914) 682 8922
CANADA: EEV Canada Ltd., 6305 Northam Drive,
Unit 3, Mississauga, Ontario L4V 1H7
Tel: (905) 678 9811 Fax: (905) 678 7726

Cost of ownership
Based on known device lives,
IOT technology provides
the lowest cost of ownership
for UHF transmitters at all
powers from 10kW and above.

UK : EEV Ltd., Waterhouse Lane, Chelmsford,
Essex CM1 2QU, England
Tel: (01245) 493493 Fax: (012451492492
Subsidiary of the General Electric Company plc

of England 94C
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HIGH QUALITY
DIGITAL EDITING
IS FINALLY WITHIN
YOUR GRASP.

WHY TOTAL REDUNDANCY?
WHY TOTAL REDUNDANCY?
Monitor
GPI

A

Traffic and Billing

/Mouse

Master Control Switcher

AN ROUTE

VR NLE (6)

UP TO 24 Vas, UP TO 48 CHANNE_S

LEGEND

a

VIDEO/AUDIO

RS 232/422 MAC TINE CONTROL

Because you can never be too safe. Th VR disk -based b-oadcast

system incorporates nultiple redundancy strategies - inc uding RAID fault

tolerance technology - which eliminate any single point of failure. And that
means an integrated digital solution with total redundancy and absolute
reliability. Is it possibl. to have too muci of a good thing'z'
Choose a VR system and you won't ask twice.

What digital ought to be.
Virtual Recorder Systems: Multi -Channel Automation Commercial Insertion Network Delay Nonlinear Editing © 818. 843.7004
Circle (22) on Action Card

Understanding

wireless
microphones
Wireless mics are setting
broadcasters free.
By Skip Pizzi

THE BOTTOM LINE:

For broadcast crews interested in going mobile.
the wireless microphone is a welcome tool. Once
considered so problematic as to be rarely worth
the trouble. today's wireless systems are being
used in the studio and the field almost as
commonly as their wired brethren. $

Wireless microphones allow ENG crews to move freely and
independently.

As their prices drop, reliability improves and audio quality increases, wireless mics are finding increasing
applications for broadcasters. They have helped TV talent and techs increase their mobility, eliminating
yet another of the boundaries that previously tethered TV production. To best understand their use, a
review of the basics is a good place to start.

Physical designs
Wireless mics come in two basic physical varieties: hand-held and laveliet A hand-held wireless mic
incorporates its transmitter into the body of the microphone, operating as a single unit. A lavalier system

uses a standard lavalier mic, which connects to a separate bodypack transmitter. (The transmitter is
usually concealed in a pocket or worn inconspicuously by the talent.)
An alternative to the hand-held mic is the transmitter pod. It is a small wireless transmitter with an
integral XLR connector that simply plugs into the end of any microphone, turning it into a one-piece
wireless system for hand-held, boom or mic-stand use.
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INTRODUCING DIGITAL -S FROM JVC.
DIGITAL

S

In the race to satisfy the demands

Completing the line is the BR -D50 Player, and flexible

of the digital age, JVC finishes

BR -D51 Player with S -VHS playbac.t.

When it comes to flexibility, Digital -S reins supreme.

first with Digital -S - the first affordable, high -quality, digital

For starters, Digital -S is the first and only system in its price

video recording and editing system.
How affordable is Digital -S? It's comparably priced to

range to offer video pre -read', an incredible feature which

the lowest cost component analog system. But that's where

enables layering and A/B roll editing with only two VTRs

the similarities end. Because when it

instead of three. Equipped with

comes to high -end performance,

RS -422A con:rol interface, it provides

Digital -S produces an image that is

seamless integration with computer

far superior to any analog system,

COMPONENT DI(

editing, grapl-ic tools, plus S -VHS
or Betacam systems. The system's

any 4:1:1 digital format, and rivals the
highest priced digital systems. It achieves and sustains this

BR -D51 Player boasts S -VHS playback capability so you can

astounding picture quality even through multi -generation

utilize your present tape library. Plus, the Digital -S system

dubbing by utilizing 4:2:2 8 -bit component processing, and

is also applicable to disk -based, non-linear editing systems

of the future. Complete with analog
inputs/outputs: composite, Y/C, Y, R -Y,
B -Y and XLR audio, as well as digital

inputs/outputs: SMPTE 259M and
AES/EBU, Digital -S lets you take advan-

tage of maximum performance with the

minimum amocnt of degradation in
either digital or analog environments.
Whether it's a high -end broadcast
environment or a budget -conscious corpo-

rate setting, the picture quality and affordable price of Digital -S make it the perfect
a very mild 3.3:1 compression ratio that yields a 50Mbps data

choice for any application. The roolutionary Digital -S from

rate. And these technological advancements have been applied

JVC. Today's most aggressively -priced, high -quality, digital

equally to both acquisition and editing. For acquisition,

recording and editing system. For wore information, visit

Digital -S introduces the extremely versatile BR -D40 Dockable

our Internet web site at http://www.jvc.ca/jvc/ or call

Recorder. For super high -end editing'of tapes, you have a

1-800-JVC-5825 and mention

choice of two powerful Editing Recorders, the BR -D85 with

Product Code

pre -read and digital I/O, and the very econerical BR -D80.
(.

Pre -read is only available on the BR -D85.)
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JVC
PROFESSIONAL

Digital audio storage media
tems due to differing file formats. This is

the professional audio industry. CD -R
is a fast -rising second, with MiniDisc

which has added to the current lack of
standardization. In many cases these

akin to the difference between PCs and
Macs, which can both use 3.5 -inch flop-

manufacturers felt they could move
into the relatively small and "closed"
professional market without
waiting for an industry -wide
standard format to develop a different strategy than they

py disks, but usually not in an inter-

(MD) a distant third. Among multitrack formats, two different modular

changeable fashion.

digital multitrack (MDM) systems each

enjoy wide-ranging interchange, with multiple manufacturers producing equipment

might have taken for the much

for each format. The ADAT
format is now supported by

larger and "open" consumer

Alesis, Fostex and Panasonic,

market.

with the DTRS format sup-

Other manufacturers have

ported by TASCAM and Sony.
Some products enjoy a more

stuck with well -established media or they have formed allianc-

limited form of interchange,
allowing transfer of basic audio data from one company's

es with other vendors to offer
some level of compatibility. In
another growing trend, formats
originally intended for consum-

machine to another, but losing
other identification, editing and
cuing ("auxiliary") data.
This creates an environment

er use have been redirected or
adapted for professional applications (for example, DAT, CDR and MiniDisc).

The Studer D424-2 is an example of a two -track disk -based
mastering recorder that uses standard 5.25 -inch MO media,
but a proprietary recording format.

that gives users three choices: 1)

ripherals, even the use of the same media

Of the audio media products that are

Buy from a company that unilaterally offers all the different
products you'll need (such as field re-

(such as magneto -optical [MO] discs)
by two different manufacturers does not
imply compatibility between their sys-

interchangeable, DAT is certainly found

corders and control -room playback

in greatest proliferation today, and is

machines); 2) Buy systems that use inter-

the current de facto exchange format of

changeable media and formats (such as

In the case of computer

MEDIA

pe-

FORMATS

TRACKS

COST

COMMENTS

(per track -minute)'

Video cassettes

ADAT, DTRS

8 per tape; can be
linked up to 128 max.

$0.01 - 0.05

Linear access, widely available, inexpensive; limited
archival life; extended -resolution adapters available

DASH

2 to 48

$0.07 - 0.09

Physically large, tape easily damaged, expensive,
linear access; low error rate, relatively robust archive;
extended resolution available

(S -VHS, Hi -8)

Open reel tape

Nagra-D

2 to 4

DAT

DAT (audio),
Data-DAT

2

$0.01 - 0.04

High capacity, widely available, inexpensive; limited
archival life; linear yet fast access; extended record time option

CD -R

Red book,
Orange book II

2

50 .05 - 0.07

Random access, but somewhat slow; playback (Red
book) possible on any CD player; good archival
robustness

Hard disc

.WAV, .SND, .AIFF, .AU,

Essentially unlimited;
typically 2 to 8 per
drive

$1.40

others, and many
proprietary file formats

Fast random access, large capacity; limited life span;
fixed and removable types available; expensive as
permanent storage

Same as hard disc

Same as hard disc

$0.20

Robust, easily transportable, two-sided, high density;
reasonably fast random access; relatively expensive
system

MO (Sony)

MS Disc (Sony
proprietary format)

2

$0.40

Magnetic disc
cartridge
Floppy disc
(3.5 inches)

Bernoulli, ZIP, JAZ

typically 2; up to 16

Same as ISO -std MO, except one-sided and allows up
to 2.5x real-time operation for simultaneous rec+play
Fast random access, robust, relatively inexpensive
and high -capacity removable format

MO (ISO

standard)

PCMCIA cards

$0.50 - 0.75
_

DCR 1000 (Fidelipac
proprietary format)

2

$0.50

Mandatory apt -X100 data compression; typically
one -cut -per -disc application; random access

1,11,111; RAM or hard

1 or 2

$6.00

Small, robust media; limited capacity and expensive
systems; fast random access; mandatory data
compression

1 or 2

$0.08

Small, robust, inexpensive; ATRAC data compression
mandatory; random access

4, possibly 8 in future

$0.15

ATRAC compression; limited interchange between
formats

disc

MiniDisc (audio)
MiniDisc (data)

MD standard (ATRAC
coding)
TASCAM; Sony

* All costs approximate; where compression is optional. uncompressed storage is assumed.

Table 1. A list of current digital audio storage media and formats.
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BULLETPROOF

Looking for a broadcast

server to get you on air today and keep you there? You should give the
HP MediaStream broadcast server a shot.
Our bulletproof architecture is engineered
to maximize dependability today. And
minimize problems adapting to a changing
industry. A single server provides 6 channels
and nearly 50 hours of storage. And HP

servers can be easily networked allowing you to add even more channels
and storage as you go. Plus, our open systems approach ensures compatibility
with a wide variety of third -party

hardware and software vendors.
Combine all that with HP's 24 -hour service
and support, and you're looking at the
most reliable server money can buy.
But don't just take our word for it. Ask the

engineers at KCRA in Sacramento. Or MTV

Europe in the U.K Because from Arizona
to South Africa, broadcasters around the
world count on HP's broadcast server
every day. And it hasn't let thew down.
It's engineered to meet your broadcast
needs well into the future. But at $100,000,
it's priced to fit your budget today.
For free product literature with more
information, call 1-800-FOR-HPTV,
Ext. 1632 today. You'll find out what
HP's broadcast server can bring to your
station, both now and in the future.
If you're looking to invest in a server
you can count on, take a look at the
HP MediaStream broadcast server. Then
give it your best shot.

Starting at

$100 K

There is a better way.
ssoaocaencjneeu

NAB

HEWLETT
PACKARD
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Digital audio storage media
transport of equipment and recordings.

tion, stereo) allows four hours of stereo

DAT); or 3) Buy multiple, incompatible

These types of systems can be applied to

on one $7 cassette. Portable DAT re-

systems and be prepared to cope with
real-time transfers and loss of auxiliary
data.

all areas of audio that involve acquisition, storage or editing.

corders are available in a wide range of
sizes, types and price ranges, including

Field acquisition

Most of these choices will be predicat-

ed on the specific application that the
user has in mind for a recording device.
Putting aside the general-purpose com-

Until recently, digital field acquisition
of audio was essentially limited to DAT.

puter -based products and full-blown
digital audio workstations (DAWs) -

This is still a good choice, especially
considering the costs. The medium is
physically small, reasonably priced and

which are easily the subject of an entire
separate study - this analysis considers
only audio media that reasonably allow

has a high capacity. For voice work, the
half -speed feature offered by some machines (32kHz sampling, 12 -bit resolu-

Animation
for faster single frame re
at half the cost of 0-1 or D-5

The World's First

SW%

AND ON

for Slow Motion and Instant R
MoMMedta
as a source and recorder for full
motion and still images
Post ProdUCtIOO

for random access, no-preroll editing

DIGI

Image Bata Bases

with nearly 75.000 images
on a single disc
Commercial Insertion
for cue and playback in less
than one second with no digitization

Optical Video* Di

Interactive Video
with all the benefits of random
access
digital image quality

RECOR

Motion Capture/Analysis
for high resolution, slow motion
even field -by -field playback

some with SMPTE time -code capability.
The primary drawbacks are access time
(somewhat long when compared to disc based systems), transfer time (generally
limited to real-time at present) and battery life (fairly short on some portable

units). There are also some nagging
questions about the archival longevity
of DAT.

A few manufacturers are trying to
apply computer memory devices to the
acquisition process. These include use
of PCMCIA cards and removable hard
drives. Two European manufacturers,

Maycom and Nagra, have introduced
portable PCMCIA RAM -card recorders, while Studio Audio's SADiE Mobile

uses a removable hard drive. After returning from the field, the RAM cards
or removable hard discs from these systems can be connected directly to computer -based studio production equipment via a parallel interface or docking
port, allowing instant editing access with
zero upload time. Alternatively, the por-

table units' data can be file -transferred
to the fixed computer system at a faster
than real-time computer bus speed.

Removable hard drives may exhibit

some ruggedness limitations under
stressful field conditions, while the RAM

card may be practically indestructible.
Cost and size per minute of storage for
both of these media types are still relatively high as well.
Another approach toward solving the
shortcomings of DAT comes from Denon, which makes a portable pro MD'
recorder, the DN-80R. In addition to th4
standard RAM playback buffer intrinsic to all MD machines (which allows
uninterrupted playback when the unit is
moved, bumped or otherwise subjected

%Off'

f;

,,rit.G.t...444.
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71L0-05500 Cam
Direct Over -Record Optical
Video Disc Recorder

to physical shock), the DN-80R includes

The new LQ-D5500 is the latest innovation in Panasonic's family of Optical Recorders and
Players. It's digital, non-linear, random access, direct over -record video. Its DV compression
makes it ideal for DVCPRO or any digital editing environment. Its removable disc holds 41 minutes
of video and PCM Audio (or 74,773 still images). And, it has a diverse range of users, from the
U.S. Government to the 1996 Olympic Games.
If you've been waiting for affordable component digital image quality with the benefit of
random access, the LQ-D5500 has one more essential
Official Broadcast E ui meni Sup, liar of the 1996 Olyrn lc Games
feature. It's here. Now.
For more information call: 1-800-528-8601 (Upon request enter

...2761,11-)C-\

product code 03) One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094. SMPTE 259M

Panasonic

Broadcast &Television Systems Company

another, larger RAM buffer for similar

protection during recording, the only
MD machine to offer such a feature. (It
also includes additional physical shock
protection, adding some size and weight
to the unit.) At a lower price point and
smaller size, Sony offers an MD deck
designed for reporter's use, but without
the record buffer or extra shock protec-

tion, and is equipped with consumer type connectors.
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If You're Getting Bad Reception,
the Answer Is Clean

iinagelock
television ghost canceling reception system

Before imageLock

After imageLock

Your TV picture can sparkle
without double images,
shadows or ghosts.
There's nothing more frustrating.
You're curled up on the couch
with your favorite snack as you turn
on a great show or movie...only to
be met with a blurry, distorted
picture. You can fiddle and fuss with
the controls, wiggle the antenna...
but the problem won't go away.
Now, there's finally something you
can do about it: imageLockTM, the
simple solution to the oldest of TV
reception problems - ghosting.
_,

->

1

imageLock is Emmy®
Award -Winning
Technology.
In 1995, imageLock

technology won an Emmy®
Award for its effectiveness
in restoring picture clarity.
Now you can put this award winning technology to work in your own
home to improve the quality of almost
everything you watch on TV.

Easy to install and use.

imageLock solves bad reception
from antenna and cable.
Yes, even cable subscribers can
experience poor reception, as some
of you well know. But imageLock
is designed to decode the Ghost
Cancellation Reference (GCR) signal
sent by broadcast and cable networks
throughout the U.S. This eliminates
signal contamination from cable and
antenna by digitally restoring your
picture to optimum clarity. So put
this advanced Enmity® Award -winning

technology to use in your own home.
The result will be the sharper, clearer
picture you've always wanted. And
we back this promise up with our
no questions asked 30 day return
policy. Your satisfaction is always
completely guaranteed.

Easy to follow instructions will come
with your shipment showing you how
to hook imageLock to your TV through
your VCR. Plus, you'll have a toll -free
hotline to call with any questions or
problems. Magnavox is committed to
helping you every step of the way.

Once imageLock is installed, you will
see an end to blurring, ghosting, color
distortions and most other reception
problems forever...or your money back.
AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY

FACTORY DIRECT FROM

MAGNAVOX
Your satisfaction guaranteed.
There may be reception problems in your area that

imageLock cannot overcome. If that proves to be
the case, simply return it within 30 days for a full
refund, including shipping and handling. But
chances are excellent that imageLock can give you

the clear, clean picture you've longed for. You're
invited to put imageLock to the test for 30 days
without risk or obligation.

CALL NOW TO ORDER:

MAGNAVOX 1-800-446-7860
Smart. Very smart.®

Six Easy Payments of $32.95

Ext. 101

Plus $7.95 Shipping and Handling and any appicable tax. VISA and MasterCard accepted.
Performance may vary according to broadcasting and ghosting conditions. Requires transmission of the GCR signal by broadcast and cable networks. Television images are simulated.
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Digital audio storage media
There is also one open -reel, four -track

used for time -shift recording and playback of musical themes or other audio

digital recorder made by Nagra (the

spot announcements. DAT machines

Nagra-D) that is gaining popularity for
high -quality, on -location music recording or film and TV dialog recording.

have been known to mute during on -air
playback, however.

On the air/master control
Broadcasters have probably been us-

disc (CD -R, also known as CD -WO for
"write -once"). It's now affordable, eas-

ing digital audio storage systems in the
on -air and master control areas longer

ier to use, and can be played back on

than in any other application. Here again
DAT has been the most common, often

Broadcasters also have been getting
good use out of the recordable compact

even the cheapest of consumer CD players (see notes below). Blank CD -Rs are
available in 63- and 74 -minute lengths

(550MB and 650MB respectively), and

you can put up to to 99 cuts on them.
Under the Orange Book II specifications
(the latest standard for CD -R), it is no
longer necessary to record the entire CD

and its permanent table of contents
(TOC) in one pass. Cuts can continue to
be added until either the 99 -cut limit or

recording -time capacity is reached. A
recorded CD -R cannot be played on a
standard CD player until the permanent
TOC is added, which makes the disc
"Red Book -compatible" (the original stan-

dards document for audio CDs).
There are a few ways around this rule,
however. Some professional CD players

will play CD -Rs without permanent
TOCs. Alternatively, some CD recorders can write a pre-TOC, whereby time -

based "sectors" (of 10, 30 or 60 seconds) are used to pre -format the disc.
This allows the CD -R to be immediately

playable on any CD player, and audio
cuts can continue be added to the disc by

any CD recorder until time or sectors
run out.

When the story must
get on the air!
BMS offers highly reliable and rugged
ENG Truck Systems. High reliability doesn't

mean high cost. Complete systems start
under $10,000.
Available for 2. 2.5, 2/2.5 and 7 GHz or
dual band 2/2.5 and 7 GHz

New vehicle or update
1 RU control panel

Two year limited warranty

Call BMS or your ENG Truck Systems

integrator today!

Another benefit of the CD -R is that it
is easy to make as many copies as you
need of announcements, bumper mu-

sic, promos and the like for all your
control rooms, production suites, trucks
and sister stations. CD -Rs can also be
used for LP dubs, archival recordings,
demos and vanity copies of guest -artist

appearances.
Several companies have introduced
two -track audio mastering recorders
using removable MO discs. The advan-

tages with these include fast access
time, a non -contact medium and long
archival life. High -resolution recording (up to 24 bit) is also offered. Med
costs are high compared to DAT, ho
ever, and the recorders are somewh
expensive. Each of these systems is
proprietary, so no exchange between
different manufacturer's products is
possible. Some systems even use proprietary MO media.
Also in use in control rooms for five or

EUVISBroadcast

Microwave

-014MW Services, Inc.
5636 Ruffin Road, San. Diego, CA 92123-6 .88

(800) 669-9667 (619) 560-8601 Fax (619) 560-1637
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six years has been the digital cart machine, such as 360 Systems' DigiCart.
Using a removable Bernoulli computer
disk and/or a non -removable hard disc,
the DigiCarts offer instant start, highfidelity and random access, plus simple
editing and sequencing capabilities. Dolby AC -2 data compression is optional.

Covering
thefield
wan

Sony s
new
Betacam SX'
DIGITAL

VIDEO

equipment

Betacam
SXTM
equipment
proves a

tHE 1996 Summer Games saw some

winner
at thel 996
Summer
Games
CBC Newsworld relies on
new Sony equipment

spectacular successes for Canada. And,

to bring the Games to the Canadian
public, the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation's Newsworld, Canada's 24hour cable news network, utilized the Sony Betacam

SX system for its ability to handle the immense
workload with speed, flexibility, efficiency and power.

The Sony Betacam SX system got a punishing
workout at the Games: CBC Newsworld, Canada's
leading supplier of live news programming, was on air about 17 hours a day for two weeks, with the
Betacam SX equipment in constant use.
"The Sony equipment performed beautifully," says
Clive Valentine, CBC's manager of operations for TV
News, from Atlanta. "Most of our 15 -minute, hourly
highlights package Atlanta This Hour is fed directly
from the SX machines."

CBC Newsworld went full tilt, using Betacam SX
equipment in Atlanta. Ten Sony Betacam DLE-110

Live Editors, each with a dedicated Betacam SX
DNW-A100 Hybrid Recorder with five hours of hard -

drive storage, were used to create "hot highlights"

packages of events that were fed to air almost
immediately after they took place.
CBC Newsworld also used four other DNW-A100
Hybrid Recorders in configuration with "qui tili"

and serial digital edit suites, and 4 fifth Hybrid
Recorder for playback. In the field, CBC Newsworld
used three DNW-7 Betacam SX camcorders to shoot
backgrounders and interviews.
The speed and flexibility of the Betacam SX DLE110 Live Editor and DNW-A100 Hybrid Recorder
were a perfect match for CBC Newsworld's mandate
at the Summer Games. As Canada's exclusive cable
TV network for the Games, CBC Newsworld was not
allowed to compete with host CBC-TV's own "live to -air" feeds and was limited to playing to air only
delayed material. But, with the speed of the Betacam
SX equipment, sometimes the delay was measured

in mere secor_ds. That speed *its one of the main
For two weeks this summer, CBC Newsworld provided nearly 17 hours
a day of Summer Games coverage to Canada with Sony Betacam SX
equipment.

factors behind CBC Newsworld's decision to go with
Betacam SX equipment.

"CBC New ;world wanted a transition from
traditional editing into the nonlinear world that would

be intuitive for their operators and that would be fast

for news and for live events and information
gathering," explains CBC Newsworld senior system
technologist Eric Milotzki. "A fast turnaround time
was one of the bottom lines. And the Betacam SX
format allowed us either to simultaneously record and
play back or record and edit from the same Hybrid
Recorder on a single workstation. This allowed us to

package highlights of events as they occurred and
then immediately play them to air."
An example of this kind of speedy turnaround. took
place on the evening of Day Five, during the thrilling
women's 200 -meter individual medley. ;Using the

Betacam SX equipment, CBC Newsworld got the
event to air 15 seconds after it occur
In addition to generating 15- nute highlight
packages every hour throughout e day from 9:45
a.m. to 1:45 a.m., the Betacam SX DLE-110 Live
Editor and DNW-A100 Hybrid Recorder also gave
CBC Newsworld the speed and flexibility to react
quickly to big events or unexpected incidents, without

waiting for the 15-minuteJiighlight window. That's
how CBC Newsworld will's able to respond promptly
to the Canadian gold- edal win in the 100 meters
and, again, what they on the 4x100 meter relay.
"It was already a iztassure -cooker with the stress of
putting togeth;r the glight packages every hour,"
suites were working
says Milotzki. "All of Ilieisdit
,.,
like crazy. But we knew NE race was going on, so
we were recording the feed on the Hybrid Recorder
and editing it at the same time. tii,
:,.

"It was tense, because.
it was a major world
a

competition and the single latest 1.44. event at the
Games. So it was a big deal when a .Canadian won
it...and we had the highlights right awe'. Because
the Sony Betacam SX system was so flextble, with
a.
trul7
all that going on, we were still able to
important events, right after they happen}'
CBC Newsworld also produced the flaislttp CBC
Morning News live from Atlanta and numerous one -

hour programs, including a nightly news special.
)

J

phone-in show, and interviews with athletes and their
families.
"The Betacam SX equipment allowed us to use o-ir

time efficiently," says Milotzki. "Because of tine

simultaneous record/playback and record/ed t,
Betacam SX equipment freed our operators to do other
things. You could have one editor driving a couple of

workstations - editing on one and recording 3 n
others."
According to Jean -Paul Creignou, Sony Electroni -2s'

product development manager for Betacam .3X
products, CBC Newsworld's use of the DLE-110 Live

The Betaczm
SX DLE-11O

Live Editor
(top) gave CBC

Newsworld
personnel the
opportunity to
do digital
nonlinear
editing wi:hin
moments at the
Summer
Games.
Meanwhile,
Hybrid
Recorders

worked side by
side throughout
many long days
in Atlanta.

With such intense usage at the Summer Games, CBC

Betacam SX is "an excellent
stepping stone to an all -digital

Newsworld editors became familiar with the Hybrid
Recorder features - and liked what they learned.
"The machine is intuitive," says Milotzki. "It looks
like a DVW-A500 Digital Betacam machine and it

facility and an excellent

acts like one. The editors liked the GUI and the
timeline, which was very intuitive. And it has one

integration point for existing

great feature that every editor loved: the un-do button.

tape stock."
Eric Milotzki

I

CBC Newsworld senior system technologist

Editor and DNW-A100 Hybrid Recorder was a perfect

example of the power, flexibility and speed of the
equipment.
"The DLE-110 can record a feed onto the hard disc
drive of the Hybrid Recorder, and it is able to play
out, at the same time, some of the highlights that are
still being recorded," says Creignou. "While you're

still watching the live feed, you can mark some
highlights or cue points. The system then lets you go
back to the beginning of the highlights and replay it
immediately, even with dynamic motion control, such
as slo-mo effects."
Editors also took the tapes recorded on the Hybrid

You don't redo it or scrub over it; you just undo it."
"The fact that we could get five hours' hard drive
storage was also great," he adds. "That gave us the
time to record longer events like marathons and still
have plenty of room on the disc to edit multiple items
or package multiple highlights."

Another benefit of the Hybrid Recorder was its
ability to input up to four audio channels, with
flexibility for assigning and mixing the channels.
"You can mix any one of those four channels in any

combination you want," explains Milotzki. "And
when you archive that information, you have four
discrete audio channels that aren't mixed. So when
you recycle it later, you're not going to lose anything."

Ruggedness and durability were other features of
the Betacam SX equipment at the Atlanta Games.
Milotzki cites the "nice, solid transport mechanism
and nice solid chassis" that "can stand the abuse of a
remote broadcast and the wear and tear of travel."

Also important in CBC Newsworld's program

Recorder into a linear editing station, where they

creation was the ability of the Betacam SX equipment

could use the unedited feed to prepare other programs.

to play back Betacam SP® tapes. Numerous CBC
Newsworld camera operators roamed the floor with
Betacam SP camcorders, and brought back SP tapes

CBC Newsworld then archived the edited highlight
packages for the entire Summer Games.
"Daily archives of the edited packages were made

very easy by the fact that you could get so much
information on a Betacam SX tape," says Milotzki.
"You can get three hours on a 90 -minute tape, and
that was a huge benefit. It was a very economical
way to archive."

Another feature of the Hybrid Recorder was its
multiformat input and output: The Hybrid Recorder

allows serial digital in and out, NTSC in and out,
component analog in and out, and boasts a serial

which could be played back on the Hybrid Recorder,
for digital nonlinear editing with the DLE-110.
Supplementing CBC Newsworld's many Betacam
SP camcorders were three new DNW-7 BetacaniSX

camcorders, which were used for live feeds of
interviews with athletes in the locker room or down
on the field or with an athlete's parents in the stands.
The DNW-7 offered a host of features that made it an
ideal choice for the Summer Games, says Milotzki,
including its "excellent low -light capabilities, long

digital data interface (SDDI) at 4X normal speed.
"I called it the 'mix master' of broadcast television,"

battery life, double normal record time, and

notes Milotzki. "All of these I/Os were available

that proved very useful at the Games was the

simultaneously, so we fed our routing switcher NTSC,

camcorder's built-in wireless microphone, offering
94 discrete channels in the UHF -TV spectrum.
"In a show this big, you can be put in a difficult
position if your microphone's frequency has already
been registered by someone else," says Milotzki.
"This gave us the flexibility to come in at the last
minute and offer them 94 distinct frequencies they
could choose from."

we fed our digital edit suites serial digital, and we
fed our monitors component analog. It's any standard
in, any standard out. And you don't need any outboard
or external conversion hardware.

"The benefit was cost and real estate. We didn't
have to buy the hardware and, because you pay for
every square foot, we saved space."

compatability with Betacam SP tape stock." A feature

The DNW-7 also allowed the CBC Newsworld
videographers to play back the tape in full color to
the broadcast center, a speedier and more efficient
solution than a slow physical delivery through heavy
traffic and tight security.
"We had full color playback out of the camcorder

to our location, without having a VTR out there,"
reports Milotzki. "It saved us from trucking out a
tape machine and saved us the time of running the

a

tape back. And we had two channels of audio, so we
could send split tracks of IS on one channel and the
commentator on the other. A year from now, when
we go to edit another show, we'll be able to keep the
ambiance and put in a new narrator."

Other DNW-7 features that shone under the
pressures of the Games were the doubl volume of
material that could fit onto each tap and Sony's
lithium ion batteries, which wer "extremely
lightweight and rapid charging, no memory and long-

lasting," Milotzki says. Calling the Betacam SX
camcorder "well balanced and ergonomically
designed," Milotzki also notes that its "clear scan '
feature allowed them to shoot computer screens,
supporting scan rates up to/801cHz with no loss in
light and providing clear, on -rolling images. For a

live Internet chat pro am, for example, CBC
Newsworld was able tfocus the DNW-7 on the
19sing a single f-stop.

Taking all of the features,t4 the DLE-110 Live
Editor, the DNW-A10. Hyb-nt Recorder, and tl-e
DNW-7 camcorder into account, Milotzki concludes
that Betacam SX is "an excellent supping stone 70
an all -digital facility and an feixIllent integration point

for existing tape stock."

"'

"The whole concept of how we'limultaneously
recorded and edited would have been impooible in
the analog world," he says. "Asaresult, we couldn't
have turned out anywhere near the volume of xeral
in anywhere near the same time frame for thl.sost.
We pulled off something that wasn't technical and

logistically feasible and wasn't cost effective in
analog."
Or, as CBC Newsworld's Valentine puts it: "We did
things that were literally impossible withou&Betacam
SX technology."

Other family members of the Betacam SX line (from
the top) are the DNE-50 News'Editor; DNW-A45
Hybrid Recorder; and DNV-5 Dockable Recorder.

CNN sports
channel

purchases

29

Betacam SX TM

SYSTEMS

CNN's Sports Illustrated Channel (CNNsi)
purchased 29 of the new Betacam SX DNWA50 Hybrid Recorders for use in CNNsi, its new
sports network. CNNsi is a joint venture with Time Warner's Sports Illustrated and is scheduled for a
December launch. The CNNsi facility will use all digital server technology and will be fed by Betacam
SX Hybrid VTRs.
"Sony's reputation in the digital arena, and CNN's

experience with our SX camcorders and hybrid
recorders during the Republican and Democratic
conventions, interchangeability with Betacam SP
videotape, as well as demonstrated performance of
SX compression helped solidify their decision to

make a purchase of this magnitude," says Dick
Walters, Sony's senior account manager for Turner
Broadcasting System.
The Sony Betacam SX DNW-A50 Hybrid Recorder will be a mainstay in
the production of CNNsi, a joint -venture sports network between CNN
and Sports Illustrated.

01996 Sony Electronics Inc. All rights reserved.

Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission
BC -00581

is prohibited. Sony and Betacam SX are trademarks of Sony.

Digital audio storage media
Removable magnetic disc recorders
may soon begin to implement the next
generation of removable magnetic disc
cartridges from Iomega. These include

movable MO discs and JAZ cartridges.
Some are intended to be direct replace-

the 100MB ZIP and 1GB JAZ products,
which offer high capacity, fast operation
and low cost.
Fidelipac's Dynamax DCR1000 digi-

remotes and cables. The benefits of these

tal cart machine also has been on the
market for about five years, using 3.5 inch computer floppy diskettes or a hard
drive, with mandatory apt X-100 data
compression. In its high -density form,
the floppy provides only 63 seconds of
stereo audio, but it works for the oper-

ators who prefer the "one spot, one
disc" concept, just like operating with
carts.
Denon, Sony and Otari have developed several devices based on the Mini Disc (MD) format that are also aimed at

direct replacement of the audio cart
machine. Denon claims the MDs can be
re-recorded a million times and should
last 50 to 100 years. All MDs use Adap-

ments for the ADAT and DTRS machines, right up to plugging into their
systems are their almost instantaneous
random access and lower maintenance.
In addition, some machines of both tape
and disc formats offer extensive editing
right in the machine, while others offer
external keyboard and SVGA monitor
outputs to fully access all the editing and
mixing features. Costs are much higher

than tape for the removable disc storage, but disc media will probably last a
long time.
The drive toward higher sampling rates

and resolutions is also evident among
MDMs. Several disc -based MDMs offer

up to 24 -bit resolution, and a few outboard adapters (like the Rane PAQRAT
or Prism Sound MR -2024T) allow sim-

based MDMs, albeit at the expense of
track capacity on the tapes.

(ATRAC), a 5:1 perceptual data -compression coding process, now in its fourth
version. Denon also makes an MD "rep-

In most of the

licatog" which duplicates one MD at a
time, operating at 3.5x speed and bypassing the ATRAC decoding.
Most of the "digital cart machines"

post -production field,

the tend is toward

One of the most successful recent ad-

vances in the production and multitrack -recording area has been the mod-

ular digital multitrack (MDM), available in two different tape -based formats: ADAT and DTRS. They each
provide eight tracks of digital recording,
with the ADAT using S -VHS tape and

the DTRS using Hi -8 tape. Multiple
machines can be locked together to provide up to 128 tracks. The tape is inex-

pensive, but it is a contact format and
there is a tape transport and spinning
head system to he maintained.
MDMs are already fairly widespread

TASCAM and Sony have recently introduced inexpensive 4 -track portable
studios (which include effects, EQ, mic
pre -amps, a mixer and a digital recorder
that can sit in your lap), using the data
version of the MD. These typically offer
37 minutes of four -track recording, and
a unique read -before -write operation
allows bouncing of four tracks, internal
mixing and recording back onto two of
the same tracks in a single operation.
Once again, the standardization problem rears its head, however. While au-

discs, either MO or magnetic. What
slows the process down is that almost
anything on a tape is a standard format
and almost anything on a disc isn't. So
for the moment, it looks as if the audio
storage media wars shape up like this:

1. For field: DAT, if you want highest
linear quality, reasonable cost and/or
need SMPTE time code, or MD, if you
can live with the data compression and
want a smaller, possibly longer -lived
medium.
2. For the on-air/master control room:
DAT for highest linear quality at a reasonable cost with SMPTE time code, or

instant access. Remember that as storage costs come down and capacity goes
up, equipment makers are leaving data
compression (and older removable -disc
formats) behind.
3. For post -production: As storage costs

go down, it's going to be hard to beat
removable disc media. They support
instant access, long operating and storage life, multiple sync formats and linear

recording.
Overall, the decisions are difficult, and

there's no shortage of choices. Your

dio should be playable between sys-

challenge is finding the best format for
your application, while keeping compatibility and longevity in mind.

tems, cues and edit information are not
compatible. Roland offers a unit with

Terry Skelton is an audio consultant and trainer
based in Bucks County, PA.

and the machines can be synched via the

similar functions that uses a built-in

common time -code formats to video
dubbing, location film work and location music recording.

hard drive (JAZ drive optional), allowing 891 track minutes compared to the
MD's 74.
Otari has handled the RADAR hard -

More recently, disc -based MDMs have

disc 24 -track recorder for about two

been introduced, using hard drives, re-

years. Like digital multitrack tape decks,

editors. They are also being used for film

especially those with live musical content that want the opportunity to re -mix
in post.
In most of the post -production field,
however, the trend is away from tape based systems and toward removable

one of many removable -disc systems for

removable discs.

editors via serial interfaces.

Broadcast production

monly employed on major TV programs,

ilar performance to be achieved on tape -

tive Transform Acoustic Coding

can be run by station automation or

this unit can accommodate video rates
and SMPTE time code. It is also available in eight- or 16 -track versions.
Open -reel multitrack digital recorders
have been used for years for post -production, and have been undergoing continual improvements (including up to 48
tracks on a single tape). They are com-
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Circle (104) on Action Card. See also
"Recording and Playback Products," p.70
of the BE Buyers Guide.
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Time for a raise?
Find out what your
peers are making with this
year's salary survey results.
By Dawn Hightower

THE BOTTOM LINE:

It's review time and you're
ready to ask for that much deserved raise. Hold it.
Don't make a move without
arming yourself first with
Broadcast Engineering's
annual Salary Survey. This
information is invaluable in
finding out where you
stand with others in like
positions, salary -wise, in
the industry. $

Can you justify a request for a raise? Just look to the tables. This year, job levels
have been broken down into an easier -to -read format. Look for your job title
to find out what the estimated median salary is for TV Top 50, Below TVTop

50, Cable and Production job titles.

Executive/General Management
This year's salary levels for the TV Top 50 category remained the same as

last year at $75,000+. The Below TV Top 50 category showed a slight
decrease of less than 2% this year, from $52,500 to $51,666. For Cable and
Production salaries, there was a more dramatic decrease compared to 1995.
In cable, there was more than a 10% decrease from $53,570 to $48,333.
Production salaries dropped even lower this year, by more than $13,000
from $61,667 to $48,333; more than a 27% decrease.

VP/Director of Engineering
Salary levels were less this year across the board for the TV Top 50, Cable
and Production categories. Salaries in the TV Top 50 decreased by $4,167
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D-2800 series, systems 32x32

1024x1024

D -26C0 Series, systems 16)(43 to 32x32

o system tog' small...

\o system too large.

Datatek's Routing Switchers.
Meeting the needs of every broadcaster...and every budget.
At Datatek, we've been supplying leading -edge routing switchers for large and small
broadcast systems for over 25 years.That tradition con:inues with our newest additions,
the D-2800 and D-2600 se-ies.These new switchers support all signal formats:
serial digital video, AES/EBU digital audio, data, analog v deo, analog audio, and time code.
The D-2800 and D-2600 also del ver a number of othe- advantages:

Total Upgradabili:y-Each switcher uses
a common control system, so the smaller
D-2600 can be integrated into the larger
D-2800 system...when you're ready
You can mix formats and leve13...in the
same rack frame
An advanced virtual tally system
Serial digital video to 400 Mb/3 with
auto equalizing and reclocking

Tie -line control management, your
gateway to mixed digital/analog facilities

Certral control panel management
with no system interruption
No external common control system
is required

A full line of control panels is also
available with your choice of 4 to 8
cha-acter alphanumeric displays

Datatek.The routing switcher company that's been
ahead of the pack for 25 years.
For more information, please call or Fax:
Datatek Corporation
1121 Bristol Road, Mountainside, NJ 07092

Tel: 908-654-8100 1-800-882-9 00 Fax: 908-232-6381
Circle (65) on Action Cad
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1996 Salary survey

EXECUTIVE/GENERAL
MANAGEMENT
SALARY LEVEL

TOP 50

VP/DIRECTOR OF
ENGINEERING

BELOW TOP 50

SALARY LEVEL

TOP 50

BELOW TOP 50

Less than $15,000

2.2%

5.4%

Less than $15,000

0%

0%

$15,000 to $24,999

0%

10.8%

$15,000 to $24,999

0°/0

7.1%

$25,000 to $34,999

0%

18.9%

$25,000 to $34,999

59/.

19%

$35,000 to $49,999

13.3%

13.5%

$35,000 to $49,999

7.5%

33.3%

$50,000 to $74,999

24.4%

24.3%

$50,000 to $74,999

42.5%

35.7%

60%

27%

45%

4.8%

$75,000

$51,666

$70,833

$47,000

$75,000 or more

Estimated
median salary

$75,000 or more

Estimated
median salary

CHIEF ENGINEER
SALARY LEVEL

TOP 50

STAFF ENGINEER

BELOW TOP 50

SALARY LEVEL

TOP 50

BELOW TOP 50

Less than $15,000

0%

0%

Less than $15,000

0%

2.6%

$15,000 to $24,999

0%

2.7%

$15,000 to $24,999

9.1%

31.6%

$25,000 to $34,999

1.7%

20.5%

$25,000 to $34,999

15.2%

39.5%

$35,000 to $49,999

23.3%

47.9%

$35,000 to $49,999

39.4%

26.3%

$50,000 to $74,999

55%

27.4%

$50,000 to $74,999

0%

$75,000 or more

20%

1.4%

33.3%
3%

$62,727

$43,076

$44,999

$31,000

Estimated
median salary

$75,000 or more

Estimated
median salary

0%

OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
SALARY LEVEL

TOP 50

BELOW TOP 50

Less than $15,000

2.3%

3.7%

$15,000 to $24,999

0%

7.4%

$25,000 to $34,999

18.2%

29.6%

$35,000 to $49,999

20.5%

46.3%

$50,000 to $74,999

31.8%

11.1%

$75,000 or more

27.3%

1.9%

$59,999

$39,999

Estimated
median salary

from $75,000+ last year to $70,833 this year (less than 6%).

Cable salaries were less this year by more than 13% at

VP) DIRECTOR
OF ENGINEERING

CHIEF

STAFF

ALL

ENGINEERING

ENGINEERING

ENGINEERING

(25,57)

(36,97)

(16,55)

(77,209)

Table 1. The difference in salary levels for those who have SBE
certification vs. those who are not SBE certified. The base for each
segment is shown in parenthesis beneath the segment title. The
first number in parenthesis is the SBE Certified base, and the
second is the Non-SBE Certified base.

(Chief Engineer salaries for Cable and Production are part
of the VP/Director of Engineering category.)

$47,083 compared to $53,333 last year. Production salaries
dropped only slightly less than Cable salaries. There was

Staff Engineer

more than a 12% decrease over 1995, from $53,750 to

down by $1 from last year's $45,000 range to this year's

$47,857. TV Below Top 50 actually saw a slight increase of

$44,999. The TV Below Top SO showed a slight decrease of

Compared to last year, Staff Engineer salary levels were only

$1,000 at $47,000 up from $46,000 last year.

$1,333 from $32,333 in 1995 to $31,000 this year. Cable

Chief Engineer

salaries showed an appreciable increase of more than 18%, up
from $36,000 in 1995 to $42,500 this year. Production salaries
dropped from $45,000 to $43,888 --- less than a 3% decrease.

Good news. Chief Engineer salary levels increased this year.
TV Top 50 showed a positive jump of $4,156, up from $58,571
to $62,727 this year. TV Below Top 50 had a modest increase
of $349, up from $42,727 last year to $43,076 this year.
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Operations Management
The Operations Management salaries was the only cate-

THE
ONE
YOU'VE
BEEN

WAITING
FOR

SHURE UHF WIRELESS
This is as good as it gets.

The new Shure UHF Wireless delivers everything you'd expect
from a premium -quality UHF system. And then some.

Like programmable LCD displays on both transmitters and
receivers. A generous 191 channels of frequency -agility. The
flexibility to perform flawlessly in practically any application.
And the built -to -last reliability you expect from Shure. All at a
fiercely competitive price. You patiently waited for it. Now it's
waiting for you.

To learn more about the new Shure UHF Wireless System,
call 800-25-SHURE.
Circle (43) on Action Card

SINIURE
The Sound of Professionals...Worldwide!

1996 Salary survey

EXECUTIVE/GENERAL
MANAGEMENT
SALARY LEVEL

CABLE

Less than $15,000

3%

6.3%

6.1%

1 5.6%

$25,000 to 534,999 12.1%

VP/DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING
& CHIEF ENGINEER

PRODUCTION

SALARY LEVEL

CABLE

Less than $15,000

1.8%

1.5%

1.8%

6.2%

9.4%

S25,000 to $34,999 19.6%

13.8%

S35,000 to $49,999 33.3%

25%

$35,000 to $49,999 41.1%

33.8%

$50,000 to $74,999 24.2%

25%

$50,000 to S74,999 30.4%

29.2%

$75,000 or more

5 . 4%

1 5 .4%

$47,083

$47,857

$15,000 to $24,999

$75,000 or more
Estimated
median salary

21.2%

18.8%

$48,333

$48,333

$15,000 to $24,999

PRODUCTION

Estimated
median salary

STAFF ENGINEER

OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT

SALARY LEVEL

CABLE

PRODUCTION

SALARY LEVEL

CABLE

PRODUCTION

Less than $15,000

0%

0%

Less than $15,000

0%

0%

$15,000 to $24,999

13%

7.9%

$15,000 to $24,999

9.1%

7.7%

$25,000 to $34,999

13%

18.4%

S25,000 to $34,999

43.6%

30.8%

$35,000 to $49,999

39.1%

42.1%

$35,000 to $49,999

23.6%

34.6%

$50,000 to $74,999

34.8%

18.4%

S50,000 to $74,999

21.8%

17.3%

0%

13.2%

$75,000 or more

1.8%

9.6%

$42,500

$43,888

$34,582

$42,000

$75,000 or more

Estimated
median salary

Estimated
median salary
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gory that increased across the board this year. The TV Top
50 had the biggest increase, by almost $15,000, up from
$45,000 last year to $59,999 this year. The TV Below Top

SBE certification

50 rose to $39,999 from last year's level of $33,125; a

In every salary level across the board for broadcasters,

$6,874 difference. Cable salaries increased nominally from
this year's $34,582 over last year's $33,500, a difference of
$1,082. Production salaries increased by $4,778, up from
$37,222 in 1995 to $42,000 this year.

salaries had increased.

Once again, as you can see in Table 1, SBE certification
does make a difference in what you can command in salary.

Editor's note: The complete results of she Salary Survey are available for
$75 each. Contact Debbie Bounds at 913-967-1970. Or contact the BE
FAXback line at 913-967-1905 for more information.

HELP WANTED
Do you qualify for today's jobs in the broadcast industry?
Whether you are in operations or maintenance, continuing

operations; operate videotape machines, satellite dish controllers, microwave receiving equipment, master control switching
center and TV transmitters; videotape recording, duplication
and playback, coordination and reception of signals from the
field; reception of satellite signals and coordinating, switching
and controlling the quality of the on -air signal.

training and education and hands-on experience are essential.
Following are some sample job descriptions of different engineering positions:

Position: Electronic News-GatheringTechnician
Position summary: Operate the ENG van for live remotes;
operate technical equipment used inTV broadcast system; run
audio and video cables; maintain daily fluid levels in generator
and truck engines; operate videotape machines, satellite dish
controllers, microwave receiving equipment; master control
switching center and TV transmitters; videotape recording,
duplication and playback, coordination and reception of live
signals from the field; reception of satellite signals and coordi-

Position: OperationsTechnician
Position summary: Operate technical equipment used in TV
broadcast system; operate videotape machines, satellite dish
controllers, microwave receiving equipment, master control
switching center and TV transmitters; videotape recording,
duplication and playback, coordination and reception of live
signals; recept on of satellite signals, and coordinating, switching and controlling the quality of the on -air signal.

nating, switching and controlling the quality of the on -air signal.

Position:Studio Maintenance Engineer
Position summary: TV ma ntenance experience; knowledge
of TV electron cs; design technical systems; create documen-

Position: Engineering Maintenance
Position summary: Maintain all aspects of TV station equip-

tation to put de sign into practice, install equipment and perform
corrective and oreventive maintenance.

ment; install equipment for TV operations; operate remote truck,

work with departments to ensure smooth, timely technical
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WTHR-TV
Rebuilding

from the
Faced with a fire -damaged

25 -year old transmitter,
WTHR undertakes major

transmitter building
renovation and installs
a new transmitter
in just five months.
By Kenric B. Stone
WTHR's new Harris HT 70HSP transmitter.

THE BOTTOM LINE:

Last October, WTHR-1V 13 was knocked off
the air by a transmitter fire. Following an allnight effort, the station was back on the air at
50% power. After working several days
around -the -clock, the station was
broadcasting at 100% power. However, the
problem was not over. Inspection during
rebuilding and cleaning revealed that the fire
had shortened the remaining life of the 25 year -old transmitter. The fire also had released
environmental contaminants that had spread
throughout the equipment and the transmitter
building. The decision: order a new
transmitter, begin decontamination and
initiate a renovation program to accommodate
the transmitter. Four months later, the
transmitter was delivered, and on March 21,
five months after the fire, WTHR's new
transmitter went on-line. $
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Atransmitter fire is a broadcast engineer's worst night-

mare. Shortly after 8:00 p.m. on Oct. 16, 1995, the
nightmare became a reality for the engineers at WTHRTV 13 in Indianapolis, as oil in an electrolytic capacitor
within the power supply section of the RCA-TT50FL
VHF -broadcast transmitter leaked out and dripped onto
a high -voltage transformer. Minutes later, with smoke
filling the building, the station was off the air.

A prime -time transmitter fire
Fortunately, the RCA-TT50FL transmitter consists of
two sections and only one section had been physically
damaged by the fire. However, the remaining section
also had suffered considerable contamination.
Executives from the station's owner, Dispatch Broadcast Group of Columbus, OH, arrived on the scene
within hours to provide assistance. Working through the
night and into the morning hours, the WTHR/Dispatch
team readied the "undamaged" section of the transmit -

No matter where you are on eerth, or what you do, there is one thing yol can count on: Sennheiser Wireless
It delive-s the mat naltiral and transparent
sound ever transmitted. Phase -locked loop (P11) frequency synthesis provides frequency agility and

stability, so -hat m, can easily adjust your equipment
management system. even allow remote status indication. Aid, our HiDyn o/us 'wise reduction
system
yields tremendous signal-to-noise ratios. Only Sennheiser offers rc al -time computer
monitoring and remote antral of all receiver functions.
Cnly iennrieivr provides service facilities worldwide. Free yourself with confidence.
Count cn Sennheiser.

to local RF conditions. Advanced traismitter battery

RF Wireless Systems

SENNHEISER
SE4NHEISER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION

6 VISTA DRIVE, P.O BOX 937, OLD YME, CT 0871 E.: 203-434-9190 FAX: 203-434-1759
CALIFORNIA: 4111 WEST MAGNOLIA 81.1.11, 91ITE 1:10, 8113ANK, (A915C5 F_: 818-845-7366 FAX: 818-845-7140
MEXICO: PALEN:111E NO. 663, COL. NA RVAtTE, 03600 MIRICO,D.F. M

XICO -IL: (5)-605-7686 FAX: (5)-605-6473

CANADA: 221 LABROSSE AVE., 3TE-CLARE, '0 H9R1 A.3

514-426-3013 FAX: 514-426-3953

Manuf. cturim Plank: Am laaor 1, 30300 Wedemark, Germany
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WTHR-TV: Rebuilding from
the ashes

of ±10% in the incoming AC power,
as well as changes in load currents.
Each cabinet is also protected by sepThe new transmitter
arate external AC breakers, ensuring
The new transmitter's modular de-that an AC fault within an amplifier
sign ensures that full -power (46.8kW) cabinet will not take the entire transoperation is maintained when an RF mitter off the air.
amplifier cabinet is taken off-line for
Isolated HVAC distribution and air
service or in the event of a complete handling ensures consistent and indecabinet failure. The trans- pendent cooling to each power amplimitter is comprised of par- fier module, even while a module is
allel and redundant control off-line for service. Positive air pressystems, dual -combination sure minimizes build-up of dirt and
visual/aural exciters and other contaminants.
seven identical RF power
The transmitter features a distributamplifier cabinets. Each of ed control system, which enables each
the cabinets contains visual amplifier cabinet to be independently
and aural drivers and visual controlled.To ensure seamless and conand aural power amplifi- tinuous full -power service should any
ers. Each solid-state RF amplifier cabinet need to be removed
power amplifier module from operation, Harris provided a new
uses four identical Class AB push-pull combining system. The seven -way sysFET amplifiers to produce 1,050W of tem is based on a new high -power
peak visual or average aural power. Geysel combiner. Harris had already
The modules feature built-in protec- been using a Geysel unit to combine RF
tion from six fault conditions, a "hot module output within the amplifier
pluggable" design for safe insertion cabinets. Therefore, the new high -powand removal during transmission and er version simply extended a proven
requires no tuning.
design principle, allowing output of the
Two identical linear power supplies seven separate 10kW amplifier cabiare used in each amplifier cabinet. nets to be combined externally.
Fault -protected power supplies are
The Geysel high -power combiner is
regulated to handle voltage variations simpler than a traditional system. A
a new high -power combining system

- the HT 70HSP.

ter for return to operation. At 4:30
a.m. on Oct. 17, WTHR was back on
the air at 50% power.
The next day, WTHR purchased a

used power supply section for the
transmitter from a TV station in Pennsylvania. Working on a 24 -hour basis

WTHR

transmitter building.

over the next several days, WTHR
installed the used parts and complet-

ed the rebuilding and cleanup of the
fire -damaged section. Within a few
days, WTHR was back on the air at
100% power.

There was more serious damage,
however, as careful inspection of the
transmitter components during cleaning revealed that the fire and resulting
interaction of chemicals contained in
the smoke had most likely significantly
shortened the service life of the 25 -year -

old transmitter. Reliability was now a
serious concern. The fire had also released environmental contaminants that
had spread throughout the equipment
and building by the HVAC system.

The decision
WTHR was considering purchasing
a solid-state VHF transmitter from the

Construction and installation timetable
Concurrent with the design and engineering of the transmitter, WTHR authorized
The Austin Company to proceed with architectural and engineering design to
renovate the existing facility to accommodate the new transmitter. The Austin and
Harris teams defined and coordinated specific electrical service, HVAC and space
requirements. Roy F. Weston, Inc. of Concord, CA, began environmental decontamination of the building and its equipment, as well as asbestos abatement.

Harris Corporation Broadcast Division's Platinum Series. Of particular
interest was the 60kW HT 60HS.

2t

FEBRUARI

ctrincalesdervice

ear

Following discussions with Harris, it

was concluded that WTHR required
more redundancy than the standard
HT 60HS provides. WTHR wanted a
transmitter capable of maintaining full -

power operation (46.8kW) even if an
entire RF amplifier cabinet is removed
from service.
Harris engineers developed a new
model configuration that would provide the station's desired level of redundancy. The result: a 70kW transmitter with independent RF paths and
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Profile Solutions

Now would be a good
time to talk to us about
the Profile® PDR Digital
Video Disk Recorder.

It has complete Fibre
Channel network capability; up to nine hours
of native digital storage;
a new interface that
makes editing, scheduling and managing
source files as easy as
click and drag; an awesome RAID option with
as much as 96 hours of
instant digital access;
or a Profile Library
System on the order
of 1.5 Terabytes.

What this means is
that the ulcer -inducing
days of waiting for
someone to finish
with a vital source
tape - or even trying
to locate it - are finally
gone. Everybody can
share the same source,
at the same time.
Instantly.
Talk to us about the
PDR and other digital
storage solutions. Call:
1-800-998-3588 ext. 703,

or visit our web site at
http://www.tek.com/VND

Have you talked to Tektronix?

Tektronix
Circle (46) on Action Card

WTHR-TV: Rebuilding from
the ashes

nal transmitter, and which now housed

a workshop and equipment storage
traditional system would have been an
RF plumbing nightmare for a system

as complex as WTHR's. The Geysel
system simply feeds amplifier cabinet
output into the combiner via phased
transmission lines, and does not require any reliability -degrading RF
switches in any path. In addition, the
Geysel system requires less space than
a conventional system.

Fast -paced transmitter
building renovation
Concurrent with the ordering of the
transmitter, The Austin Company of

Cleveland, OH, was hired to plan,
design, engineer and construct a fast -

paced renovation of WTHR's transmitter building to accommodate the

new transmitter installation, four
months away.

An area of the transmitter building
that had once held the station's origi-

area, was selected to become the new
transmitter equipment room.
Concerned with scheduling and delivery of new electri
cal service switchgear,

dedicated and independent grounding
and bonding systems; new redundant
208V step-down transformers; and a
new dedicated HVAC system, which
provides fully automatic and redun-

transformers and
HVAC equipment,
Austin

engineers

quickly completed siz-

ing and specifications

for purchase of this
equipment. Because
the transmitter was
being designed and
constructed for complete redundancy,
building support systems were designed for

redundancy as well.

New Harris seven -way, high -power Geysel combiner.

Building and technical equipment
support systems include new 1,200A
service feeder duct bank; new electrical distribution equipment switchgear

dant capabilities in maintaining a 70°,
50% relative humidity environment,
year-round.

The end result
On Feb. 20, three weeks after the

Limiting your risk

start of construction, the building was

Evaluate your transmitter facility for possible contaminants, such as PCBs and asbestos.
Even if it is not feasible to remove them, knowing that they are there is important in case of a
fire.

continued virtually around -the -clock

ready for the new transmitter. Final
construction and installation activity

for the next 30 days. On March 21,

installation and testing of the HT
70HSP transmitter was complete.

Identify or provide fire -rated separations within the facility to isolate fire damage to
limited areas. Try to protect space that could be used for the installation of a new, replacement
or emergency -loan transmitter.

Install smoke detectors for early warning in the event of fire. Tie smoke detectors to a
monitoring company, your master control at the station and, perhaps most important, an
Emergency Power Off (EPO) system for the transmitter power and HVAC system.

Provide a central location at the transmitter facility for control of all power by fire
fighters, as well as your engineering personnel. Be certain that transmitter/technical power is
controlled separately from HVAC, lighting and convenience power. It is extremely important
to be able to maintain lighting when transmitter power is cut (emergencies never occur in the
daylight).

Review access to your transmitter facility for emergency personnel and equipment,
including roadways, driveways, etc. Can emergency vehicles make the turns? Can fire fighters
gain quick entry to the building? (You want fire fighters to be able to put out a fire as quickly as
possible to contain equipment and building damage.)

Review HVAC systems. Are systems separated to minimize the spreading of smoke? Are
the return airducts equipped with smokedetectorsto shutdown the air -handling units? Consider
redundancy of HVAC systems, with automatic transfer, to avoid problems with unit failures.

WTHR and its owner, Dispatch
Broadcast Group, were able to replace the old transmitter with state-

of-the-art equipment. This was
achieved through teamwork among
WTHR engineers, corporate management, Harris Corporation Broadcast Division's engineers and techni-

cians and The Austin Company's
architects, engineers and construction personnel.
From concept to completion in just
five months, WTHR's new Harris
transmitter and transmitter facility are

state-of-the-art, setting a new standard within the broadcast industry for
functionality and reliability.
Kenric B. Stone of The Austin Company is
manager of business development for the broad-

casting, communications and entertainment
Most important, develop a Disaster Plan. Review the "What if" questions and have a
strategy(in your mind, on paper, approved by management and known by yourengineering staff)
to respond to the various disasters or emergencies that can strike your transmitter.
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industries.

Photos courtesy of The Austin Company.

Improve Yours with the 800A Series UHF Transmitters from ITS
ITS, the market leader in low and medium
power television transmitters, introduces the
new ITS -800A series of solid state UHF
transmitters. The 800A series offers the design,
performance, and operational features you
require for your broadcast installations. With
years of experience in the broadcast industry,
ITS has the expertise to engineer, manufacture
and install the highest performance transmitter
systems available today.

Superior design. Utilizing 100% solid state

Superior customer support. Our efforts don't

design and surface -mount technology, the 800A
series provides you with outstanding reliability
and is compliant to the most stringent
performance specifications. Our enhanced
design minimizes the transmitter size, fitting
into standard 19" racks and providing efficient
use of space and easier integration. With the
ITS -800A series transmitters, you can enjoy all
the benefits of full service broadcast quality for
any new installation.

stop with our products. ITS offers a
comprehensive range of support services. Our
sales engineers are ready to assist you in
planning and implementing your broadcast
system. Additionally, expert technical support
from ITS is available 24 -hours a day to meet
your product and system needs.

Superior performance. The 800A product

series combir_es the proven performance and
operational features that are most desired by
station engineers and general managrs.
Enhancemen-.s .nclude:

Full product offering of transmitters and
translators from 10 watts to 5000 watts.
Broadcast quality, ITS built modulators for
exceptional oignal performance.
Extensive :nbrnal product protection to reduce
downtime and minimize maintenance costs.
Configuradans with parallel high -gain power

Superior design, performance and customer
support. Our image is on the line every day,

and sa is yours. With the ITS -800A series of
UHF transmitters, we provide the reliability,
performance and customer support you and
your station can depend on, everyday.

It's what you expect from ITS.
Now bigger and better as a subsidiary of
ADC Telecommunications, Inc.
For more information, call 412.941.1500
Circle (36) on Action Card

amplifiers provide redundant, fail safe

ITS -830A

1 kW U -IF Transmitter

375 Valley Brook Road McMurray. Pennsylvania, USA 1E317-3345 Phone 4'2 941 1500 Fax 112.941.4603 Email: nfo'4itscoro.com

Don't wait til it's
too late, monitor
your video
feeds now.
By Jay McGaughey

requently in a broadcast facility there are video paths that are important,
but are not constantly monitored. In cases where the path is not frequently
used, a failure may go undetected until it is needed. In this situation, a means

of detecting the failure of video and indicating an alarm would be useful.
This article will describe an inexpensive device that will continuously
check for the presence of video on a loop -through connector pair.

THE BOTTOM LINE:

Because facilities now
must monitor dozens of
video feeds, knowing when
one fails is of paramount
importance. The author has
built an inexpensive device
that monitors video feeds.
Now, if a problem occurs,
the device will warn of a
failure that otherwise may
not be discovered until it's
too late. $

How the monitor works
On detection of a failure with a duration set by the user, a piezoelectric
device will sound an alarm and a front -panel LED will flash. Included is
a failure memory to remember a failure occurred but video has returned.

A rear panel contact closure is also provided to indicate the failure to
external devices. This could be used to have a PC log failure times or
automatically switch to another source.
In use at the University of Georgia are two units that are placed at each
end of a 70 -mile multiple hop bidirectional microwave path. In this way,
an alarm is initiated at each end corresponding to a failure of the path in
that direction. The entire unit cost was less than $150 and can be wire -

wrapped in about four hours.
The system provides for choosing two time thresholds called fail delay
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Video 60 Plus.
Even if the newscaster

can't keep his
head in

a

crisis

...

... your camera won't bat

Weight: 8,4 Kg (18,5Ibs)

Sachtler AG, Germany,

an eyelid.

(max 9,4 Kg (21Ibs))

Gutenbergstr. 5, 85716 Unterschleigheim,

Max load: upto 60 Kg (1321bs) at

Tel.. (0 89) 32 15 82 00, Fax: (0 89) 32 15 82 27

With 9 levels of drt gin both pan

150mm cen:re of gravity

and tilt, the new Video 60 Plus gives

Counterbalance: 18 steps

you even more cortrol. The light,

upto 137 Nm

compact design CE mes heavy loads

Tilt angle: +90°/-75°

and tilts them upto90°.

Tripod fitting: 150mm bowl with

Even the (udder -free pan and tilt

integrated flat base for all EFP/OB

brakes can be useJ on -air.

and studio applications

1 -2-21

So make sure you :urn heads

Camera fitting: optional -

1688 (03)3413-1212
Fax: (03)3413-0888

in a crisis - not lose them.

Sachtler Touch & Go with

New York office:
55, North Main Street, Freeport N.Y. 11520,
Phone. (5 16) 8 67-49 00, Fax: (5 16) 6 23-68 44

camera plate 35 or
V-shaped wedge plate
Pan bars: 2
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U.S.A.: sachtler corporation of America,

Self -illuminating Touch Bubble
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Japan Amic Sachtler Corp.
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Monitoring video feeds
pulse should occur once each

51-4 (8) 51-3 (7) 51-2 (6)

51-1

DELAY (SECONDS)

C

C

C

C

NONE

eo begins to get abnormally

C

C

C

0

.5

low or noisy, the vertical sync
will get more difficult to find.

C

C

0

C

1

C

C

0

0

1.5

This will result in more than

C

C

2

C

C

0
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drops out entirely. At that point,

C

3

the pulses will stop and the

0
0

C

C

0
0
0
0

C

one pulse per field until video

0

3.5

vertical sync pin will go low.

O

C

C

C

4

0

C

C

0

4.5

O

C
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The central system control is

C

0
0

C

O

0

5.5

failure may go

provided by a Motorola

O

C

6

68HC811 microcontroller.

C

0

6.5

undetected until it

This is a complete 8 -bit micro-

O

7

processor system on one integrated circuit. In order to make
construction easier, a complete

0
0

C

O

0
0
0
0

C

O

0

7.5

and acquisition delay. These are used to
give control over how long video must

field of incoming video. If vid-

be missing or present before an alarm

will sound or be cleared. These two
times are variable from zero to 7.5
seconds in one -half -second intervals.

In cases where the path

Control system

is not frequently used, a

is needed.

Each is set by four dip switches according to Figure 1. Figure 2 is a schematic of the unit. The presence of video
is determined by looking for the regular occurrence of separated vertical sync
pulses. Ul is an LM1881 sync separa-

tor integrated circuit. At pin 3, a low

0 = OPEN

C = CLOSED

Figure 1. Each unit at the end of a 70 -mile hop is
set by four dip switches.

ADAPT -11 module containing
the microcontroller and its support circuitry was purchased from Technological Arts Inc. (1644 Bayview Ave., Suite

1704, Toronto, Ontario M4G3C2;
phone 416-963-8996).
This module can be mounted on a PC
board and wire -wrapped with little ef-

fort. In addition, a serial port is provided on the module. This is used to down-

load from a PC the program that runs
the microcontroller. The program operates as a loop 30 milliseconds long. It

checks to see that either one or two
vertical sync pulses occur within that

SONY® TAPE
Best Prices Large Inventory
SONAr. Steadi Systems is the largest Sony
audio and videotape dealer anywhere. And Sony makes
the widest range of high quality, professional audio and videotape
available today. When you buy your Sony tape at Steadi Systems,
you get a full line of tape, in stock, at the best prices around.

STE.44E7/
5VSTE/I1S
FILM VIDEO MULTIMEDIA SALES SERVICE RENTALS

Visit our website at http://www.steadi.com
9 locations

24 hours a day
Circle (42) on Action Card
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period. If not, then this is treated as a
video absence to be time qualified by
the delay interval selected. Use of a
microcontroller greatly minimizes the
amount of integrated circuits that would

otherwise be required and gives timed

intervals that are not dependent on
resistor -capacitor time constants.
U4 is a retriggerable one shot that is
used to give a front -panel indication of

IS EVERYTHING

the health of the system. Once each
pass through the program loop, the
microcontroller triggers the one shot.
As long as this continues regularly, the
one shot never times out and the green
LED stays on. This gives a much better

indication of system activity than a
power -on light would.
U3 is an open collector buffer used to
drive the piezoelectric alarm device and
the relay coil for K1. Jumpers J1 and J2

On detection of a failure

You invest a lot in digital graphics
equipment for your image.
Don't forget the workstation it sits on.

with a duration set by
the user, a piezoelectric
device will sound an
alarm and a front -panel
LED will flash.

allow configuring each of these device's
actions. In position 'B' to 'C,' the device
will activate only during a current failure. In position 'A! to 'C,' it will activate

on a remembered failure. In addition,
there are two front -panel alarm LEDs.
One flashes on a current failure only
while the other flashes on a remembered failure.
A push-button switch allows for resetting the failure memory once the
current alarm condition is clear. An
eight -section dip switch S1 is present to
allow setting of the delay intervals men-

tioned earlier. This will set the system
to alarm or clear on variable intervals
of video presence. The program also

initializes the system so that power
outages to the unit are not remembered
as video absences.

After construction, the ADAPT -11
module is connected to a serial port of
a PC to download the object code from

Your work creates a more professional image when it's produced with

the right equipment. And that includes a Digital Desk' designed
specifically for multimedia equopment. Ideal for both linear and nonlinear systems, it's ergonomically designed for operator comfort and
efficiency. When it comes to graphics, image is everything. Enhance
your graphics - - and your image - - with a Winsted Digital Desk.

FREE CATALOG

... CALL OR WRITE

800-559-6691
Unlisted

10901 Hampshire Ave. So., Minneapolis, MN 55438-2385
Fax: 612-944.1546 Web site: www.winsted.com email: racks @winsted.com

Preferred by Professionals WorldwideTM
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Figure 2. A schematic of the video monitoring system.

F -Connector Breakthrough!
Designed with the
installer in mind.
Westlake Village, CA...Trompeter
Electronics has made the "impossible" possible with the introduction
of a breakthrough one-piece, reliable, field terminable F -connector
for rugged broadband applications.
According to Trompeter engineers and designers, the new onepiece body and integrated center
contact pin on its PL130C F connector provides high performance two-way transmission for
all indoor headend applications.
For the first time, installers not
only have an easier installation, but
also a solution to serious return loss
problems at the head end. The
return loss of the PL130C is -23dB
at 2GHz compared to the standard
-18dB at 1GHz.
Built to comply with both Bellcore GR1503 and SCTE indoor

90

specifications. The PL130C's
unique single piece design, with its
integral center pin contact and
crimp sleeve, accommodates standard strip dimensions and existing
industry crimping tools.
An insertion notch
guarantees a perfect mate
every
time and
true separation is provided
between dielectric and
braid.
For pricing and availability,
contact your local representative or
call the factory.
I.150 9001Ceiteied

loaded and simultaneously programmed into this memory. The EE -

PROM can be erased and reprogrammed up to 10,000 times. Strategically placed, this system can warn of

failures that may otherwise only be
discovered after it's too late.
Jay McGaughey is an electronics engineer at
the University of Georgia Telecommunications,
Athens, GA.

Editor's note: A disk is available free -of charge with the source and object code along
with the downloading utilities. A complete

parts list also is included. Contact Jay
McGaughey at the University of Georgia
Telecommunications, Room 167 Georgia
Center Building, Athens, GA 30602; or by
phone at (706) 542-6732; or by E-mail at
mcgaugheyj@gacsrv.gactr.uga.edu.

FREE 44pg Catal.owg.Lfnal1WIA.latggi3 APPlic

Quality doesn't cost...it pays!

TROMP
TER
ELECTRONICS. INC
31186 LaBaya Dr., Westlake Village, CA, U.S.A. 91362
(800) 982 -COAX (818) 707-2020 Fax (818) 706-1040
http://www.trompeterelectronics.industry.net

See us at Wescon in booths 2468-70-72
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the disk to the microcontroller's EE PROM. This is a 2K electrically erasable programmable read-only memory. The object code is serially down-
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Aft OPAMP LABS INC (213) 934-3566
W0 1033 N Sycamore Ay LOS ANGELES CA, 90038

http:I/www.opamplabs.com
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Putting you in the picture...

...with our range of converters and interfaces!
Tekniche now provides the most comprehensive range of conversion products worldwide, and is
converting some of the world's leading broadcasters and video companies.
Genesis - an advanced technology modular system providing video, audio and fiber optic interfaces and converters for
digital and analog systems.
TACS - a universal system for status monitoring and control of the Tekniche range of products. using SMPTE 273 protocol.
Standards Converters - a comprehensive range of motion -compensated and linear converters to suit all applications.

DX Translators - Encoders, decoders and format translators for composite D1 and D2 applications.
Circle (39) on Action Card
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TEKNICHE, INC.: 100 STONEHURST COURT NORTHVALE, NJ 07647
J.S. Tel +1 201-784-2288 Fax +1 201-784-8860 E -Mail: Tekniche@AOL.com
U.K. Tel +44 (0) -483 728006 Fax +44 (0) 1483 770195 E -Mail: 72052,211@Compuserve com
Hong Kong Tel +E52 2776 0628 Fax +852-2776 0227 E -Mail: 100125,2724@Compuserve.com
Brazil Tel +55 (0) 21 622 1536 Fax +55 (0) 21 622 1825

CTEKIIICHE)
Tekniche - the digital solution!
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New technology for
computers goes home
In addition to
laptops, still
cameras and
portable storage
successors are
making their way
into the consumer
market.
By Marjorie Costello

n the last column, we discussed So-

ny's entry into the home PC arena.
This month, in addition to reviewing
loaded laptops, we will look at still
cameras and portable storage.
When Sony eventually enters the notebook arena, the company will be com-

portables usually cost more than desktop models, notebooks with crisp color
displays, 100MHz+ microprocessors,
8MB+ of RAM, 1GB+ hard drives and
longer -lasting batteries are available
for less than $3,000 list prices. Another

important trend is the availability of
CD-ROM drives - either integrated
or as modular add-ons - for multimedia playback, along with zoom video,

Digital still cameras focus
on more for less
The digital still camera has become
one of the hottest computer content
creation tools for adding images to on-

line text and CD-ROM projects. The
product's rebirth as an electronic pub-

facing feature and price competition
from Compaq, which just launched its
new Armada notebook line. Compaq,

notebook with 16:9 display. Slated for

lishing tool is ironic, since still cameras
were originally introduced as a quick,
cost-effective replacement for chemical -based "hard -copy" photography.
The other significant trend is that still
camera prices are coming down, with
Kodak now offering the DC20 at less

introduction in October, the model's

than $350 for the consumer market.

widescreen 16:9 aspect ratio LCD will

The model can be connected by a serial

the desktop leader, is battling it out with

make it possible - among other benefits - to view two web pages simultaneously. With its SVGA resolution,
the WideNote line, starting at $3,000,
could gain a huge following among

cable to a computer for downloading
images, making it possible for anyone
to illustrate a web site or send pictures

peting with some familiar names from
the video world, now filling the pipeline

with dozens of new models. The list
includes Toshiba, Sharp, Panasonic,
Hitachi, Samsung and NEC - among
others. Toshiba, the notebook leader, is

Toshiba, now that Toshiba has entered
the home desktop PC market.
For professionals using notebooks for
road work and presentations, the good
news is the gap between desktop and

portables is nearly closed. Although
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for full -motion video playback.

For those who want the ultimate in
display quality, Sharp now offers a

professionals involved in portable presentations and mobile desktop video.

October 1996

along with E-mail. Before Kodak's
DC20, most other consumer digital
still cameras - such as models from
Casio and Epson - carried suggested

Four ways to
fix your video.
And there are more where these came from.

Prime Image offers a full line of digital
video processing equipment. So, if your video

is in one standard and you want it in another,

one of our standards converters-like the
Penta, with five -field interpolation-will fix it.

If you need to delay audio-or video-or
both-to make things work, you need Prime
Image's A/V Delay. Out of sync? A time base
corrector/synchronizer like the Model 5011 will

make sure all your video plays from the same

page. And if you want to mix component and

composite sources, the Xpon-an inexpensive

plug-in

board

for any AT bus-

transcodes, synchronizes, and time base cor-

rects to make it all work together. If what's on

this page won't fix your video, don't worrycall Prime Image for information about our
other fully digital video processing products.

Prime Image, inc., 19943 Via Escuela, Saratoga,
California 95070, (408) 867-6519, Fax:(408) 926-7294,
Service: (408) 926-5177
National Sales: (217) 787-5742, Fax: (217) 787-3587
Circle (47) on Action Card

list prices of $499.
The new 4.2 -ounce Kodak digital cam-

era, which fits in a shirt pocket, can
store eight to 16 color pictures, depending on the image resolution. It
operates like a simple pocket camera
with three buttons: a power button to
turn the camera on and off; a shutter
button to take pictures; and another

The DKC-ID1 is a professionally fea-

vides another way to download images.

tured digital still camera with a near consumer price, including functions

Other DKC-ID1 features include a
12X zoom lens with macro, a 450K -

associated with 35mm cameras. At

pixel progressive scan CCD for speeds

$1,795, the model delivers full -color,
high -resolution 768x576 images, complete with a built-in color LCD viewfinder that lets users review stored images. From a recent demo, the model

from Vis to 1/1,400 of a second and a builtin flash guide. The DKC-ID1 offers two

For professionals using notebooks for road work and
presentations, the good news is the gap between

desktop and portables is nearly closed.
button to erase all the pictures.

displayed image quality usually only

Although professional digital still cam-

eras deliver resolution and features far
surpassing Kodak's DC20, these high end models - often priced at $10,000

and up - have been beyond the budgets of many production operations
and consumers with high -quality stan-

dards. Sony's new DKC-ID1, sold by
the company's Business and Professional Products Group, represents the breakthrough in price and performance many

have been awaiting.

storage modes: fine, for storing 40 images on a 10MB PCMCIA; and normal,
which permits 140 to be stored.
Although this model doesn't incorporate FireWire, Sony says it's considering support for the digital transfer protocol in the future. Also expected in the
future from Sony is at least one model
aimed at the consumer market.

The battle to succeed the
floppy heats up

found in more expensive electronic still
cameras.
Weighing 26 ounces, the DKC-ID1 is
designed to be hand-held and can store
up to 140 images on a 10MB PCMCIA
card through standard JPEG compression. Images can be downloaded directly from the Sony unit to a PC through a

Another computer product taking the
industry - and Wall Street - by storm

SCSI port, delivering a faster transfer
rate than serial port connections. An
optional PCMCIA card reader - that
also connects to the PC's port - pro-

floppies?
Although hundreds of computer mod-

is Iomega's Zip drive. The Zip provides
a solution to the portable storage problem posed in today's new media world

of mega -megabyte Windows 95 and
Internet files: How do you store and
transport giant files on mere 1.44MB

els have come and gone since Sony
introduced the 3.5 -inch diskette in the

Keeping Video in Sync
Serial Digital Synchronizer &
Proc Am

The DS4200 Frame Synchronizer and Processing Amplifier from Pixel Instruments synchronizes "601" serial digital
signals to a composite analog or a digital reference signal. The built-in digital processing amplifier provides local or
remote control of video levels, output timing, presets and freeze functions.

Auto standard detection for input video and reference
Auto equalization and reclocking
Transparent to embedded audio and ancillary data
Freeze or cut to black with loss of input
Output timing infinitely variable over 7 line window relative to reference
To learn more about the DS4200, or our complete line of video and audio processing products for digital and analog
systems, call Pixel Instruments today.
718 University Avenue, Suite 210, Los Gatos, CA 95030
Phone: 408-354-9122 Fax: 408-354-0122
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PIXEL

INSTRUMENTS CORPORATION

"MOSES PARTS THE RED SEA. TONIGHT AT

'I

DIGICART/Il. THE VOICE OF MASTER CONTROL. No wonder it's used by virtually every
major television network in the world. Fact is, DigiCare/I1 is the industry standard for
playback of bumpers, voice-overs, stingers, and effects. Nothing else organizes, archives,

DigiCart/n

and instantly retrieves more than 10,000 sounds with digital quality and precision. It's networkable, uses
both hard disks and removable media, and supports both fully linear digital audio and Dolby® compression.

With programmable playlists, full GPI, and serial control, DigiCart/II is your best insurance against dead
air, missed cues, and make -goods. So test drive a
DigiCart/II in your facility at our expense. Call

today and we'll send you one tomorrow.

PROESSIONAL DIGITAL AUDIO

See us at AES Booth #416
818.991.0360

If you're a call -letter station, you can try DigiCart/II for 10 days with no obligation. If you decide to buy it, we II
arrange your purchase through one of our authorized dealers. Call (818) 991-0360 or fax (818) 991-1360 tocay.

For product information contact our website: www.360systems.com
Test offerload in the continental US and Canada only.

Test offer expires March 31. 1997.

360 Systems and DV:art/II are registered trademarks of 360 Syste ns
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early 1980s, up until the Zip, the conventional floppy ruled as the primary
portable storage media for PCs.
First introduced as a stand-alone peripheral in 1995 - that could be easily

3.5 -inch floppies, but also conventional
1.44 MB and 720KB diskettes.

Compaq - the only PC brand at this

point supporting the new drive - is
incorporating the LS -120 as a replace-

connected to a PC or Mac - the Zip ment for the conventional floppy drive
drive stores 100MB of data on a new on its business -oriented Deskpro PCs.
type of floppy. Slightly thicker and larg-

er than a 1.44MB unit, the 3.5 -inch
Zip's magnetic media was developed
with Fuji. With millions of Zip drives
and disks grabbed up at retail and the
company holding rights to the drives
and the blank media, it's no wonder
Iomega's stock has soared during the
past year. A major reason for Zip's
popularity is its price: the drive costs
$199 ($150 through a current rebate),
with the 100MB floppies often selling
at a $15 street price.

The appeal and practicality of the
Zip Drive - also handy for backing
up on systems without tape drives has led Hewlett-Packard, Packard Bell,

Trade shows converge in '97

to -remember -name suggests - is that
the LS -120 stores 120MB of data, with
its blanks selling for about the same as
Zip disks. Maxell recently announced it
would also market LS -120 disks, with
the primary supplier 3M (a.k.a. Ima-

As technologies converge, so do trade
shows. In some cases, to everyone's delight, they are meeting at the same place
and time. However, in two cases, unfortunately, popular shows will be convening at the same time in different cities.

tion).

Next year, for the first time, spring
CES and spring COMDEX will co locate in Atlanta from June 2-5, add-

On the other hand, the Zip's main
advantage, besides arriving first, is its
price, a situation likely to continue. Because of its dual -format, read -and -write

feature, the LS -120 will probably always cost more to manufacture. Zip
drive kits can be added to PCs for $99,
with the LS -120 drives running at about

beginning of 1997.
However, Iomega is facing competi-

tion from another company, once a
mainstay in the pro video business, with
its own challenge to replace the floppy.

Although many of us miss the name
"3M" in our own industry, the company will be making a comeback - but not
in audio- or videotape or even under the

3M name. In July, 3M's data media
division was officially spun off as Imation, a publicly traded company, marketing its own entry to replace the floppy, the LS -120.

Developed by 3M with MatsushitaKotobuki and Compaq, the LS -120 taps
magnetic and optical technology to de-

liver a compelling advantage over the
Zip drive: it is backward compatible
with conventional floppies. LS -120
drives can write and read not only its
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ing a new show called Interactive
Content World, focusing on products
at the convergence. Two other shows
also planned for the same venue are
Windows World, which has been part
of spring COMDEX for many years,

For those who want the ultimate in display quality,

indicated plans to add some Zip

profile Zip will be available at the

PowerPoint presentations, web pages
and other mega -megabyte files common in the world of new media.

Another difference between the Zip and
the LS -120 - as its sometimes difficult -

IBM, NEC, Acer, Unisys and Micron
to incorporate the drive in some desktop models. Sony, while not offering
the drive in its new home PC line, has
(drives) in the future, with the company currently joining Iomega, Fuji and
TDK in marketing blank Zip disks.
At PC Expo, Iomega announced an
internal version of the Zip for laptops.
Designed to slip into the modular bay
available on many notebooks, the low -

the LS -120 are here, priced for professional and consumer budgets. And they
are ready to store and transport all those
desktop videos, digital audio projects,

Sharp now offers a notebook with a 16:9 display.
double the price. External LS -120 drives,

when they arrive later this year, will
probably cost nearly $300, at a time
when the Zip's price could be cut to
below $150.
This price difference for the external

drives could prove to be decisive at
retail, which is selling to the huge installed base of computer owners who
already own a PC with a 1.44MB drive.
Another factor going in the until -recently -unknown Iomega's favor is the growing list of big name companies - including Apple and Bandai (for its upcoming

Pippin) - incorporating built-in Zip
drives.
LS -120's backers are promising more

announcements from computer brands
planning to offer the drive in new models. And there is also a low -profile version for laptops slated for introduction.
Still yet to be introduced is an LS -120
version for the Mac.
Regardless of which of the successors
to the floppy actually becomes the new
defacto standard, until low-cost optical
storage becomes a reality, the Zip and
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and Expo Comm, focusing on telecommunications. The combination
plans to move to Chicago in 1998 for
a 10 -year run.

For professional video hardware
companies that have started exhibiting at COMDEX, the bad news is that
Infocomm is also scheduled next year
from June 3-7, but in Los Angeles.
And for anyone who is interested in
the latest in computers and electronic
entertainment products, next year's
PC Expo in New York will run June
17-19, overlapping with the Electronic Entertainment Expo, slated for Atlanta from June 19-21.
We have to say it: That's show business.
Marjorie Costello is a broadcast and video
industry consultant and Broadcast Engineering contributing editor based in New York.
Respond via E-mail: MACostello@aol.com.
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It's here. The TASCAM DA-Pl. The ideal portable DAT

for field recording in broadcast applications.

With a built-in SIPDIF direct digital VO, it integrates with
DAWs, and other digital gear. Also, it supports multiple sample

You need a durable and high -quality DAT recorder for
your team to take into the field. You'll get higher quality digital

callizmini generation A/D and D/A converters delivering

audio, plus be able to dump it to a digital audio workstation for
quick and easy editing. That's why TASCAM makes the DA-Pl. It

studio-DAT quality sound.
Standard accessories include a shoulder belt, AC adapter

has the features demanded by broadcast professionals. Things
like XLR-type MICILINE inputs with phantom power so you
can use a wide range of microphones and input

and battery - carrying case optional.

devices. A 20dB pad, and a versatile, easy -to -

read display. But field reporters and
production personnel will
love the DA-Pl's extended life

2 -hour battery that recharges
in just 1'h hours.

4'0
!.:74:::
DOMINI 42150

If you can get the DA -P1

back from your field personnel, you'll
find it performs outstanding in the studio, too.

DA -PI

rates (48, 44.1 and 32 kHz) and utilizes next-

So if you're torn between a new recorder for the field,
or a DAT for the 'B" suite, think no more. Pick up a DA-Pl. You

get the best of both worlds. In fact, once you
get your hands on a DA -PI,

you may want to buy two. So
get to your dealer today and
order your new portable DAT
from TASCAM.

TASCAM,
Take advantage of our experience.
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MSRP $1,899. For complete specs and information via TASCAM FaxBack, call 800-827-2268 document #2150.
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transmission technology
By Don Markley

Tower lighting and marking
ne of the more ignored areas of broadcast engineer-

0 ing is that of the lighting and marking of towers.

Usually, the station's consulting engineer will deal with
the FAA in determining the manner in which the tower
will be lighted and painted. The station staff then simply
tries to maintain the prescribed system. However, new

location and the proposed use. The FAA will then

construction and new regulations can throw the staff

AGL, an additional study will be performed that includes calling for comments from interested parties in
the area of the tower. If all goes well, a "No Hazard"
determination will be issued and the FCC will be noti-

into the fray.
The basics of marking and lighting

A tower can be lighted in three basic ways:
1. Red lights with paint;
2. White lights (strobes); and
3. A mixture of the two (dual lighting).
Unfortunately, some engineers have taken the position
of strobes -only without regard to anything else. Their

rationale is that strobes are cheaper in the long run
because they avoid the problem of having to periodically
consider repainting the tower. This position, if always
applied, is much like the old position of industry where

all unwanted liquids were simply dumped into the
nearest river or sewer. Strobe lights are not environmentally friendly, especially in residential areas.
Many zoning codes have become restrictive with regard to strobes. Although there seems to be no significant problem during daylight hours, many people find
the white flashers objectionable at night. As a result, the
FAA and the FCC have become reluctant to specify only
strobes in order to avoid public comment (which can be

read as nasty letters from members of Congress.) The
FCC may require justification concerning the use of
strobes, especially if the structure is in a build-up area.
Filing forms

The station can get trapped in the middle of a nasty
power fight, depending on the state. Some states pay no
attention at all to towers, allowing the FAA to guard the

navigable airspace within its boundaries. That works
because the FAA has a good professional staff that
makes sure that any new structure doesn't create a
hazard. Other states do their own studies and may
specify how a tower is to be marked or lighted. This is
a problem because the state boards are often appointed
and vary widely in the way in which they evaluate
towers. The decisions are too often based on personal
opinions and preferences that have little relationship to
the FAA rules.
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The scenario goes like this. First, FAA Form 7460-1
must be filed with the FAA. It identifies the structure, its
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perform a study to see if the proposed structure complies
with its rules. If the tower exceeds any of the standards,
which is always the case with towers more than 500 feet

fied. As part of that notification, the FAA will "recommend" how the tower is to be marked and lighted. This
is important - the FAA does not issue the directions on
lighting, but only recommends a preferred method to the
FCC, which usually concurs with the FAA.

The FCC, when it grants a permit for construction,
which includes a tower, will specify how the tower is to
be lighted and marked. As an FCC licensee, the FCC is
the final decision maker in this matter, which is where the
power play problem originates. The state agencies some-

times feel that they are the final authority, and the
regulations in individual states may try to support that
position. So who does the individual station listen to?
The usual approach is to go back to the FCC with the
state decision and request that the construction permit
be modified. As long as that request is properly supported and the environmental concerns are addressed, a
modified CP is usually granted. If that doesn't work, get
the lawyers involved and appeals are in order.
Clearing with the FCC

The important point is that the station cannot simply
comply with the state directive without clearing everything with the FCC. The commission expects the lighting
and marking to comply with the CP and license. Otherwise, nasty fines will follow along with rather pointed
comments from the station management.
Next, everyone is or should be familiar with the need
to monitor the tower lights and to notify the FAA of any
irregularities. In the past, the commission has required
everyone on a tower to be responsible for maintaining
the lights. They have finally changed that policy to one
that makes much more sense. If a tower exceeds standards for FAA notification, it now must be registered
with the FCC . If there is any question about whether a
tower must be registered, the criteria is available on the
Internet at www.fcc.gov/wtb/antstruc.html.

TOWER LIGHTING
be obtained from the Internet address, from the forms distribution

Therefore, if the height is changed,
the tower must be repainted to even
up the bands. For minor changes, it
is possible to have the strict require-

center at 800 -418 -FORM, the FCC
Office of Operations at 800-322-1117

ments of this rule waived by contacting the appropriate FAA office.

If a tower must be registered, it can
be done on FCC Form 854, which can

or from Fax -On -Demand at 202-4180177. To get the form in that manner,

use the handset on your fax machine

and request the index to find the
document number for Form 854.
Something to remember - the coordinates of each tower, along with
the height above ground and mean
sea level, should not simply be copied from the license. Part of the pur-

Alarm Relays

Flashers
111

- red/white light

have to be modified to bring them
into compliance with the new rules.
On old towers, the condition of the

as the fixtures, may make a new
lighting system necessary. That is the
time to consider the various systems

for initial costs and upkeep. If you
decide to change the lighting, remember that you have to go back to
the FCC for approval and modification of any construction permits before making any changes.

Controllers

Red Light
Dual

change is made. Then, the lights

base. The height values should be
determined to the nearest foot and
the coordinates to the nearest tenth

have sophisticated GPS systems that
will give you submeter accuracy, but

Photo Controls

con at the intermediate levels is no
longer satisfactory. Older lighting
systems are grandfathered until a

lighting conduits and wiring, as well

ory, a GPS receiver does not meet
that accuracy, even with a differential receiver attached. Surveyors do

Beacons
Side Lights

A related problem concerns old

clean the errors out of the FCC data-

veyor. Contrary to popular folk the-

I

intermediate beacons. The FAA rules
have been changed and a single bea-

pose of the tower registration is to

of a second. To do this, you will need
the services of a registered land sur-

CONTROL SPECIALIST

Custom

Stock

Free Application Assistance.
Manufacturer of Quality Controls.

UNIMARg
P.O. Box 543, Liverpool, NY 13088
Phone 1-800-739-9169
Fax 315-622-5746

Don Markley is president of D.L. Markley
and Associates, Peoria, IL.
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they are extremely expensive
($20,000+) and are complex to use.
Tower owner responsibilities
Once each tower is registered, oth-

er users of that tower are not primarily responsible for maintaining the
lighting. That duty lies with the tower owner. Just to be safe, it still would
be advisable to monitor the lighting.
Notify the FAA of any problems and

notify the owner at the same time.
Remember, if a plane hits your antenna on a tower, you can expect to
see lawyers all over the place without regard to who owns the tower. If

you see a light out, cover your appendages (or something like that).
A major problem that may arise
occurs when a change is made in the

tower - for example, if an increase
is made in the height by adding a
pylon for an FM antenna. It is not
enough simply to add on the new
section and move the light to the top.

The tower regulations state that the

The Stand -Out In

llone Opp'
Our self arced
-con

ons
video

DRs deliver consistent

qualitu and reliabilitu
Ccunt
industry to give you the best
alternative in DAs. As the makers of
the accla med Scan Do® family of
computer video scan converters, we
put the same superior engineering,
deoendability and high performance
int3 our Distribution Amplifiers for
viceo, S-'/ideo and RGB/YUV. So
you can put quality into all your
stand-alcne applications.
2 to 6 outputs
5uppor s distances up to 250 ft.
High bandwidth, flat to 30 MHz
Optionrl rackmount kits
3 -year warranty/30-day guarantee
Designed and manufactured
in the USA
Starting at $295

['Communications
02Speciattles, Inc

paint, if used, is to be in seven equal -

width bands with the top and bottom band being aviation orange.

Call: 516.2730404 or Fax To: 516.273.1638
Email: info@commspecial.com
Inteanet: httpe/www.commspecial.com
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sbe update
By John F. Schneider, CBRE

Maintaining a vibrant local chapter
Congratulations. You've won the election. You are
now the chairperson or an officer of your chapter.
How do you structure your chapter to ensure that it will
become a thriving organization that will offer meetings
and programs that people will want to attend? Here are
some ideas from the national office:
1. Don't try to do it all yourself. You'll burn out and the
job will be so monumental that no one

will want to take
over the reins when

A delegation of Russian broadcast engineers addresses Seattle SBE Chapter 16.

creating a larger pool of workers to draw from when a
key position becomes vacant.
2. Rotate people through the positions, culminating in
the chairman's post. Your chapter will keep its best
workers longer. By the time they reach chairman, they
will know all aspects of the operation. This will help
prevent the chapter from making the same mistakes due
to excessive turnover.
3. Hold monthly board meetings outside your regular
chapter meetings. Don't bore the rank and file with the
minute details of operating your chapter.

your term expires.
The most successful chapters divide

4.

the duties into as
many small func-

of the toughest jobs. Assign the job to at least two people,
preferably one radio and one TV person. Give them the

tions as possible. In

responsibility of scheduling alternate months so they
don't feel the pressure of having to start looking for
another program as soon as the last one is completed.
Keep a good balance of topics.

this way, the respon-

sibilities are not so
daunting. Also, when someone must resign from a
position, the impact to the organization is not as great.
It also allows more members to be actively involved,

Schedule a regular meeting time and place each

month.
5. Offer informative, interesting programs. This is one

John Schneider is president of RF Specialties of Washington, Inc. He
is an SBE board member and the past chair of Chapter 16 in Seattle.

Program topic ideas
The easiest way to find a program is to invite the local equipment
salesman to pitch his or her latest product. One of the SBE's foremost

goals is to provide continuing education for its membership. The
most successful chapter programs present technology, as well as
products, so listeners will come away with new knowledge that they
can apply in their profession.
If you want to go beyond the basic sales pitch, following are some
idea starters that might be helpful in locating your next program.

Select an important technology and ask someone who is an
expert on the subject to give a mini -course. This could include
long-established fields, such as antenna theory and wiring techniques, or could delve into the emerging fields, such as digital

audio broadcasting and high -definition television. Don't limit
yourself to broadcast technologies - there are many parallel
communications disciplines that people have a curiosity about,
such as cellular and satellite commun ications. Don't limit yourself
to looking fora professional from the industry in question. You will

probably find expertise on a number of topics within your own
membership.
The broadcast industry is a highly regulated industry on the local
and state, as well as national level. Select an area of regulation and
ask a regulator to explain it. This can go beyond the FCC, delving
into UL approval, ANSI standards, PCBs and your state's new EAS
plan.
No one knows all that they need to know about computers. These

increasingly complex devices are finding their way into every
aspect of broadcasting and it usually falls upon the engineerto keep
them running. Why not present a class on PC troubleshooting or on
computer network basics? Demonstrate software applications that
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can make an engineer's life easier or demonstrate useful web sites.
Tours are always a popular attraction. Instead of going to the same
old restaurant or TV studio, visit an interesting local site where your
members can see technology in action. These include local broadcast facilities or tower sites; manufacturing facilities; local centers of

the public infrastructure, such as telephone or power switching
centers; a satellite uplink facility or a CATV distribution center.
Have one of your members describe a particularly challenging or
interesting remote broadcast.
Ask a member to describe his or her visits to the broadcast fac i I ities

of another country. Or, invite visiting broadcasters from another
country to describe how things are done in their country.
Have the project engineer describe the construction of a major
new local broadcast facility.
Arrange for a panel discussion of a general -interest topic using
either your own chapter members or outside professionals. One
example would be a panel of advisors for independent contract
engineers, including an attorney, a CPA and an insurance agent.
Provide training for your members in emergency preparedness.
Give a class in CPR or emergency first aid, with emphasis on steps
to follow in the event of electrocution. Or, review fire prevention for
broadcast facilities.

Discuss local broadcast station history. Invite an "old-timer" in
your chapter to describe broadcast engineering as "it used to be." Or
tell the history of your chapter and recognize its founding members.
Hopefully, these few ideas will start you thinking about others. A
complete list of suggested topics is available for downloading from
the SBE's web site at www.sbe.orgor on the SBE's computer bu I letin
board at (317) 253-7555.
IN

CNN, CBS, HBO, AT&T and Universal Studios, depend on their Sierra Video
Systems' routing switchers year after year, with the confidence that they bought the
best routing switcher available. Designed for the most demanding applications these
routers have a long history of reliability and broadcast performance.

: With thousands of sizes available, choose from a single channel
5 x to an 8 level 144 x 144. Analog or serial digital video or
audio in any combination. NTSC/PAL or wideband RGB versions.
I

4. Sturdy modular construction. Designed with the highest quality
components, extensive burn -in and testing for the best reliability
record in the industry, backed by our exclusive seven year
warranty.

SIERRA

VIDEO
P.O. Box 2462
Grass Valley, CA 95945 USA
(916)478-1000 FAX (916)478-1105

+ Flexible control system. We offer a wide variety of low cost
programmable party line control panels. You can control any of
our routing switchers with the same easy to use RS -232 / RS -422
protocol, supported by many third party controllers. Free PC and
MAC software with every system.

Applications include: Broadcast, Post Production, Corporate
Video, Presentation/Multi-media (video walls and stage shows),
Distance Learning, DTV Hubs and many more.

E-mail: info@sierravideo.com
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By Todd S Roth

Fibre channel video servers in
the modern broadcast facility
It is no surprise that broadcasters and cable operators
worldwide are using computer -based technologies to
increase productivity and reduce operating costs. Stations have embraced computer -based systems for most

of their operational, administrative and accounting
tasks; but it's only been in the last few years that
computer -based video -handling systems, i.e., digital
disk recorders and video servers, have become prevalent in broadcast facilities.

low-cost copper connections for distances of up to 25M.

The cabling is simply two video coax pairs using a
combination of BNC and TNC connectors. This interconnection method supports the full bandwidth of FC
and is ideal for short distance requirements.
FC-4 standards allow network and channel (typically
storage) protocols to coexist and be concurrently transmitted over the same physical interface.
This high degree of compatibility with new and existing standards gives FC the framework and infrastruc-

Fibre Channel solution

ture to allow for high levels of integration among

Up until now, the major missing piece of hardware has
been the networking and storage interface capable
of supporting the high bandwidth

varying equipment provided by different vendors.

needed for virtualization across
the entire broadcast facility. A
new serial interface called Fibre
Channel (FC) goes a long way
toward alleviating the bandwidth
dilemma. FC supports the high
bandwidth storage required by ASC's
broadcast video servers. In fact, VR Virtual
Recorder System.
FC is the fastest interface available, supporting a net bandwidth of 800Mb/s (Mb/s =
1,000,000 bits per second, or 125,000 bytes per second.)

FC offers differing topologies: 1) point-to-point, a
basic topology in which a link is dedicated to transferring video data between two devices; 2) arbitrated loop
(AL), which allows up to 126 devices to be connected to
a single FC loop; and 3) fabrics, a switching interconnec-

tion, similar to a telephone switching scheme.
Fiber channel arbitrated loop

Many disk drive and adapter vendors will support
arbitrated loop topology. For broadcasters and cable
operators, the typical FC-AL implementation connects
RAID storage systems to broadcast video servers. (See
Figure 1.)

FC is a hierarchical, multilayered interface. These
layers are called services and range from FC-0, the

Video servers: An FC-AL
application

ASC has adopted the arbitrated
loop topology for use with its VR
line of video servers. FC-AL can
deliver multiple streams of broadcast -resolution video, in real time
and without interruption, for instant
random access to thousands of commercials, bumpers and news stories.
The typical VR system using FC-AL consists of two
main components: 1) one or more VR video servers and
2) a central bank of shared RAID storage. This configuration allows all users in the facility to have simultaneous access to any piece of video data.
The VR advanced video server

VR video servers support single- and multichannel
operations. RAID storage can be configured to meet the
individual needs of the customer. The VR video server
is the basic building block of a VR system and features
PCI bus motherboards with Intel Pentium Pro processors and run under the Windows NT operating system.

VR supports dual compression/decompression channels and can be integrated together in a shared storage
environment.

physical interconnection, which can be copper or optical, to FC-4, the upper -level protocol layer where different software command sets can be mapped. The lowest

(FC-0) and uppermost layers (FC-4) are the most intriguing when considered as part of a server -based
broadcast.
FC-0 allows for a combination of optical and copper

1 02

interconnections within a facility. This allows the use of
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Figure 1. Fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop Implementation multilayered interface.

Standard hardware includes analog component, composite and Y/C
inputs/outputs. CCIR-601 serial digital component inputs/outputs with

HDTV

nology that allows multiple VR disk

recorders to share RAID storage,
making the entire media bank accessible to every video channel si-

embedded audio are optional. VR

LET US SHOW

video servers support RS -422 (Sony,

YOU HOW WE

Odetics, Louth and Pioneer protocols) and TCP/IP system control.
ASC's Brilliant Image Compression

"STACK" UP!

supports 1.6:1 (mathematically loss less) to 20:1 Motion JPEG.
Features include:

Full CCIR resolution (including
the vertical interval);

Split audio and video, supporting
"scattered" record (with no fragmentation issues);
0 - 109 IRE video response;
10 -bit internal video resolution;
NTSC/PAL compatible;

From

playback;
Four main and two monitor audio

channels per video channel (balanced, +4dBu); and

VITC/LTC reader/generator with
character generator output per video channel.
RAID fault -tolerance technology

The number of VR channels that
can share common storage is equal
to the storage bandwidth (less overhead) divided by the video data rate
(determined by user -selected compression ratio) of a channel.
VR systems are configured with an
FC-AL storage system. By taking

transmitter
output through
the antenna,

ASC's Recorder System, a VR
disk -based broadcast system.

Half-line shifter for smooth and
stable slow-motion/variable speed

multaneously. This technology elim-

one company
continues to
provide more
solutions to
custom antenna
and RF
requirements.

inates the need for local buffers or
data transfers from one set of storage to another.
VR storage features include:
Fibre Channel storage platform;

ASC's Virtual Access Architecture for true multichannel access to
common or "shared" storage;

Multiple redundancy strategies

Looking to
replace your
antenna
system?

including RAID fault -tolerance technology;

Up to 40 hours of on-line capacity
(at 3:1 compression);

Support for removable media;

Call Today

and

advantage of Fibre Channel's systems including robotics libraries.

and put our
expertise to

800Mb/s (approximately 680Mb/s

work for you!

after overhead) bandwidth and ASC's
patent -pending Offset Data -Striping
technology, VR systems can support

up to 12 channels (at 3:1 compression). FC increases VR's storage capacity to 126 devices, allowing more

than 40 hours of video to be shared

among 12 channels using current
disk -drive density (at 3:1 compression). Due to the nature of this archi-

tecture and the capabilities of the
Pentium Pro processor, RAID can be

supported without any additional
hardware controllers.
Virtual Access Architecture

Virtual Access Architecture is
ASC's patent -pending storage tech-

Support for digital tape backup

The future of Fibre Channel

ASC is one of the first vendors to

offer FC-AL storage for use with
broadcast video servers. However,
as the advantages of Fibre Channel

and arbitrated loop topology become better known in the broadcasting and cable fields, others will
rush to incorporate FC-based storage. One thing remains clear: The
future of Fibre Channel for use with
video servers and broadcasting ap-

plications looks bright, well into

DIELECTRIC

communications

the next millennium.
Todd Roth is vice president, research 6r

RAYMOND, ME

development, ASC Audio Video Corporation, Burbank, CA .

207-655-4555
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3rd Annual Conference Er Workshop
November 20-22, 1996 The Westin Hotel O'Hare Chicago, IL

WIN A
VIDEOTEK
SDC-101

COLOR
CORRECTOR
WITH
REMOTE
CONTROL!
HOW TO WIN:

DON'T BE LEFT
BEHIND!

On May 9th, the FCC accepted

Into high gear. Broadcasters and

the Grand Alliance standard for broadcast

production facilities will need to move

TV. Advanced TV Is almost here. What

quickly to implement digital systems.

Digital technology offers many

should technical managers do?
Attend Advanced Television '96:

Building for ATV and learn how to

Submit an entry form (see facing
page), letter or e-mail describing how

you would (or do) use the Vldeotek
SDC-101 color corrector. Rescue 'bad'

advantages including the abitty to

video In the serial digital component
domain. Correcting or changing video

upgrade to an ATV operation.

luminance, chroma, black levels and

make the rightequipmentand design

The forefront of this movement

choices to bring your station or produc-

starts at Advanced Television '96:

tion facility into the 169 production and

Building for ATV. Mark your

multichannel broadcast arena,

calendars today for November

hue, enhance scene lighting, black
and white stretch, gamma adjustment

monitoring for illegal levels and EDH
errors are but a small sample of what

Yes, the transition to digital technology

20-22 and send this coupon in for com-

this product can do. You tell us how
you'd use it in your environment and

has been slow, but the approval of a new

plete information about attending this

you're automatically entered in the

ATV system is sure to shift the process

leading -edge conference.

contest. The winner will be selected by

the editors of Broadcast Engineering
magazine and announced at the 19%
Advanced Television Conference In

MAIL OR FAX TO:
FIRST NAME

Advanced Television '%

LAST NAME

Intertec Presentations
6300 South Syracuse Way

TITLE

COMPANY

Chicago, Friday, November 22. Entries

may be mailed or faxed, but must be
received by 5:00pm CST, Wednesday,

Suite 650
Englewood, CO 80111

November 6, 1996.

CALL 1-800-288-8606
FAX 303-770-0253

Be innovative and creative in the
ways you would use the VIdeotek

OUTSIDE THE U.S. CALL:

ADDRESS

SDC-101 and you may be the winner.

303-220-0600

Enter todayl

CITY

STATE/PROV

COUNTRY

ZIP

PHONE*

FAX*

SPONSORED BY:

.

BROaDCaST
enuneeRinG
Together with World Broadcast News,
Video Systems Er Millimeter magazines

Please include your city code and country code

FOR REGISTRATION INFORMATION AND PROGRAM UPDATES
AS THEY OCCUR, CALL FAX ON DEMAND AT 1-800-601-3858.
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SEE ENTRY
.

FORM ON THE
FACING PAGE.

NORTH AMERICA'S LARGEST
ENTERTAINMENT DESIGN
AND TECHNOLOGY SHOW
LIGHTING
NOVEMBER 22-24 (Workshops November 21-241
ORANGE COUNTY CONVENTION CENTER 0 ORLANDO, FL

and more than S,0/00 of your colleagues at LD196 for the
;oust infor native four days you'll spend this November. It's THE
professional forum for lighting and sound designers, technicians,
gineers, architects, facility managers, manufacturers, distributors
it (leak -I--; from all over the world.
EXPLORE CUTTING EDGE TRENDS & TECHNIQUES

over 30 professional workshops and hands-on tutorials explore the
art of design and the science of lighting and sound technology.
entertainment technoliTy
(theatres.
ship:, ;uid the Atlanta Games)

sound

Sy.`,C11IN

themed env ironments
club & concert des.gn

architect

lighting

film & video lighting
EXPERIENCE TECHNOLOGICAL BREAKTHROUGHS

.More than 300 exhibitors with new developments in lighting, sound.
staging.
,oftware and speckil effects in over 200,000 square
feet o
the Orange County Convention Center.
BACKSTAGE ORLANDO: CUTTING EDGE APPLICATIONS

Surf by ETEC W3 on the World

two-day extension of L14196... discover the inner world of

Wide Web and get the latEst

)rlando's major theme parks and find out how entertainment

word on 11196.

ierhnology works in the most challenging, applications. Limited to
1(10 participants! Monday and Tuesday. Ni i\ ember 2::

26.

CONTACT US TODAY FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION!

teturn this coupon today or call
Outside the U.S. call

For registration
information and
program updates as

1-800-288-0600

for more detail

303-220-06(t0.

I'`! Please send me additional int, il,ttion about 11)196:
EXHIBITING
0 ATTENDING
NAME
TITLE

COMPANY

ORLANDO

they occur, call FAX

ADDRESS

ON DEMAND at:

CITY & STATE

1-800-601-3858.

ZIP & COUNTRY
PHONE
FAX

I. Ri

NG

111-111 S'VC

E-MAIL
Mail to: intertec l'resentatt:,::- ,:300 South Syracuse Way, Suite 650
w 288-8606 Fax: 303-770-0253
Englewood, CO 80111
[Outside the US call: 303-220-0(30o

saulea...00zntr- ector-
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industry briefs
Business

Sony, Park Ridge, NJ, announced the sale of 29
Betacam SX DNW-A.50 hybrid recorders to CNN's
Sports Illustrated channel (CNNsi).
Also announced was a $1 million purchase of Beta cam SX equipment by WCYB-TV, Bristol, VA, for the
station's all -digital newsroom.

The Genie 3D digital video effects technology from

standards for distribution of compressed signals.
The first, DVC Serial (DVCS), allows distribution of
compressed signals of up to 200 meters at 36Mb/s. The
other, Compressed Serial Digital Data Interface (CSDI),

allows distribution of DVCPRO compressed data in
an existing 270Mb/s serial digital infrastructure.

Pinnacle Systems, Sunnyvale, CA, was chosen by JVC

JVC, Elmwood Park, NJ, announced that its Digital -S
has been chosen as the house videotape format of FOX

Victor Company of Japan for incorporation in its nonlinear editor systems, currently under development.

Sportsnet, a joint venture between FOX Sports and
TCl/Prime Sports.

Philips BTS, Simi Valley, CA, announced the sale of its

Quadra CCD Telecine to the Atlanta film laboratory
CineFilm.

Industrial

Tektronix, Inc., Beaverton, OR, and Matsushita Electric Industrial Company, Secaucus, NJ, announced they

Acoustics Company, New York,
has installed an

are cooperating on a 4x faster real-time DVCPRO
interface to the Tektronix Profile Professional Disc

Accu-Tone video
studio suite at the

Recorder.

National Gallery
in London.

Panasonic Broadcast Europe, London, announced
the development of two proposed industry interface

Farewell to a Friend
On Sept. 5, 1996, Jason Perlman died. If you are an
advertiser in this magazine, you probably knew Jason.
If you are a reader, you probably did not. Either way,
Jason's contributions to Broadcast Engineering over
the many years he was associated with the magazine

were far reaching. He made a positive difference in
what you read and see each month. He worked tirelessly to improve the magazine for readers and advertisers. He was a hard worker and a good friend.
Jason served for the past 12 years as the marketing
representative for Broadcast Engineering in the Western states. In that capacity, he worked with advertisers
to showcase their products, technologies and ideas.
He was far more than simply a salesman. He under-

stood that selling a product or service is the art of
communication and cooperation. He knew that the
best way to sell a product is to improve and refine that

product. In the end, everyone wins: the publish, the
advertiser and - certainly - the reader.
Jason, although an easygoing and outgoing individual, was also quite private. He was dedicated to the
publishing business and to his job, but not obsessed or
consumed by it. Jason was convinced of the need for
a clear differentiation between business and personal
lives.

Business aside, Jason was a good friend. His association with Intertec goes back more than a decade. And
though his death left us shocked and saddened, we are
also left with a rich inventory of memories. Jason was
a world-dass storyteller, virtually without peer. He was
always a pleasure to see and always upbeat. No one
could liven up a business gathering better than Jason.
When we think of Jason Perlman, it is most often with
a
ile or a laugh.
ime will surely dim our sense of loss, but it will not
im our appreciation for having known Jason Perlman.
Cam Bishop
Senior vice president
Intertec Publishing Corporation

You could have an honest disagreement with

Jason over some business decision and, after 5 p.m., be

discussing vintage automobiles.
Jason's ability to forge compromises to complex situations earned him the respect of his fellow workers at
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Intertec. No business runs perfectly. No business is
without is share of conflict. Jason was a master at
finding a middle ground that all parties could accept.
As a marketing representative for
dcast Engineering, Jason provided an importa
dge between
management and customers - both advertisers and
readers. Being on the front lines of the business, he
offered valuable and welcomed input to the editorial
department.

Broadcast Engineering
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Jason's family has requested that all personal notes and

contributi ins in his memory be sent to the Juvenile
Diabetes Foundation, 1030 S. Arroyo Parkway, Ste. 204,
Pasadena CA 91105.
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GALLERY

Take Con

CLEAR-COM+ WALKIE-TALKIE

with Programmable
Controllers from LEIG

NEW! 2 -Way Radio Interface:
AUTOMATED ROA'

Expands capacity of intercom system
Interfaces to any 2 -way radio or

UNATTENDED RECOR
TIMED EVENT VIDEO & AUDIO
REMOTE VCR & SWITCHER

Walkie-Talkie

Easy to interconnect
Interface powered by intercom
Write or Call:
945 Camelia St, Berkeley, CA 94710
(310)527-6666 Fax: (510)527-6699
Canada call: (416) 696-2779
Fax: (416)467-5819

$249.95

Suggested List
Clear-Com Compatible Unit

LEIGHTRONIX, INC.

11,k Ckar-Com

48842
7 694-1600

IF

Intercom Systems

Circle (55) on Action Card
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Slow Motion Controllers for Demanding Sports Production
INIONNI

PHONE:

X111,1
CI:j

IL III

ARE YOU LISTENING

[8181

252-0198
ST300-S/SM Slow Motion Controller

CZI)

FAX:

(8181

All the features and functions you would expect to find on an
$8,000 to $10,000 slow motion controller for less than $3000!
Simple and easy to use with a small space -saving footprint.

252-0199

Powerful set-up menu-configure the slow motion controller

Another Control

for the way you work.
Quickly and easily store and recall up to 100 cue points.
Cue points are retained when power is turned off.
Slow motion from 1011% to +200% of play speed.
Can be customized for your specific application.
T -hr or detented wheel provide fast & easy slow motion control

010100111000611
V A S10.0 0

FIT*:

Solution From ...

...TO YOUR SWITCHER?

DNF
IND( ,FRIES

VAS -1000 10 by 1 VIDEO and AUDIO SWITCHER

Circle (54) on Action Card

Call For Rigid Line
MYAT& Components
380 Chestrxr St

New installation? Facility upgrade?
"Right Now" emergency?
MYAT is the solution for dependable
quality, maximum performance, long life
and on -time delivery.
Call MYAT at 201-767-5380 or
FAX 201-767-4147 for our complete
catalog and reference guide.

P.O. Box -25

Norwood N.
0

7

6

0

Vertical interval switcher, 1 video and 3 audios.
30 MHz BW for HDTV, NTSC, PAL, SECAM and RGB.
Includes 1 video and 2 audio break-aways.
3 LED VU meters and 12 W audio power amplifier
to drive speaker for audio monitoring.
Chop feature to compare video level and phase.
Loop -through video inputs, 4 video outputs and XLR
interface for audio. Gang together for 10 by 3 operation.
Remote control panel operates from up to 3000 feet
with no external power.

E

Oist°

.111ULTIDYNE
In the U.S. and Canada call 1-(800)-4TV-TEST
191 Forest Avenue, Locust Valley NY 11560-2132 USA
1-(516)-671-727B, FAX 1-(516)-671-3362
E-mail: multidygvillage.ios.com

Web Site: http://www.zstarr.com/multidyne
Circle (57) on Action Card

Circle (58) on Action Card
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new products
By Deanna Rood

Windows -based interface for iNFiNiT!
Chyron

Serial digital sync generators y
Videotek Inc.

WiNFiNiT!: a

graphical user
interface that

VSG-201D & VSG-202D: serial digital sync generators that
provide the same basic features required in digital, analog or

provides a Windows NT front-

log/digital fa-

hybrid anacilities; the

end for the iN-

- MINIUM

high stability
temperature controlled crystal oscillator makes either unit ideal for use as
a master sync generator; by using either sync generator as a
slave, the four blackburst outputs that follow the infinite
timing range of the gen-lock, provide an easy and affordable

7. NINE

FiNiT! family of
character gener-

ators; Chyron
offers a new key-

board, keyPC with WiNFiNiT! that incorporates
a Pentium -based CPU and has direct connections
for an SVGA color prompt monitor and SCSIbased peripherals.
Chyron, 516-845-2182; www.chyron.com
Circle (264) on Action Card

way to deal with difficult system timing issues when interfacing digital equipment.
Videotek, 243 Shoemaker Rd., Pottstown, PA 19464; 800-800-5719
or 610-327-2292; fax 610-327-9295
Circle (267) on Action Card

Stills & graphics system,
Quantel

Combo: a unique still -store with built-in graphics facilities capable of handling every aspect of graphics production and transmission from creation to on -air presentation;
Combo is designed for maximum productivity at mini-

mum cost; a three -channel machine, it has a dedicated
graphics channel and two transmission channels that
allow simultaneous graphics production and transmission.
Quante!, 85 Old Kings Hwy. N, Darien, CT 06820; 203-656-3100;
203-656-3459; www.quantel.com; quantel@quantel.com
Circle (265) on Action Card

Range of modules for interfacing
Snell & Wilcox
Kudos IQ modular range: a complete modular system developed
to solve multiformat interface problems and facilitate the transition
from analog to digital; all modules are designed to a uniform size

and fit into a common 3RU or 1RU enclosure, using a common
power supply and delivering high packing density; the system also
allows any combination of analog, digital, video or audio modules
to be fitted into the same enclosure.
Snell & Wilcox, 6 Old Lodge Place, St. Margaret's, Twickenham TW1 1RQ, UK,
+44 (0) 181 607 9455; fax +44 (0) 181 607 9466
Circle (256) on Action Card

IOT

Thomson Tubes Electroniques
TH 760: a high -gain IOT that delivers up to 60kW in vision -only amplification and 40kW in common amplification mode; it features a simple plugin design so that its I/O circuits are easy

A/D and D/A converter A

to install; the input circuit has a tet-

viding superior stereo imaging and clarity, the A2D2A's
oversampling 20 -bit delta sigma technology gives 100dB
of A -weighted dynamic range in analog -to -digital and
digital -to -analog signal paths; when connecting to digital gear, the A2D2A supports AES/EBU and S/PDIF
formats.

rode-like cavity that eliminates spurious resonance; also, the tube -and -cavity roll -in rack unit is interchangeable
with other models.
Thomson Tubes, +33 (1) 3070 3643;
fax +33 (1) 3070 3650
Circle (266) on Action Card
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Harris Broadcast Division
A2D2A: an A/D and D/A converter that can perform
A/D and D/A conversions simultaneously; while pro-

Harris, 800-622-0022 or 317-735-1704
Circle (252) on Action Card

THE NEW STANDARD IN
DIGITAL RECORDING MEDIA
ADVANCED

If you work with digital audio, video or

MEDIA
',ADDUCTS

multimedia, you already know the

MO 2.6GB
importance of reliable, high quality recording

media. At HHB, we've drawn on 20 years

of professional recording

experience to specify the highest possible levels

MAGNETO OPTICAL DISKS
of performance and long term security across the entire HHB

Advanced Media Products range. It's therefore no surprise that HHB DAT Tape is

PROFESSIONAL CD-R DISC
(PRINTABLE ALSO
AVAILABLE)

independently proven to be the best that money can buy*. Or that the archival security of our new improved CDR74

recordable CD is unsurpassed, thanks to an uprated Phthalocyanine Gold

15,

35,

5 0 ,

6 5 ,

96 &

1 2 5

recording layer and a revolutionary matt coated protection layer. Or

MINUTE LENGTHS
that our ADAT® tape is fully approved and recommended by the Alesis Corporation.
ADVANCED
MEDIA
PRODUCTS

PRE*N

ARR..

ADAT45

And as the random access formats of the future emerge, HHB is there already with a MiniDisc that

sets new standards of performance and a range of MO disks so reliable, that we're confident to

74 MINUTE
PROFESSIONAL
MINIDISC

back them with a lifetime warranty.

NMIS

Don't take cnances with digital recording media. Make sure it's HHB.

COMPACT

Mawo

fid Recognition System

Digital Audio Tape

Recordable

Diffe

1

1

PERM/TABLE MAGNETO
OPTICAL DISK

HHB ADVANCED MEDIA PRODUCTS THE FUTURE IS SECURE
*Studio Sound 'DAT On Trial'
HHB Communications Inc 43 Deerfield Road, Portland, Maine 04101 1805, USA
Tel: 207 773 2424 Fax: 207 773 2422 - E -Mail: 75671.3316@compuserve.com
HHB Communications Ltd 73-75 Scrubs Lane, London NW10 6QU, UK
Tel: 0181 962 5000 Fax 0181 962 5050 . E -Mail: sales@hhb.co.uk
Studer Canada Ltd

1947 Leslie Street, Toronto, Ontario M3B 2M3, Canada Tel: 416 510 1347 Fax: 416 510 1294

Visit HHB on line at: http://www.hhb.co.uk
ADAT® is a registered trademark of Alesis Corporation

Circle (59) on Action Card
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new products
Video server with Fibre
Channel technology,

Computing systems V
Silicon Graphics Inc.

AS(

02: a family of

VR 300: a video server
that features Fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop (FCAL) as a storage option;
when configured with an

desktop workstations designed for

FC-AL storage system, the
VR 300 takes advantage of

are based on a new

Fibre Channel's 800Mb/s
(720Mb/s after overhead)

uses 64 -bit, 180MHz, R5000 and R10000 MIPS
processors.
Onyx: a range of systems that provide a scaleable

high -end video and

graphics applications; the systems

architecture that

bandwidth and ASC's
patent -pending Offset
Data Striping technology
to support up to 35 channels; VR's storage capacity is increased to 127 devices,
allowing up to 120 hours to be shared among 35 channels.
ASC, 3816 Burbank Blvd., Burbank, CA 91505; 818-843-7004;
fax 818-842-8945.
Circle (253) on Action Card

architecture; each module consists of R10000 CPUs,
graphics and I/O systems; multiple modules can be

combined into a single computer system; the systems can handle simultaneous streams of uncompressed digital video as well as digital audio.
Silicon Graphics Inc., 2011 N Shoreline Blvd. MS 2L-455,
Mountain View, CA 94039-7311; 415-390-5016;
fax 415-960-2457
Circle (250) on Action Card

Pedestal

Vinten

Quattro: a four -stage studio/
OB pedestal with a low height
of 41cm for lower camera angles and tight shots; the unique

ergonomic and triangular
structure of the column is de-

signed to provide maximum
rigidity, stability and robustness while minimizing torsional twist.
Vinten, Western Way, Bury St.
Edmunds, Suffolk, UK, IP33 3TB;
+44 (0) 1284 752 121;
fax +44 (0) 1284 750 560
Circle (254) on Action Card

Embedding/extracting products for serial
digital interface video applications
MetaWave
MW21 is a digital au-

dio extractor that extracts 20 -bit AES/EBU

digital audio signals
within the SDI video
path; the unit conforms
with SMPTE 272M -A
and features exceptionally high density design
- up to 16 MW21 cards
can be contained within
a single 2RU rack -frame.

MW25: an advanced digital

I

I

3-

audio embedder; the MW25 embeds 20b AES/EBU digital audio

EN450 MULTIFORMAT
ENCODER
to 30
o vo 9
-o

20'ffsb

signals within the SDI video
datastream; the complementary

MW21 extractor reverses the
process by separating the embedded audio signals from the

0°0060

SDI path.

ACCURATE STABLE RELIABLE RUGGED AFFORDABLE

MW31: an analog audio extractor designed to simplify

EVERYTHING A BROADCAST ENCODER SHOULD BE
DRIFT FREE, TWEAK FREE, PRECISION ENCODING UNDER ALL CONDITIONS

STURDY MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION

ON BOARD RGB COLOR BAR GENERATOR

RGB, R-Y/B-Y/Y LOOPING INPUTS

SIMULTANEOUS NTSC, Y/C, R-Y/B-Y/Y OUTPUTS

GENLOCKS TO COLOR BLACK REFERENCE

5ps ADJUSTABLE HORIZONTAL PHASE
ADVANCE AND DELAY

AVAILABLE IN NTSC OR PAL

broadcast video systems
\o,

40 West Wilmot Street, Richmond Hill, Ontario L4B 1 H8
E-mail: bvstor@neocom.ca
Fax: (905) 764-7438
Tel: (905) 764-1584
Circle (52) on Action Card
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complex broadcasting applications by extracting 20 -bit AES/
EBU digital audio signals from
within the SDI video path finally converting them into analog
audio.
MetaWave Limited, 11 Kingsclere
Park, Kingsclere, Hampshire RG20

I

4SW, UK; +44 1635 299 000;
fax 01635 299 299

Circle (268) on Action Card

"THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE"
PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

OL)

FOR ORDERS CALL:

OR FAX (24 HOURS):

800-947-9928

800-947-9003

212-444-5028

212-444-5001

OVERNIGHT AND RUSH
SERVICE AVAILABLE
E -Mail at 76623.570@compuserve.com

elk

DIAL
74

mit'Satier

B H announoes...
QuickDial
MO VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

Logic Series DIGITAL Gold Mount Batteries
The Logic Series DIGITAL batteries are acknowledged to be the most advanced in the
rechargeable battery industry. In addition to the comprehensive sensors integral to all
Logic Series batteries, each DIGITAL battery has a built-in microprocessor that com-

municates directly with Anton/Bauer InterActive chargers, creating significant new
benchmarks for reliability. performance, and life. They also complete the communications network between battery, charger and camera. With the network in place, DIGITAL batteries deliver the feature most requested by cameramen: a reliable and accu-

The Digital Pro Pac is the ultimate professional video battery and is recommended for all applications. The premium
heavy duly Digital Pro Pac cell is designed to deliver long
life and high performance even under high current loads
and adverse conditions. The size and weight of the Digital
Pro Pac creates perfect shoulder balance with all
cameras/camcorders.

Logic Series Gold Mount batteries are identical to the respective
DIGITAL versions with respect to size, weight, capacity, IMPAC
case construction, and application. They are similarly equipped
with micro -code logic circuits and comprehensive ACS sensors
They do not include DIGITAL microprocessor features such as the
integral diagnostic program 'Fuel Computer", LCD/LED display
and InterActive viewfinder fuel gauge circuit.
PRO PAC 14 RICAO BATTERY (14.4v 60 Watt Hours)
11140 PAC 13 MICA!) BATTERY (112 v 55 Watt Hours)
TRIMPAC 14 WAD BATTERY (14.4v 40 Watt Hours)
TRIMPAC 13 NICAD BATTERY (112 v 36 Watt Hours)
COMPAC 14 NICAD BATTERY (14.4v 40 Watt Hours)
COMPAC 13 MICA() BATTERY (13.2v 36 Watt Hours)

ONIITAL PRO PAC 14 LOGIC SERIES INCAS BATTERY

14.4v 60 Watt Hours. 5 1/8 lbs. Run time 2 hours

27

watts, 3 hrs. OP 18 watts
INSITAL PRO PAC 13 LOGIC SERIFS !SCAB BATTERY

13.2v 55 Watt Hours. 4 3/4 lbs. Run time: 2 hours
watts. 3 hours @ 17 watts

25

sachtler

VIDEO 14/100 FLUID HEAD
Sachtler Touch and Go System
Integrated sliding battery plate
Strengthened dynamic counterbalance
in 2 steps

Frictionless leak proof fluid damping with
three levels of drag
Vibrationless vertical and horizontal brakes

Built in bubble for horizontal leveling

HOT POD TRIPOD SERIES
Especially developed for use M ENG, the Hot Pod tripod is the fastest in the world. The central locking
system is activated on all three legs at the same
time, while the pneumatic center column easily
makes it possible to have the lens at a height of over Ru
7 feet. The elevation force of the center column is
factory set and doesn't require any setup. When
moving to another location it can be carried by its
handle located at the center of gravity.

department you need.

QuickDial Options for VIDEO PRO -AUDIO MENU

CAD 01

CAD 714

2 -Stage ENG Carbon Fiber System:
CADDY Fluid Head
ENG 2 -Stage Carbon Filter Tripod

SP 100 Lightweight Spreader
Son padded ENG Bag

Vinten

Vision SD 12 and SD 22
Pan and Tilt Heads with Serial Drag

The ultimate in lightweight and innovative tripods, they are available
with durable tubular alloy (Model #3513) or the stronger and lighter,
axially and spirally wound carbon fiber construction (Model #3523).
They incorporate torque safe clamps to provide fast, safe and selfadjusting leg clamps.
"Torque Safe" requires no adjustment. Its unique design adjusts
itself when required, eliminating manual adjustment and maintenance and making for a much more reliable clamping system.
New hip joint eliminates play and adds rigidity.
They both feature 100mm levelling bowl, fold down to a compact
28". and support 45 lbs.
#3513 weighs 6.5 lbs - /3523 CF (Carbon Fibre) weighs 5.2 lbs.

Pro Video Equipment & Accessories
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Pro Audio Equipment

Non -Linear Editing 8 Computer -based Video 731

JVC

Quick

DIAL
74

732

Used Video Equipment

8
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GY-X2B

3-CCD S -VHS Camcorder

Newty designed three 1/2" CCD image sensors deliver 750 lines of horizontal resolution 8 superb signal-to-noise ratio of 6208
New micro -lens technology provides exceptional sensitivity of F8.0 at
200D lux and LOLUX mode lets you shoot with almost no light! Shoot
superb footage with excellent color balance at a mere 1.5 lux
Variable Scan allows flicker -free shooting of a computer screen
Suck Record Mode - when turned on the camera is set to the auto iris
even if lens is set at manual. Also activated is (ALC) Automatic Level
Control and EEI Extended Electronic Iris which provides both variable gain
and variable shutter. Now you can shoot continuously from dark mom to
bright outdoors without having to adjust gain, iris or ND filler.
Full Time Auto White circuit lets you move from incandescent to fluorescent to outdoor lighting without changing white balance or
the fitter wheel Dual output system allows camera output to be connected directly to an external recorder

S -VHS 3-CCD Digital Signal Processing Camcorder

Single -Stage ENG Carbon Fiber System
CADDY Fluid Head
ENG Single -Stage Carbon Fiber Tripod
SP 100 Lightweight Spreader
Transport Cover 100

Vision Two Stage ENG and
LT Carbon Fibre ENG Tripods

3D Animation

AG-DP800H .1)
CifilUPERCPM

NEW ! Sachtler CADDY Systems

Working conditions from as low as -40° up to .60°C.
SD 12 weighs 6.6 lbs and supports up to 35 lbs.
SD 22 weighs 12.7 lbs and supports up to 55 lbs.

72

Broadcast &Television Systems

Sachtler two -stage tripods have an enlarged height range (lower bottom and higher top position) so they am more universal. Legs can
be locked in seconds with Sachtler's quick clamping. Them are also heavy duty versions for extra stability. The heavy duty aluminum
has a 20mm diameter tube vs 16mm and the heavy duty carbon fiber has a 24mm diameter tube vs. 22mm. All heavy duty iwo-stage
tripods have a folding tripod handle.

The Vision SD 12 and SD 22 are the first heads with the "Serial
Drag" pan and tin system. The system consists of a unique. permanently -sealed fluid drag and an advanced lubricated friction drag.
Now you can achieve the smoothest pans and tins regardless of
speed, drag setting and ambient temperature.
Patented spring -assisted counter -balance system permits perfect
"hands-on" camera balance over full 180' of tilt.
Instant drag system breakaway and recovery overcome inertia and
friction for excellent "whip pans".
Consistent drag levels in both pan and tilt axis.
Flick on, flick off pan and Mt caliper disc brakes.
Greater control, precision, flexibility and "touch"
Touch activated, time delayed illuminated level bubble.

QuIckDIal

Industrial/Broadcast Equipment

Panasonic

ENG TWO -STAGE TRIPOD SERIES

Now Sachtler quality is available to low budget
users. The price of a CADDY system includes the
new 7 -step dampened CADDY fluid head, ultra light but rugged carbon fiber tripod, lightweight
spreader and either a son bag or cover.The CADDY
fluid head features an adjustable pan arm. 7 step
adjustment for quick counter balance and the selflocking Sachtler Touch and Go System.

seGANSMI

responding department code at any time during our welcome message, to instantly connect you to the

aulckDIal

GOLD MOUNT BATTERIES

DIAL

Now, you can instantly reach a professional sales associate in our Order Department to assist you with your
specific needs. This new feature will speed you through the information and ordering process, making your
communications with 138tla more pleasurable experience.
Simply look over the chart below to see the OuickDial codes for each department. Call ASH, then dial the cor-

rate indication of remaining battery power.

DIGITAL PRO PACS

iQUICK

Three high -density 380,000 pixel CCD5 with hall -pitch pixel offset achieves
over 750 lines of horizontal resolution, a SIN ratio of 60dB and remarkable
sensiivity of f8 at 2000 lux. Additionally the Frame Interline Transfer (FIT)
CCD5 minimize vertical smear, so you maintain impressive picture quality
even in very bright illumination.
Some of the DSP circuits and their functions:
- CHRCMA DETAIL - This function compensates for poor resolution in the
high chrome areas of the picture.
- DARK DETAIL - Determines optimum degree of contour enhancement in
dark areas to deliver crisp, natural -looking images
- HIGH TIGHT COMPRESSION - Expands the dynamic range of the highlighted
areas and prevents halation. The highlight compression circuit allows a wide dynamic range producing detailed images even
against bright backlight or daylight.
- FLARE CORRECTION CIRCUIT - Compensates for unsteady black caused by light or by a subject's movements.
Six Scene File modes. Them are two user modes for custom digital parameter settings including Horizontal Detail, Vertical Detail,
Chrome and Dark Detail, and Color Correction. The four preset modes are normal, fluorescent, special and sparkling.
In addition to regular AGC (Automatic Gain Control), Supercam has a Super High Gain mode. At F1.4 this enables shooting under
illumination as low as 2 lux while retaining detail and color balance.
Synchro Scan function allows flicker -free shooting of computer monitors. Electronic shutter increments can be set variably from
1/61 seconds to 1/253 of a second.
Built-in internal time code generator lets you record with SMPTE LTCNITC (LongitudinaWertical Interval) time code
Two hi -ti stereo audio channels with a dynamic range of 80 dn, as well as two linear audio channels with Dolby NR. Normat/Hi-Fi
recording is selectable. Uses XLR connectors to bather ensure high -quality sound.
Has a 26 -pin connector on the back that outputs 3 composite or component video signal. This enables convenient backup
recordings using an adlitional VCR equipped with a 26 or 14 -pin connector
Phantom power can be supplied to an optional microphone. Power can be switched on to prevent battery drain when not in use.

SONY.

Vision 12 Systems
All Vision 12 systems include #33643 SD 12 dual Paid and
lubricated friction drag pannin head, single telescoping pan
bar and clamp with 100mm ball base.

SD -12A System
3364-3 SD -12 Pan and tilt head
3518-3 Single stage ENG tripod with 100mm bowl
3363-3 Lightweight calibrated floor spreader.

SD -12D System
3364-3 SD -12 Pan and tin head
3513-3 Two -stage ENG tripod with 100mm bowl
3314-3 Heavy-duty calibrated floor spreader

Vision 22 Systems
All Vision 22 systems include #3386-3 SD -22 dual fluid and
lubricated friction drag pan and tilt head, single telescoping
pan and clamp with dual 100mm/150mm ball base.

SD -22E System
3386-3 SD -22 Pan and tilt head
3219-52 Second telescoping pan bar and clamp
3516-3 Two -stage EFP tripod with 150mm bowl
3314-3 Heavy-duty calibrated floor spreader

WE BUY, SELL AND TRADE USED VIDEO EQUIPMENT

COLOR MONITORS

PVM-1350 13- Presentation Monitor

PVM-1351Q 13- Production Monitor

Employs a P-22 phosphor fine pitch CRT to deliver stunning
horizontal resolution of 450 horizontal lines.

Has all the features of the PVM-1350 PLUS A multisystem monitor, it accepts NTSC, PAL and NTSC
video signals. NTSC 4.43 can also be reproduced.
Equipped with a SMPTE 259M Serial Digital Interface. With
optional serial digital interface kit BKM-101C for video and
the BKM-102 for audio the PVM-13510 can
accept SMPTE 259M component serial digital
signals.
Equipped with RS -422 serial interface. With
optional BKM-103 serial remote control kit,
all of the monitor's functions can be remotely controlled.
Inputs include analog RGB, S -video, component, 2 composite video (BNC) and 4 audio
for complete flexibility.
Aspect ratio is switchable between 4:3 and
16:9 simply by pressing a button.
Underscan and HN delay functions.
Color temperature switchable between
65006/93006/User preset. 6500K is factory
preset 9300K is for a more pleasing picture. User preset is
32006 to 10,000K.

Beam current feedback circuit eliminates white balance drift
for long term stability cf color balance.
Has analog RGB, Oxides and two composite video (BNC) inputs
as well as 4 audio inputs.
Automatic Chroma/Phase setup mode
facilitates the complex, delicate procedure
of monitor adjustment. Using broadcast
standard color bars as a reference, this
function automatically calibrates chroma
and phase.
Chroma/F'hase adjustments can also be
easily performed with the monochrome
Blue Only display
Factory set to broadcast standard 65000
color temperature
On power up, auto deguassing is performed. There is also a manual degauss to
demagnetize the screen.

Sub control mode allows fine adjustments to be made on the knob control for contrast, brightness, chroma and phase.

PVM-13540/PVM-19540 13- and 19- Production Monitors
All the features al the PVM-13510 PLUS:
SMPTE C standard phosphor CRT is incorporated in the PVM-13540/19540 SMPTE C phosphors permit the most critical evaluation of any color subject. Provides over 600 lines of horizontal resolution.
The PVM-13540 mounts into a 19 -inch EIA standard rack with the optional MB -5028 rack mount bracket and
SLR -102 slide rail kit same as PVM-13510. The PVM-19540 mounts into a 19 -inch EIA rack with the optional SLR -103 slide rail kit.

SEVEN-DAY CUS11OMER SATISFACTION GUARANTEE

Circle (60) on Action Card

"THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE
PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

FOR ORDERS CALL:

OR FAX (24 HOURS):

800-947-9928

800-947-9003

OVERNIGHT SERVICE AVAILABLE

212-444-5028

212-444-5001

E -Mail: provideo@bhphotovideo.com

Visit our Video Store and our
Computer Video Showroom

DIGITAL

TRUEVISION
TARGA1000/2000
Digital Video Capture Boards for Windows, Windows NT and Macintosh PCI

content They support NTSC and PAL standards and let you capture, edit and playback

PVR-2500 'Perception'

full -motion. full -resolution digital video with fully synchronized CD -quality audio.
Designed for high performance IBM compatibles and Power Macs they deliver incredible processing speed for video and audio effects, titling and compositing.

Digital Video Recorder
The Heart of an Advanced Digital
Audio/Video Workstation

TARGA 1000/2000 PCI for Mac is the premier open systems (OT 2.1 Native) video
capture/playback and effects acceleration board on the market. They provide a flexible
"plug -and -play" solution for video authoring, 3D animation and multimedia applica-

tions. Work on animation projects with software lika Strata Studio Pro or Specular
Infiniti -D and video or CD-ROM authoring with Adobe Premiere and After Effects 3.0.

The PVR-2500 otters powerful features for awesome animation, morphing and
rotoscoping capabilities. With features like 720 x 480 resolution, 10 -bit 2x over sampled video encoding, better than DI scaling, component and S -Video outputs, multi -processor support and integrated FAST SCSI -2 controller, it empowers your computer to rival the finest professional production studios.
Video output section utilizes 10 -bit 2x oversampled encoding
The PVR-2500 is a full-length PCI card with a FAST SCSI -2
and provides broadcast quality CCIR-601 (720 x 480) resolucontroller which connects to one or up to seven dedicated
tion. Dynamic range is in excess of DI scaling so images are
hard doves. Because the SCSI controller is integrated with the
brighter, have more color and greater spatial resolution than
PVR-2500, video data never has to go over the PCI bus during
ever before. Component, composite and S -Video outputs are
playback. This avoids the bottlenecks found in systems which
provided via the included breakout cables,
use the computer's hard drive for video storage.
Also control 81/11 protocol VCRs for video acquisition. VCR Perception gets animations out of your computer fast and easy.
like controls on the Perception's GUI simplifies the task of
Its exclusive multi -format virtual tile system ensures complete
batch digitizing and recording. In this mode, the PVR-2500
integration with your Windows NT applications. Any acquired
can read SMPTE time code from the source deck.
video or computer generated Perception video clips appear
simultaneously in many different file formats including TARGA,
Can be used with any Windows NT compatible sound card
SGI, BMP and IFF. Perception is compatible with Lightwave 3D.
while synchronization of audio and video is maintained by the
Autodesk 3D Studio Max. Crystal Graphics TOPAS 5.1 PRO,
PVR software, Captured audio is stored on the computer's
Microsoft Softlmage, Elastic Reality and others.
system hard drive, not on the dedicated drives. This approach
provides maximum flexibility for manipulating audio and video
Runs under Windows NT 3.5 on computers with Pentium,
dunng editing.
DEC Alpha or MIPS processors. Perception's software utilizes
NT's native support for multitasking and multiple processors,
Can be used with third party editing software such as Adobe
allowing use with the most powerful computers.
Premier or in:sync Speed Razor MACH III. In fact a system
equipped with the P1/13-2500 , AD -2500 capture card, a sound
Perception performs real-time interpolation of 30 fps video to
card, editing software 8 one or more SCSI drives becomes a non 24 fps film rates or vita versa. This means that it is also at
linear editor of unparalled performance - at an unbeatable price.
home on the Hollywood movie set as well.

Advanced DVR (Digital Video Recording) Technology:
The TARGA 1000/2000 employ advanced DVR technology to
deliver superior video performance. Unlike other systems that
treat each frame of video as a block of data tied to a specific
order of steps such as decompression-resize -compress-write
to disk, SYR writes an entire frame of uncompressed video to
the huge on -board 20 MB RAM buffer of the TARGA 2000 (8
MB RAM buffer of the 1000.
This is a "memory -centric" approach, in which all board lunclions share access to the video buffer. For example, a OSP (digital signal processing) chip can scan for additional data. such as
matching audio samples to video frames to help maintain lip
sync. Transitions, filters, effects and/or resizing can also be

Every PVR-2500 includes DPS Lockstep software to provide significant control over 3D Studio MAX
PVR image sequences show up in the viewports and shuttle
Frame buffer device rendering mode enables unlimited test
with the frame selector bar in MAX.
renders without having to delete tiles.
Offset and editing tools work natively.
Easily control PVR parameters Ilke preview sizes and pencil
No more jumping out to the PVR Player or file manager.
test options from within 3D Studio MAX. Device level support
Lockstep provides direct support for selecting, playing, deletautomatically sets screen size, aspect ratio, gamma, and
ing and managing the PVR disk and files.
other related PVR adjustments.
By setting one check box in the rendering dialog, all netVideo, animations and stills on the PVR SCSI drive show up
work rendering machines can render directly to the PAR as PVDs or PST's within MAX dialog boxes.
2500 while maintaining the correct frame order. It couldn't
Image selection, background and video post toots in MAX
be any easier.
work like standard video streams.

AD -2500 Component Video Capture Card

DAR -2500 Digital A4V Recorder

Coupled with the AD -2500 live video capture daughter card, the
PVR-2500 becomes a broadcast -quality digital disk recorder. It
delivers unsurpassed picture quality and storage capacity is limited only by the size/number of attached SCSI hard drives.
Has component, composite and S -Video inputs for real -lime
recording. Fractured video can also be exported as sequential
RGB files for rotoscoping and other compositing applications
Incorporates a sophisticated automatic entropy prediction circuit that analyzes the content of incoming video and dynamically calculates the optimum amount of compression on a
field -by -field basis-even during real-time recording. You also
have complete manual control over compression level/quality

Featuring comprehensive audio post -production capabilities, the
A4V (Audio for Video) board provides perfect video/audio syn-

FX-2500 Perception Effects Accelerator

chronization when used with the PVR-2500. A full-length PCI
card. the A4V's input and output connections are made via the
supplied breakout cables while digital audio is stored on the
system hard drive. And to ensure compatibility with third -party
audio editing software. it plays and records standard uncompressed WAV files. It can also be controlled directly by video
editing software like in:sync's Speed Razor Mach III.

Non-linear, non-destructive audio editing. No waiting for edits
to compile.
True audio scrub.
Simultaneous record/playback. Play up to three stereo tracks
while recording one stereo track.
Mix four stereo source tracks down to two output channels in

source frames on a pixel -by -pixel basis. The Perception F/X

real-time.
Four -band Parametric ELI for each channel (assignable by
stereo pair).
Real-time reverb and compressorttimiter. Additional effects
can be easily added via software upgrades.
Built-in LTC/ VITC time code generator/reader/inserter lets you
create window dubs with time code information superimposed
over composite or S -video signals.

reduces the waiting to time to under 10 seconds

Unlimited audio editing capabilities with third party software.

stantial delay can occur. A 30 frame dissolve can take minutes to
render, even with the fastest PC. because the host CPU processes

applied while the uncompressed frame is in TARGA memory.
The final output is then compressed and written to disk Video
data only crosses the bus twice -both times in compressed
form. On other systems. the video data path is longer and more
complicated. Video crosses the bus -twice uncompressed and
twice compressed.
The DVR architecture can access information in its memory
butter at a speed of 230MB per second. Video runs only at 2 to
7 MB per second, so the TARGA boards have all the time needed to decide what to do with each frame. And
uncompressed data is never sent across the bus, bottlenecks that
plague other systems are eliminated.

TARGA 1000/2000 Features:
Record and playback video directly to/from hard drive at
Equipped with composite and S -video inputs/outputs. Also
full motion, full frame rates (50 fields/sec -PAL.
available with component input/output (TARGA 1000 PRO).
60 fields/sec-NTSC). Video is stored and played back at
Genlock using separate sync input for working in professional
the highest resolution for each format (768 x 576 x 24 bit
video suites
-PAL, 640 x 480 x 24 bit -NTSC). Compression can be
Optimized to work with Winsows NT -based software (Adobe
adjusted on the fly to optimize for image quality and/or
Premiere 4.2. in:sync Speed -Razor MACH III)
minimum storage space.
Audio is digitized at 44.1KHz or 48KHz sampling rates, for
Macintosh version only:
professional quality stereo sound. Since all audio and video Video capture plug-in for Adobe Photoshop.
processing is done by on -board DSPs, you are assured of
Ouicktime 2.1 compatible, can be used directly out of the box
perfectly synchronized sound and images
with many applications.

Bundled plug-in for Kinetics 3D Studio MAX

The FO -2500 significantly reduces the time required to render
complex non-linear transitions. Although it doesn't deliver realtime transitions, it significantly improves the productivity of nonlinear editing systems by dramatically speeding up the rendering
time for many effects and transitions.
A stand-alone PVR-2500 provides real-time cuts between video
clips, but other transitions such as dissolves and wipes. sub-

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED
WITHIN 24 HOURS

The TARGA 1000 and 2000 are an easy and affordable way to transform your comput- v
er into a powerful digital editing system. Along with their high-speed PCI interlace,
both the TARGA 1000/2000 incorporate all you need to create spectacular multimedia

PROCESSING SYSTEMS INC.

settings.

.

TARGA 2000 Additional Features:
Accelerated Windows 3.11 and Windows NT 3.51 display
drivers offer integrated, true -color (24 -bit), non -interlaced
desktop up to 1152 x 870 pixels.
View your desktop and video -in -a -window on your noninterlaced monitor while the processed video is output at
NTSC or PAL to a video monitor and/or a VCR.

Provides a large work area for displaying video, as well as editing
application controls. Any part of the display (or even the whole
image) can be recorded to tape (video -out -of -a -window).
Equipped with composite and S -video inputs/outputs Also avail able with component input/output (TARGA 2000 PRO)

TARGA 1000 for Windows or Macintosh PCI (specify)
TARGA 2000 for Windows or Macintosh PCI (specify)
Special! TARGA 2000 for EISA (PC) or Nubus (Macintosh) (specify)

2595.00
3995.00
2495.00

TARGA20001 LiuipA
Truevision's most advanced digital solution. TARGA 2000 RTX features a
breakthrough architecture to deliver broadcast quality video and real-time
effects processing on the desktop. It provides input and output connections
through an advanced breakout box, works in Windows NT or Mac OS environments and can drive an 21 -inch RGB monitor at 24 -bit color. It also
supports full -motion previewing on both RGB and video monitors. The
2000 RTX installs in a single PCI slot, and it plugs directly into the breakout
box. The box can be rackmounted or utilized as a stand-alone device on
your desktop. It allows easy connection to your input and output cables for
composite, component and S -video as well as XLR balanced audio, genlock
and alpha channel,
of,
a 2
a
Alpha
QuickTime and Video for Windows Native lets it work with a
large number of off -the -shelf video applications
channel
output supports downstream luminance and chrominance keying
Dual Motion JPEG Codec Architecture processes 2D
Delivers near lossless broadcast quality video to your deskdigital effects in real-time
Breakout box with component I/O and balanced XLR audio
top (up to 9 MB's per second (300KB per frame)
for integration into post -production environments.
CCIR 601 and Square Pixel support

TARGA

TARGA 2000 RTX boards are only available outside of N.Y.area in complete turnkey systems. See next page.

While other off -the -shelf video authoring applications can be used with
the TARGA 2000 RTX, only one takes advantage of its two streams of
video and only one performs effects in realtime

01. 'II
Uncompressed 10 -Bit D1 Video Disk Recorder
Hollywood is a PCI and ISA-base three card set that provides a DI video recording solution far high -end animation, rotoscoping,
and video/graphics compositing. Because such operations can require many passes. Hollywood avoids the use of any video compression which can progressively deteriorate images.

Hollywood dramatically reduces the cost per minute for
uncompressed video recording. Equipped with 408 hard driyes, typical Hollywood recording times range from 7 to 10
minutes. Compare the cost of Hollywood against competitive
products which provide mere seconds of capacity.
Equipped with serial DI and component analog video
(Betacam/MII) inputs as well as composite and S -Video.
Optional SO -2500 Serial Dt I/O option lets you interface the
PVR-2500 directly to Hollywood. The SD -2500 provides one
serial DI input and two outputs plus a composite input.

Can also function as a digital test signal generator, providing
20 different 10 -bit digital test patterns.

PVR-2500 Digital Recorder
AD -2500 Video Capture Card
FX-2500 Effects Accelerator
DAR -2500 Digital A4V Recorder
Hollywood 10 -bit Video Disk Recorder
SD -2500 Serial I/O Card

1599.1111

849.00
899.00
1295.00
CALL
CALL

If empowers your TARGA 2000 RTX to do exactly what it's meant to do.
Working in perfect harmony with the RTX hardware, SPHEREOUS software takes your video productions to new
heights. It lets you see your creativity the minute it strikes. In fact, everything SPCEREOUS does is realtime.
The RTX dual codec provides SPHvREOUS with two
simultaneous streams of video. So all the value -adding
effects that are spinning and swirling in your mind can
come to life -immediately.
Realtime effects include wipes and fades, dissolves and
digital video effects. There is also realtime audio panning and mixing, plus the ability to create unlimited
custom effects. The sky is the limit.

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED WITHIN 24 HOURS

The easy -to -use SPHEREOUS interface will have you and

up and running right away. Many functions are completely intuitive so there is no need for lengthy training
courses. Just plug it in and start editing. Readily available on-line help further simplifes the process.
SeutnEOUS gives the ability to access and exchange
media freely- allowing members of a creative team to
realize the full potential of the digital convergence.

.
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FOR PHOTO & VIDEO"

TO INQUIRE ABOUT YOUR ORDER:

rro,

k4 -al

119 WEST 17TH STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10011

No 221-5743 212 807-7479

Store & Mail Order Hours:

Circle (61) on Action Card

Sun 10-4:45 Mon & Tues 9-6 Wed & Thurs 9-7:15 Fri 9-1 Sat Closed

OR FAX 24 HOURS: 212 366-3738

BUSINESS LEASING AVAILABLE

PHOTO VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

A note about our turnkey systems:
In addition to the systems listed on this page, we can further customize any system to fit particular needs. You can choose faster display cards, bigger hard drives,
more memory, larger monitors, better speakers, etc. We also carry a large variety of 2X and 4X CD-ROM writers (HP SureStore 40201, Sony Spressa, FWB Hammer CD -Rs),
RAID subsystems (Optima, FWB), portable storage devices (lomega, Syquest) to name a few. Tell us what you need and our salespeople will custom -design a system for you.
And if you happen to be in New York, please come and ...

Visit our expanded Video Store and Digital Video Showroom

In :

DATA TRANSLATION

SPEED
MACH 3.5

BROADWAY

Digital Video Editor for Windows NT
The ultimate digital video editing software, Speed -Razor MACH 3.5 allows you to edit full screen, 60 fields per second, CCIR
601 broadcast -quality video. Designed for the DPS PVR-2500 Perception and Truevision's TARGA 1000/2000 video capture
cards. Speed -Razor MACH 3.5 is the fastest and most powerful tool for editing and compositing video clips. animations, stills,
music and sound effects. Experience straight cut editing in real time and effects which fly on the fastest machines out there:
Alpha.Intel. MIPs-based and PowerPC-based workstations. making this the fastest, most flexible software you've ever seen.
Running under Windows NT, it offers three times the speed of Windows 3.1 on the same machine and up to ten times speed
when used on Alpha -based systems.
Speed -Razor features infinite video, audio, transition and
effects tracks and comes with Razor Blades-transitions and
effects to enhance your production. There are preset tumbles,
fades and wipes which you can easily customize and save as
new presets. In addition, there are special image effects which
are unquestionably the highest quality of any system-analog
or digital. Speed -Razor sports anti-aliased 30 DVEs, an infinite
channel chroma keyer and an excellent character generator.
Use the included effects or transitions, layer them to create
new ones make your own grayscale bitmaps to use as transitions. or use 3rd party plug-in effects-the flexibility is yours.

There are two user definable resolution modes (thumbnail and
final) to facilitate editing. The thumbnail mode allows you to
use Speed Razor in the field on a laptop then transfer the project file back at the edit suite and automatically recapture and
re -render the entire project at final resolution.
RS -422 control and batch capture module allow you to actomate video rapture via SMPTE time code. so digitizing video
and audio is simple and painless. In fact, with the innovative
'Virtual Editing' function you can actually edit your project,
complete with effects and transitions-before you've digkzed
a single frame of video.

EDITING FEATURES:

AUDIO:

Real-time straight cut editing (this doesn't require a new file
to be made and requires less space on the hard drive to edit)
The only video editor with the ability to cut to the field
Work in Thumbnail or Final Output resolution mode (you set
the resolution for each)

COMPOSMNG:
Infinite number of layers of video clips. still and animations
can he composited together
Handles any resolution from Betacam 1720 X 4801 up to
Omnimax film (4000 0 4000)
Video clips can be combined using an alpha chancel key
color transparency, still or trawling manes

FILE FORMATS:
Reads and writes ANI files (created by DPS' PAR), PVD files
(Perception), DVM files (TARGA 1000 and 2000) and
sequences of TARGA files
Convert files between any of the following formats: ANI, PVD.
PPM, AVE BMP, TGA, FLC, FIT WAV
Project -based Library for organizing your work

Handles audio up to DAT (48 kHz) quality
Infinite number of audio tracks for multi -layer audio miong
EFFECTS:
Blur (circular, gaussian, fast), tint, brightness adjustment.
chroma key, crop, displacement, emboss, freeze frame, glass
texture, greyscale, invert, loop, matte, pixelate, repeat fields.
scale, transparency, strobe, turn red/green/blue
3D DVE (translates and/or rotates an image in three dimensions on the X, V and Z axis)
Sets a color channel to an assignable value)
Titles (full blown CG using any Windows font in any color
with automatic drop shadow)
Sub -pixel rendering for incredibly smooth motion
Effects can be applied to infinite sources

TRANSITIONS:
Includes over 100 grayscale image transitions, crossfades,
luminance fades, fade to/from black, fade to/from white,
push, twirl, twist in/out tumbles, flip. turn, scale (zoom)
Transitions can be applied between infinite inputs

in:sync Speed Razor MACH III for DPS PAR -2100 and PVR-2500
in:sync Speed Razor MACH III for Truevision TARGA 1000 and TARGA 2000

CALL
CALL

Video capture board (specify)
220 -watt, 6 -bay midtower case
PCI motherboard with 512K pipelined burst cache
Pentium 166 MHz processor
9FX Motion 771 2MB VRAM PCI display card
(TARGA 2000 Systems only)
9FX Motion 771 4MB VRAM PCI display card
(DPS and TARGA 1000 Systems only)
32MB of EDO (Extended Data Out) RAM (Premiere systems only)
64MB of EDO RAM (Real Impact and Speed Razor systems only)
Quantum 1.28GB IDE system drive
Seagate (Barracuda) 4.2GB SCSI -2 FAST/Wide hard drive
Adaptec AHA-2940UW FAST/Wide SCSI -2 controller card
MediaTRIX AudioTRIX Pro DSP-equipped 16 -bit audio card (for DPS systems only)
3.5" floppy drive Teac CD -58e 8X EIDE internal CD-ROM drive
Altec-Lansing 300.1 three-piece deluxe speaker system
Princeton Ultra 17+high resolution 17 -inch multiscan monitor
Focus 2001A keyboard Microsoft MS mouse Windows NT 3.51 operating system software.

"PVR-2500/AD 2500 w/Adobe Premiere 4.2
PI/R-2500 System Notes:

BROADCAST -QUALITY VIDEO:
Media 100 qx is based on Vincent, the same digital engine used
in the professional Media 100. Vincent is a single -card designed
specifically for Power Macintosh systems with PCI bus. In fact,
by using Vincent, Media 100 qx delivers image and audio quality
indistinguishable from what thousands of professional Media
100 users get everyday. True broadcast quality not available
with any other OuickTime-based video editing product.

All digital. on-line video quality with data rates up to 200
KBrt ram -equates to 6.0 MB per second
Full -screen, full -motion video capture and playback at 30 fps
(60 fields) NTSC and 25f ps (50 fields) PAL
Composite and S -video input and output. Also available with
component input and output (Media 100 qx Component)
Uses standard high-performance Mac SCSI drives

WORK WITH QUICK TIME APPLICATIONS:
Media 100qx runs seamlessly under OuickTime.
providing communication
between Media 100 qx and hundreds 01 OT applications such as
Adobe Premiere and After Effects 3.0, Specular Infini-D, Strata
StudioPro and Macromedia Director. OT integration lets you
"drag and drop" files between multiple applications with no loss
in quality.

MEDIA 100 COMPATIBILITY:
Provides a software -only upgrade to the real-time editing functionality of the high -end Media 100. Clip media and programs
authored on Media 100 qx can be used directly by any Media 100
system with no data loss. Drag and drop files from one system
to another.
PLATINUM ONE -STOP SUPPORT SERVICE:
The most comprehensive service and support offerings in the
industry. Choose from a full range of options including, unlimited toll -free telephone support, exchange loaner program, extended warranty and All -in -One Protection.

Genlock output for integration with pro systems
Clips compressed at different rates within a single program
View or record 32 -bit animation to tape in real time
Playback of eight tracks of real-time audio
16 -bit CD/DAT-quality audio inpuVoutput
Balanced XLR connectors (with component version)
Audio simultaneously captured and synched to video
20 accelerated wipes and dissolve effects

Media 100qx and TARGA 2000
Power Mac Turnkey Systems

*PVR-2500/AD.2500 w/in:sync Speed-Razor..S8695

1) Does not include Adaptec SCSI -2 controller card (has built-in SCSI -2 port)

2) Includes Seagate Barracuda 4.2G8 Narrow hard drive (doesn't accept Wide drives)

Super Tower Case (12 -bay)
add 100.00
Pentium Pro motherboard and Pentium Pro 200 MHz processor (256k cache)
9FX Motion 771 4MB VRAM PCI Display Card (tor TARGA 2000 systems only
Seagate Elite 9.108 Narrow drive (for DPS)-.........add 1000.00
Seagate Elite 9.1GB Wide drive
MAG Innovision MXP-17F 17" multiscan monitor add 225.00
MAG MXP-21F 21 -inch multiscan monitor

CD -drive rates.

Also ideal for video arcades and computer -based training.

Media 100 qx is a high-perlormance digital viceo system that lets users of
OuickTime-based applications create professional broadcast -quality video
programs. It combines industry- leading image and audio quality with the
industry's most popular editing program- Adobe Premiere. The result is
broadcast -quality programs indistinguishable from Betacam -at an affordable price. Media 100
qx lowers the cost traditionally associated with digital video systems. Plus it offers an easy,
software- only upgrade path to the advanced features and real -limp functionality of professional
Media 100 systems.

SPECIFICATIONS:

Expansions and Upgrades for all Systems:
Full Tower Case (10 -bay)

with MPEG video
Add excitement to your CD-ROM by using high -quality video
and sound. MPEG-1 delivers VHS -quality at

Ettt.t MEDIA 100 QX

FAST RENDERING:
Power of the Vincent board increases your productivity by accelerating the rendering of 20 of the most popular effects.
OPEN SYSTEM FOR UNUMITED OPTIONS:
An open system Media 100 qx is fully compatible with Power
Macintosh hardware and off -the -shelf software. Open system
design also means that you have a common interface and transparent access to OuickTime applications.

TARGA 1000 PRO/in:sync Speed -Razor MACH 3.5...39295
TARGA 2000/in:sync Speed -Razor
519,695
TARGA 2000 PROn:syno Speed -Razor
511,395
$7495

time. You can also combine several video clips in one
sequence and include simple transitions. For complex video
editing and sophisticated transitions. Broadway is VIW (Video
for Windows) compliant so you can use software like Adode
Premiere or Ulead MedlaStudio.

OPERATES IN YUV COLOR SPACE:
Vincent is a true video processing card that processes video signals in YUV color space avoiding the quality degradation inherent
in RGB conversion. Media 100 go also supports component video
(Media 100 qx Component). This version brings broadcast -quality V,
R -V, B -V video input and output to Media 100 qx

TARGA 1000/2000 and DPS PVR-2500
Windows NT 3.51 Turnkey Systems:

TARGA 1000/Adobe Premiere 4.2
57495
TARGA 1000 PRO/ Adobe Premiere 4.2
$7795
TARGA 1000/in:sync Speed -Razor MACH 3.5..48995

MPEG-1 Encoder

Broadway is a low -cosh real-hine capture, edit and compression solution that makes adding
video to your desktop applications a snap. Broadway seamlessly supplies MPEG-1 digitized
video and audio to any Windows presentation, animation or multimedia authoring package.
A true plug -and -play solution, you need no prior experience with digital video to install or
use. Plus, its an all -in -one package so no additional boards, playback cards, monitors or
sound cards are required beyond those standard in your multimedia PC.
Video Capture:
Use WIthAVIthIn
Broadway captures full -color, full -motion composite or S Existing Software:
video at 30 fps (frames per second) with synchronized audio.
Take advantage of Broadway's full -motion video capture and
Video can be viewed in real time on your existing monitor and
MPEG-1 compression from within your favorite application
then digitized in real time, compressed to MPEG-1 I frame only
environment. Broadway is accessed within packages such as
and stored on your hard drive in editable MPEG-1 format.
Premiere and Media Studio by using Broadway's Capture and
There are no dropped frames and no undesirable artifacts.
Compression dialog boxes. In addition, you can easily insert
Compression:
compressed video and audio into popular Windows presentaA robust implemention of the MPEG-1 standard for digital
tion and multimedia authoring packages. Broadway provides
video compression, Broadway includes three levels of encodseamless integration with PowerPoint, Astound, Persuasion,
ing-Offal rame (I), predictive (P) and bi-directional (0)-to
Harvard Graphics, Compel, Director, Digital Video Producer,
achieve the highest quality video in the smallest possible file
Action!, Adobe Premiere, Razor Pro and MediaStudio.
size (up to 200:1 compression). Video is compressed into the
Bring Your Message To Ule:
MPEG-1 standard at about three times real time or 3 minutes
Use Broadway to welcome visitors to your Web site with a
for every one minute clip. Systems which use software comvideo clip MPEG-1 is ideal for the Web since its compressed
pression can take thirty to sixty minutes per one minute clip.
to a size required by travel over low bandwidth channels In addition, Broadway can compress existing uncompressed
Web surfers won't have wait a long time for video to appear.
.avi files from any video source without having to capture it.
Use the power of full -motion video for sales and corporate
Video Editing:
presentations, deliver exciting presentations in the held on
Incorporating hardware acceleration. Broadway allows you to
your notebook
cut, paste, save selection, replace audio, etc. in almost real
Enhance your kiosk message by replacing text and still photos

add 200.00
add 800.00
add 200.00
add 1000.00
add 1100.00

Power Mac 8500 (256K cache) or 9500 (512K cache)
2MB of VRAM 32 MB of RAM Apple 8X Internal CD-ROM Player
2GB FAST SCSI -2 System Hard Drive
Optima DisKovery 8200 8.2 GB Dual Channel Disk Array
AppleVision 1710AV 17 -inch monitor with built -In speakers
Adobe Premiere 4.2 (Media 100 qx systems only)
Scitex snEhrOUs Realtime Editing Software (TARGA 2000 RTX systems only)

Power Mac 8500/180 with Media 100qx
Power Mac 9500/200 with Media 100qx
Power Mac 9500/180 MP with Media 100qx
For systems with Media 100 qx Component'

12,500.00'
12,750.00'
13,500.00*
add 61500

kir"' -

Power Mac 8500/180 with TARGA 2000 RTX
19,750.00
Power Mac 9500/200 with TARGA 2000 RTX ... 19,995.01)
Power Mac 9500/180 MP with TARGA 2000 RTX A. 20.760.00

'Purchase a Platinum One -Stop Technical Support contract for the Media 100 qx until 10/23/96 and receive a free software upgrade to the new Media 100 le. A feature set below the full-blown Pro Media 100, the new Media 1001e offers
realtime non-linear editing. realtime editing of 4 -track CD -qualify audio, realtime audio node adjustment during playback
and single-track audio cross dissolves. alpha channel suppcat and FastFX: accelerated dissolves and wipes
39900

Minimum shipping USA (Except AK 8 HI) $7:00 up to Sibs Add 60C for each additional lb. Far ins. add 40c per $100. Prices validsubject to supplier prices. © 1996 Photo -Video
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new products

Continued from page 20

Rack -mountable computer monitor

work downlinks. Other value-added services may also
be available, such as interactive communications and
on-line viewer polling. The old rap about satellites being
a one-way service has gradually disappeared, as providers and clients adopt interactive support systems.
Finally, it's also become easier for clients to access
satellite providers. Full -service communications facili-

ties offer uplinks that are integrated with the "local
loop" (or "first -mile") component, so it's not necessary
for the client to worry about getting programming to the

uplink location. The local transmission element may
include fiber and fixed or portable microwave service
from the client's location or the provider may offer
transportable uplink service. In some cases, the client
may purchase studio/production support at the service
provider's venue.
While improved system performance remains a primary goal, satellite service providers also are adopting new
ways to compete with alternative delivery technologies

in an expanding communications market. As long as
these trends continue, program distributors and BTV

()

CBM 5051: a com-

puter monitor for a
variety of broadcast
applications requiring
the cisplay of high-res-

olut_on images from
computer sources; the
unit has been especially designed to be used
in combination with Barco's Vivaldi 2x2 digital video
disp_ay system; the CBM 5051 fits into a 19 -inch rack

for integration of the display in studio monitor walls
or CB -van racks; equipped as standard with multisync
circuits, the monitor automatically accepts incoming
signals from most common computer platforms.
Barco, Th. Sevenslaan 106, B-8500 Kortrijk, Belgium;
+32 56 386 493; fax +32 56 386 293
Circle (251) on Action Card

Desktop VTR for desktop video.
Panasonic

A: -D230: a comDVCPRO
VTE; with RS -232

clients will consider satellite delivery as a serious option
when they seek the best mix of performance, reliability,
flexibility and value for the backhaul and distribution of

pact

their programs.

trol and a future

interface for PC con-

Mark Durenberger is general manager of Group W Network

Firewire interface

Servicesffeleport Minnesota, Minneapolis.

(IEEE 1394), the sys-

tem is designed for
non-linear editing and multimedia applications; the
unit is less than half the width of normal rack mounted VTRs allowing use on desktops alongside PCs or two can fit side by side in a standard 19 -

inch rack.
Panasonic, 800- 524-0864 or +44 (0) 1344 853870;
100427.1536@compuserve.com
Circle (259) on Action Card

[dill -1g system V
Tektronix

Lightworks
4500: an
editing system

Au o

Stu

DAT/VTR control
Synchronize DAT players and VTRs from your PC with the
Sealevel AV-COM, a Sony 9 -pin RS -422 serial interface card
for the ISA bus.
Use our optically isolated relay I/O cards in your PC to
monitor and control dish positioning, frequency monitoring,
and alarms.

Cart deck automation

line tape -based

editing sys-

tems; it provides users with significant productivity and efficiency

Automate the playing of prescheduled ads from multiple
cart decks. Our COMM+ products provide 2, 4, or 8 ports.
GPI boards with 8, 16, or 32 relays are also available.

sEilLEVELTm
Communications and I/O

benefits for typically less than one half the cost of
conventional tape -based systems; the system features
recording and playback configurable via multiple fully -assignable broadcast -quality video channels; real
networking, suitable for most applications, is available

using CCIR-601 serial digital video and digital or

Sealevel Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 830, Liberty, SC 29657
(864) 843-4343, Fax (864) 843-3067
Circle (53) on Action Card
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Satellite control
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aimed at replacing con-
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Mintosofie

WINDOwS.
CoiseniztE

analog audio.
Teldsonix, 14180 SW Karl Braun Dr., MS 50-216, Beaverton, OR
97077; 800-426-2200 or 503-627-4697; tax 503-627-5593;
www.tek.com/measurement
Circle (260) on Action Card

atv update
Continued from page 24
issues of great importance to broadcasters. For example, are digital sig-

nals in the lower VHF band more
susceptible to degradation due to
man-made and atmosphere noise?

professional services
STATE OF THE ART ENGINEERING
FOR AUDIO AND VIDEO

BARANITI
R&D / custom products

1

ENGINEERING DESIGN CAD DRAFTING SERVICES
CABLE FABRICATION PRE -WIRED PATCH PANEL RACKS
SYSTEM INSTALLATIONS EQUIPMENT SALES

BARAINITI GROUP INC

(201)837-8424

No formal study has been presented

with proof of this fact, and yet the
FCC says it has reached a tentative
conclusion affirming this proposal.

video, audio, & automation electronics
serving manufacturers, facilities, and integrators

NETCOM

phone (905) 479-0148 / fax (905) 479-0149

FAX: (201) 837-8384
1465 PALISADE AVE, TEANECK, NJ 07666

CHAN ASSOCIATES

HAMMETT & EDISON, INC.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

Strategic Marketing Public Relations Advertising

Flow should you react?

Remember that the original purpose behind the FCC assigning the
second channel is to allow broadcasters to "jump-start" the HDTV

RADIO AND TELEVISION

1307 Shadow Lane, Suite C

DANE E. ERICKSEN, P.E.

P.O. Box 5509

Curtis Chan
President

Fullerton, CA 92838-0509
Phone: (714) 447-4993
Fax: (714) 578-0284
Pager: (714) 506-1357

Box 280068
San Francisco, CA 94128
707/996-5200 707/996-5280 Fax

60,51: ,cIduneix.i oicoe, mm

market. We must continue to ensure

D.L. MARKLEY

that we don't get shortchanged on

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

& Associates, Inc.

our DTV assignments and potentially reduce our NTSC service area.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork

Peoria, Illinois 61604
(309) 673-7511
FAX (309) 673-8128
Member AFCCE

There are ongoing battles for our
spectrum being waged in Washing-

2684 State Route 60 RD #1
Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849

ton. The affect of these battles can be

found in the new FCC DTV assignment table. Broadcasters cannot attack the commission's goal of spectrum reclamation; in fact, there may
be business reasons for some broadcasters to support the commission's
goals. The broadcast community, as
well as individual broadcasters, must
evaluate the FCC plan based on its
own merits, including the ability of

the DTV channel to one day fully
replace the NTSC channel without
audience loss. The FCC is giving us
another channel so that in the future,
when our existing NTSC channel is

"returned" to the FCC, we have a
service area we can live with for
many years to come.

classified
FOR SALE

ANTENNA BANDS
Identify your TRANSMISSION LINES and

antennas on busy tennant towers with
ID -ER cable bands

up to anytask and downright bargains. All formats,

WTAG-FM

fully guaranteed. To order call: -

111'1111111111111111

(8001238-4300

Bright yellow locking band with your black letters
NVel$

1.1.
VIDEO
_

Information and prices on request.

610-458-8418
ID -ER TAGS

Participate in the process

STOCK ANSWERS.

For video duplication, demos, audition reels,
work tapes, our recycled tapes are technically

Voice or Fax
THOMAS MOYER

BOX 463, UWCHLAND, PA 19480

SALE
Television broadcast transmitter
The final FCC plan must be em- FOR
General Electric 23.5 KW UHF transmitter with
braced by the majority of broad- klystrons, waveguide, diplexers, cooling system
cabinets. Currently on channel 34. 10,000 00
casters. This draft table is a good and
O.B.O. (310) 902-7691.
beginning, but by no means should
we be satisfied until our questions
SONY VIDEO DISC PLAYER
VDP-2000, with
are answered. In principle, we all computer interface, RD -232, serial port if you need
agree with the FCC that it is impor- it. Also plays through normal TV set, like new
tant to use spectrum that is the most $500.00. (602) 272-5007.
appropriate and technically suitable for DTV operation. We must FIX RF ON HEADSETS, HANDSETS & PHONES.
Filters Tuned for AM, FM & CB. Modular, for
bear in mind that any new interfer- Handset or Base Cords. Even if you've tried

ence is audience and that is our only
business.

others...Ours WILL Work! 30 Day Moneyback Guarantee. Call for 4 Page RFI Tech Bulletin & Catalog,

Louis Libin is director of technology for

Sandman...Chicago's Tellecom Expert. 708-980-7710.

* Studio Exchange *
Burbank
***
(818) 840-1351 Fax (818) 840-1354

New and Used Video Equipment

Audio/Video Dealer
Starring
Panasonic & Sony
CALL NOW FOR CURRENT
SPECIALS
BUY, SELL, TRADE & CONSIGN

or on the web at http://www.sandman.com. Mike

1419 N. SanFernando Blvd.
Burbank, CA 91504

NBC, New York.
October 1996
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BROADCAST PRODUCTS
'

%%6'1

4b4htlb,

FOR SALE
TBC-RMT (TBC Remote Control Unit)
(il up to 3

use

with internal TBC's on 13\4, DV V. P \ \X.

When You Buy Used, Don't Get Abused!

ItAl. and BVH Beta machines or any machine
Purchased
using Sony BVR-50 controller.

BCS Buys, Consigns, Sets, Trades & Services

with I.2. or 3 modules. \\'h 3 modules. $960

Invest your

Professional New & Used Video Equipment
III
I' now feallinsire our

90 Day Warranty on Labor & 1 Year on Parts

CLE1:1

advertising

dollars in

Thousands of brand name items to choose from including:
SCR -4X8 (Serial Machine Control
IN int,,14 lutput: Twelve rear
Router)

and more...

L-3

18 -811 lira II

7

lux 10
SCP-10 (Serial 422 Patch Panel)
passive nonmormalling serial data patch
Ivo rack units high. Legend strips
panel.
and 10 patch cords included. $350

The Broadcast Stores 2 locations to serve you:

L_

BRO ADCAST
STORE
.74.

111111111111111JILII_

Broadcast

reOFESSIONAl

buttons for channel assignment. $980

118

INF-MST JVC

I) I N NACL E1")

mounted 1)09-F connectors (four controllers,
ElA RS -422 send and
eight devices).
Controls: Twelve lighted pushreceive.

1840 Flower St.

500 West 37th St. Second Floor

Glendale,. CA 91201

New York, NY 10018

(8181 551-5858

1212) 268-8800

Engineering
Classifieds!

r...c,i..s.i.d...."

i

Model 191

Fiber Optic Video Link

NNW, INN=
VU 2-P (VU/Peak Meter with Phase
Simultaneous peak and 44Indicator)

..

ilispla.

Solid state phase indication.
Adjustable
Highly tradable LED arrays.
Hi -impedance loopheadphone output.
ing 'opus. $890

SPK-2 (Two Channel Audio Monitor)
idenee monitoring.
Two channel
Accepts both balaneed and unbalanced

Five switchable listening mode,.
inputs.
I eadplione output with speaker mute. $650
I

Celebrating our 10th anniversary.
Meets RS250C short -haul requirements.
Link performance certified with VM7C0A.
Singlemode laser video link at $1400/ pair.

Glare -Free Viewfinders!
Hoodman guarantees glare -free monitor
images in any environment. Hoods sized to
fit 2 -inch through 21 -inch monitors, viewfinders and teleprompters can be shipped

to you today! For more information, call
In US and Canada call' 1 -800 -DATA -'1E

Lee Data Communications

(310) 379-6391
P.O. Box 816, Hermosa Beach, CA 40/5

2501 Technology Dr., Hayward, CA 94E45

LM 2+2 (Audio Level Matcher)

Circle (101) on Action Card

I'm% iiks

a complete interface between an unbalanced

audio device and a balanced environment.
Two channels of balanced to unbalanced
conversion complement two channels of
Independent
unbalanced to balanced.
gain trims. $212

LM VCA (Audio Level Matcher w/Remote
Two channels of independent
Gain)
)(thug() controlled gain with gain trims.
Balanced or unbalanced inputs and out1(8) dB range with 0 to +7\ control.
puts.
l ,sed for
True logarithms' response.
remote gain riding. remote monitor gain. $255

With
simultaneous. imbalance(' and balanced outputs. digital precision and crystal controlled
Provides a source of digitally
accuracy.
generated 400 Hz and 1kHz tone fur any
consumer or professional input. $305

FACTORY NEW EQUIPMENT AT WHOLESALE!
Bogen-Cartoni-Eiki-Frezzolini-IDX-Inline-Mackie-

Maxell-Nady-Panasonic-Ramsa-Ross-ShureTascam-Technics-Vega. Advanced Video Systems

SERVICES

800-233-2430.

SNG-RF-TELEPORT ENGINEER:

Available for

consulting, temporary staffing, special projects,
vacation relief, etc. Experienced with SNG/ENG
trucks, flyaways, teleport operations and maintenance. Domestic/International. Day -Week Month. (307) 638-2394.

PRODUCTION MUSIC

CiptrpeIeev

lxtcTM

Royalty -Free Music & SFX

STG (Stereo Tone Generator)

FULL-TIME TRANSPONDER SPACE

AVAILABLE ON SATCOM C3
Full-time transponder space available on SarCom C3

Transponder 20. Located at 131W using General

$30.00 Per Disc. All Styles Of Music

Free Demo 413.789.1917 MCNisa
Fax 413.789.1917 Quarterly Updates
Circle (102) on Action Card

Instruments Digicipher I Video Compression System.
Will be converted to MPEG2 Video compression

Beck Associates Inc

Digicipher II in the second quarter of calendar 1996.

1-800-728-3725

In addition to transponder space, unlinking and playback

2103 Howard Lane
Phone 512-388-9777

Austin. 'IA 787211
Fax 512-388-1833

services are also available from an uplink facility

WANTED: USED VIDEO EQUIPMENT Systems or

located in Englewood, CO.

components. PRO VIDEO & FILM EQUIPMENT
GROUP: the largest USED equipment dealer in

Call Doug Greene @ 303-784-8809

Circle (100) on Action Card
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EQUIPMENT WANTED

the U.S.A. (972)869-0011.

classified
HELP WANTED
KPTM FOX 42 is currently accepting applications
for Maintenance Engineer. The successful candidate should have an educational background in
Broadcasting and five years Broadcast Maintenance experience. Duties include maintaining and

CHIEF ENGINEER: KNOP-TV is seeking a hands
on leader with strong maintenance background.

trouble shooting transmitter and studio equipment. This includes computers, building equip-

west NBC affiliate. Experience in television and

ment and proprietary broadcast equipment. The
ability to work across departmental lines as well as
working with minimal supervision is a must. Please
send applications or apply in person to: KPTM FOX
42, Attention: Personnel, 4625 Famam Street,
Omaha, Nebraska 68132. No phone calls please.
KPTM FOX 42 is an equal opportunity employer.
M/F/H.

KFXK FOX 51 is seeking an assistant chief engineer. Duties include chief operator transmitter,
Studio, microwave. Associate or equivalent degree in electronics, FCC LGRT or SBE CBETV pre-

ferred. Send or Fax resume to Ted Small, DOE,
701 N. Access Road, Longview, Texas 75602, 903753-6637.

BROADCAST
ENGINEERS CAREER
OPPORTUNITY

Primary responsibilities include installation and
maintenance of video, audio, and computer equipment to include Odetics Spotbank at growing Mid-

previous experience with RF equipment, U-matic/

Bloomberg Financial Markets, a pioneer in multimedia news operations, is seeking television and
radio engineers to join its team on evening and
weekenc shifts. The positions involve providing

Sony 1", Beta/SVHS, Grass Valley production
equipment is a must. Must be energetic, and ca-

pable to troubleshoot technical problems
throughout facility. We offer the latest test equipment, an excellent benefit package to include an
aggressive Profit Sharing Plan and Medical benefits. Salary is negotiable. Fax resume to Sta-

support and assistance to operations staff,
troubleshooting and correcting equipment failure and/or system outages. Candidates who
understand that in broadcasting, "getting the
spare" is good troubleshooting and "pulling out
the scope" is not, are invited to apply. Require-

tion Manger 1-308-532-9579 or call KNOP-1V 1-308-

532-2222. Mail KNOP-TV, Box 749, North Platte,
NE 69101. This is an immediate opening. KNOPTV is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

ments include:

Familiarity with television and radio equip-

SATEIME UPLINK ENGINEER - Sure Shot has
immediate openings for candidates with 2 years

ment including cameras, robotics VTR5, digital recorders, routing equipment and/or production switchers and mixers, computer control and automation systems and power distribution systems.
Knowledge of the maintenance and construction of wire and cable assemblies

uplinldng experience or related Television Production/News Operations experience. Must be willing
to travel with good driving record. Please fax
resumes to (330) 542-1020.

ASSISTANT CHIEF ENGINEER Looking for ACE

with hands on experience, qualified in all areas
of TV broadcast engineering transmitter and studio maintenance; SBE certified, FCC general license required. Send resume w/salary requirements to Classified Ad Coordinator, Broadcast
Engineering, Dept. 780, 9800 Metcalf, Overland

BROADCAST ENGINEER: Installation, mainte-

Thorough understanding of PC equipment

nance, repair of UHF TV transmitter, translators, U-

and operations

Matic tape deck and broadcast equipment. Two

Ability to work independently in high-pres-

years experience required. EOE. Send resumes to:

WUBI-TV, Attn.: Beth, PO Box 1080, Baxley, GA

sure situations

31513-7080 or Fax to (912) 367-5299.

Please forward resume to: Howard Horder,
Human Resources, Bloomberg L.P.,
499 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10022,
or fax: 212-940-1954.

Park, KS 66212-2215. EOE.
VIDEO TECHNICIAN/MASTER CONTROL OPERA-

DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING. New network tele-

vision facility in Janesville, WI has a unique opportunity for an out -of -the -box thinker to develop
new state of the art operation. Solid background
in UHF, digital, computer, studio and RF systems.
Competence in personnel, budgeting, and strate-

gic planning. Knowledge of FCC, FAA and EBS
regulations. Send resume to Media Properties

TOR Duties include evening/night master control
operation; maintenance/repair of production equipment. Associates degree in electronics or related
field required with 1-2 years experience in equipment repair/maintenance. Applications available
from the City of Irving, 825 W. Irving Blvd., Irving,
TV 75060. Call (214) 721-2532 for more information. Closing date: October 30, 1996

Inc., 483 N. Mulford Rd., Rockford, IL 61107. EOE.

CATV/VIDEO TECHNICIAN Responsibilities include the maintenance and some operations of the
University's two Cable -TV systems along with maintenance in other video and audio areas of WKU's
Educational Television Service including WKYUTV, Ch -24. Qualifications: Good organizational,

communication, and writing skills; the ability to
work independently, working knowledge of DOS/
Windows, IBM compatible PCs, two years of format

training in electronics or equivalent experience in
electronics. Experience with Data Networking and
the Internet preferred. Applications for this posi-

tion are available at the Department of Human
Resources, Wetherby Administration Building,
Room 42, Western Kentucky University, 1 Big Red
Way, Bowling Green, KY 42101-3576. Applications
must be received by November 5, 1996. Women
and minorities encouraged to apply. Western
Kentucky University is an Affirmative Action/Equal

Opportunity Employer.

ENGINEERING TECHNICIANS Keystone Communications, the largest provider of international satellite transmission services, has immediate openings in New York and Los Angeles for RF and audio/
video systems engineering technicians. SBE certificate and broadcast industry experience a plus.
Fax resume plus salary req. to 801/595-6023. No
phone calls please.

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER -Well equipped Texas
NBC Affiliate is looking for an experienced maintenance engineer. Must be proficient with Sony
equipment including Betacam decks, cameras, and

Betacart. The successful candidate will be a professional who takes pride in his/her work. Females
and minorities are encourage to apply. Send resumes and salary requirements to Chief Engineer,
KAMR-TV, P.O. Box 751, Amarillo, TX 79189. NO
PHONE CALLS PLEASE. KAMR-TV is an Equal
Opportunity Employer, M/F.

Qualified candidates will be contacted.
Equal Opportunity Employer
EOE/M/FN/D

r

WE PLACE

CHIEF ENGINEERS

--.

®KEYSTONE INT'L, INC.
16 Laflin Road, Suite 900
Pittston, PA 18640. USA
Fax 717-654-5765 Phone 717-655-7143
j
\_E-Mait keyjobs@ keystone.microserve.corny

ASST. CHIEF ENGINEER: Opening for an assistant

chief engineer with an eye on the future.

RF

background needed. Extensive studio maintenance
experience a requirement. Send resume to: Dave
Hendricks, ACE1-BE, Box 44227, Shreveport, LA
71134-4227. EOE.

VIDEO MAINTENANCE ENGINEER: Rainbow
Network Communications, a division of Rainbow
Programming, is seeking an experienced Mainte-

nance Engineer with the ability to troubleshoot
and repair analog and digital equipment down to
component level. A solid knowledge of video and
audio signals, betacam VCRs, monitors, switch-

ers, routers, digital paint boxes and still stores
necessary. This is an ideal opportunity for a selfstarter who requires minimal supervision and has

the flexibility to work all shifts and weekends.
Competitive compensation commensurate with
experience. Please send resume and salary requirements to: PO Box 999-VM, Woodbury, NY
11797. We are an equal opportunity employer.

October 1996

TELEVISION ENGINEERS
Turner Broadcasting System, the leading
News, Sports, and Entertainment system in
satellite communications, has career
opportunities for engineers with broadcast
maintenance experience. These positions
demand an extensive background in television
engineering and at least two years of training in
electronics technology. Turner Broadcasting
System offers an excellent benefit and
compensation program.
Send resumes to:

Mr. Jim Brown. Corp. Engineering
Turner Broadcasting System, Inc.
One CNN Center
P.O. Box 105366
Atlanta, GA 30348-5366
(404)827-1638 office

(04)827-1835 fax
TBS is an equal opportunity employer

Broadcast Engineering
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classified
HELP WANTED

TELEVISION ASSISTANT

CHIEF ENGINEER

CHIEF ENGINEER

Encore Media is seeking a seasoned, motivated Chief Engineer to lead its engineering department. Responsible for the engi-

Responsibilities include supervising the
technical operations relating to all studio
functions. Responsible for supervising
the maintenance and repair of all studio
related equipment. Must participate in
establishing technical needs and crew
requirements for programming and news
related events. Oversee various technical
and operating procedures to troubleshoot
and solve potential problems prior to air.
Serve as Engineering Department liaison
between the Sales, Traffic, Programming
and Promotion Departments.

(VTR's), digital audio mixers, video produc-

tion switchers and editors; digital and analog routing switchers, and related video pro-

duction equipment. Also responsible for
the design and project management of the

technical facilities, supervision of the technical maintenance staff, budgets and capital planning and construction scheduling of
future facilities expansion with an emphasis on operational efficiency and productivity.

Candidates must be current on new tech-

KPRC-TV

KPRC

HOUSTON

No phone calls please.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

nologies in production, post production,
video tape operations, graphics platforms,
playback and uplink. Also, successful candidates require a minimum of 5 years ex-

perience as an executive supervising the
design, documentation and technical main-

POST-NEWSWEEK
f

Hal graphics systems; Digital Betacom

and systems, the generation and maintenance of accurate documentation of the

Submit Resume To:
Dale Werner
Director of Broadcast
Operations & Engineering

S

digital post production facility consisting of
five component digital On -Line edit bays;
AVID media composer, Audiovision, and
Air -Play edit systems; Quantel Henry and

installation of video production equipment

Associate Degree or equivalent in
Engineering or Communications. Five
years television and technical operations
experience required. Three to five years
of management experience and strong
interpersonal skills a must.

8181 Southwest Freeway
Houston, TX 77074

neering and maintenance of Encore's all

tenance of broadcast systems and equipment, along with hands-on experience in
technical maintenance of broadcast video,
audio, and automation equipment Candi-

TIONS,IN

PENSACOLA JUNIOR COLLEGE, Pensacola, FL

Assistant Director of Engineering and operations.

Job #0665. $22,000 - $43,000. A bachelor's degree with major course work in electronics, and
four years full-time experience in a broadcast tele-

vision facility, of which three years must have
been performing maintenance of sophisticated
broadcast quality equipment; at least two years
supervision of personnel required; OR graduation
from high school or GED and eight years of fulltime experience in a broadcast television facility,
of which four years must have been performing

dates must have good written and oral communication skills and be multi -task oriented

with the ability to crisis manage. An understanding of digital compression technology including MPEG I, MPEG2 is a plus.

College degree required. Please send resume and salary history to: Chief Engineer, #182, P.O. Box 4917, Englewood,
cessful candidate. EOE.

Strong in Studio System design, video tape repair.
FCC General License. Management skills helpful.

ncor

Advanced Television 1996
Building for ATV
3rd Annual Conference & Workshop
November 20-22, 1996

sume to: Chief Engineer, WICD 250 S. Country Fair
Dr., Champaign, IL 61821, EOE.

Broadcast Engineering
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Don't Be
Left Behind

Excellent opportunity for rapid advancement in
growing operation to qualified person. Send re-

1 22

an Associate's degree in Electronics or the
equivalent, 2+ years of experience in broadcast

maintenance, and be PC and MAC computer
literate. FCC or SBE certification a plus. For
consideration, please send/fax resume and salary requirements to:

Thirteen/WNET
Attn: Manager, Compensation & Staffing
PSCH-0316
356 West 58th Street
New York, NY 10019
Fax: 212-582-3297
No phones. No agencies, please. EOE.
CUSTOMER TECHNICAL SUPPORT SPECIALIST

(1 position): Support Latin American sales and
marketing effort by providing technical interface

between field sales representatives, customers,
and distributors. Advise customers on product
and system configuration, specifications, and applications. Provide equipment demonstrations
and technical maintenance training at customer
and/or distributor sites. Works independently to
provide mainly pre -sales support to monolingual

Spanish-speaking engineers in Latin America.
Travel to customer sites in Latin America approximately 12 times per year for duration of 1-2 weeks.
Require: Bachelor's degree in Electronics or Electrical Engineering, with 2 years' experience in the
Job Offered or 2 years' experience as an Electrical
Engineer in television broadcast equipment industry. Fluent in oral and written Spanish to commu-

nicate with monolingual technical personnel at
customer and distributor sites in Latin America.
$60,000/Year. Hrs: 9AM to 5PM. Submit resume to:
Job Service of Florida, 701 S.W. 27th Ave., Rm. 47,
Miami, FL 33135-3014. Re: Job Order No. FL 1474483.

CHRISTIAN TELEVISION NETWORK seeking

MEDIA CORPORATIC N.

1799.

perienced in UHF Transmitter maintenance.

Thirteen/WNET seeks an individual to repair 1'
Betacam SP, D-2 machines, and maintain editing (linear & non-linear) and broadcasting systems. Knowledge of studio equipment with extensive experience in component level troubleshooting a must. Qualified applicants must have

CO 80155. Drug test required for suc-

maintenance of sophisticated broadcast quality
equipment, and at least two years must have been
In supervision of personnel required. Possession
of a current Federal Communication Commission
General Radiotelephone Operator License required. Prefer knowledge of Broadcast automation systems, computer operating systems, word
processing skills, non-linear editing systems and
video disk servers and basic knowledge of KU Band uplinking and SNG truck operations. Open
until filled. PJC - An Equal Opportunity Institution. Minorites are encouraged to apply. For official application material please call (904) 484-

TELEVISION: ASSISTANT CHIEF ENGINEER Ex-

BROADCAST
MAINTENANCE
ENGINEER

October 1996

The Westin Hotel O'Hare
Chicago, IL
For more information about attending
call 800-288-8606.

Outside the U.S. call 303-220-0600.

qualified Chief Broadcast Engineer with experience in Transmitter and RF system, Production
and Transmitting video systems, and Component
level repair of all electronic equipment involved
in TV production and broadcasting. The Network
is seeking individuals who are goal oriented, quality minded and self -motivated. If you meet our
criteria and share our vision and purpose, send
your resume to: Tri-State Christian TV -Employment, P.O. Box 1010, Marion, IL 62959. An Equal
Opportunity Employer.
MAINTENANCE ENGINEER KNXV-TV, Phoenix,

Arizona seeks an individual with repair and installation skills of television broadcast and computer equipment. Should have three years experience in maintaining audio, video, computer and
RF broadcast equipment and systems. This position requires a two year electronic technical
degree or equivalent, and experience with Beta
and CCD ENG camera equipment. Fax resume to
Engineering Manager at (602) 304-3000 or send
to KNXV-TV, 4625 S. 33rd Place, Phoenix, Arizona
85040. EOE.
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digital basics
By Paul McGoldrick

Digital video transport technology
Dn Edward Fink, assistant professor of communications at California State University, Fullerton, teaches
courses in television and film. At Viscom 96, he present-

ed a paper on the impact of digital technology on TV
production. As part of the study, he followed "American
Gothic," produced by Renaissance Pictures and Gothic
American Productions, with Universal TV.
The program is shot mostly on 16mm film with some
35mm. The film is telecine-transferred to Digital Beta cam, with audio added, at Anderson Video. Dubs (3/4 inch) are edited off-line on Avids at LA Digital Post and
then on -lined back at Anderson. Digitized images are

also sent over ISDN circuits to Northwest Imaging
(Vancouver, BC) for special effects and returned via

Last month, this column expressed concern about the
possibility of Asynchronous Transport Mode (ATM)
carrying digital video. Since then, we have had discussions with developers of 1GHz-capable Ethernet. A
distribution standard, particularly on switching to and
from lower -grade branches, seems to be extremely close
to decision. The association making the decisions wants

to get the architecture questions behind it. Several
manufacturers could move fast enough and have products available by next year's NAB.
Also, there are strong indications that Synchronous
Optical Network (SONET) will be capable of moving

upward from its present 1GHz to 2.5-3GHz as new

ISDN for approval. The final Digital Betacam tapes are
shipped from Vancouver to Los Angeles. Audio follows

semiconductors get on-line within the next six months;

similar paths, although in this case, the original is
analog, on Nagra, Foley is at Universal and Digital
Sound and Picture does the on-line edit. Additional

may not be the devices, but the test equipment. As it is,
the manufacturers involved are working with their own
homemade setups.
If these bandwidths sound outlandish, remember that

dialog lines are "looped" in North Carolina on DAT,
while the music is scored and recorded on DAT in
Michigan, with approvals again via ISDN.
Not an unusual cornucopia of players with a high profile production (and even then one was missed: the
Merlin images are rendered at Vision Art in LA), but it
is a scenario that required some enabling technologies.
Perhaps more important, it would have taken more

it now appears that the limiting factor in deployment

if advanced television is going to get off the drawing
board and into homes, there must be the means to carry
it between studio centers, from remotes, to the transmitters (terrestrial and satellite) and to the cable head -ends.

ATM and SONET are for contribution and delivery
circuits. Within a facility there are several choices for

distribution, from coax to fiber to twisted pair (for

overnighting of tapes for approvals, leaving less time for

1GHz Ethernet). Routing switchers will be needed in all

flexibility and creative editing. Avid, Digital Betacam
and Adobe Premiere all play an important part.
Dr. Fink concluded his paper, "Digital technology is a
tool: a device that assists in creating a program. It can
offer more visual and aural options than other technologies, and it can do so more quickly, and sometimes
more cheaply, thereby offering its users greater creative
flexibility. Digital technology takes second place to

the standards if they are to do more than just couple
equipment islands. Within a few weeks of this issue

creative thought, but as a tool to assist the creative
thinker, it affords more choices in less time with relative
ease and often with less expense."
This is something that the engineering community sometimes forget; there is no place in the production and post production fields for technology that cannot do the job
easier, quicker, more reliably and cheapen Digital technology for technology's sake does not cut it. But, we have a
partial technological "out" when it comes to transport.
There is no single best solution that will win. We all have
our biases and this is an area where we can justify negative
comments about any of the systems proposed.
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hitting your mailbox, there will be a player in the ighfrequency crosspoint business. In November, Comllnear
(a National Semiconductor company in Colorado) will
announce its CLC018 8x8 digital crosspoint switch. The
switch is capable of operating at data rates in excess of
1.2Gb/s and has excellent channel -to -channel crosstalk
and jitter numbers. It will see service in serial digital
video switchers (with expansion to larger arrays), and in
many telecommunications/SONET switching areas.
This battle for transport is hardly over, maybe there
will be a combination of technologies involved, even in

our tiny broadcast niche. But they are core to any
progress with digital video. Dr. Fink may never see them

discussed in a report with production personnel, but
they are, literally, the backbone of our future.
Paul McGoldrick is a freelance writer and consultant based on the
West Coast.
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